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Chapter 3

Figure 3.1 \(^1\)H spectra of the mixture of four components of heptanal, 4-chlorobenzylamine, tert-butyl isocyanide and 2-nitrophenol in methanol-\(d_4\) at temperature of 55°C. The first spectrum (bottom) was obtained after half a minute and the last spectrum (top) was obtained after 66 hours.

Figure 3.2 2DJ spectrum of the Ugi-Smiles reaction, expanding the methyl region.

Figure 3.3 First spectrum of the methyl region of Smiles reaction (bottom) and the last spectrum (top).

Figure 3.4 Array showing every 10\(^{th}\) spectrum from the first (bottom) to the 120\(^{th}\) (top). The signals from left to right are reactant methoxy (b), product methoxy (c), acetone impurity (*), reactant acetate (a) and product acetate (d).

Figure 3.5 The result of fitting the overlapping signals of the methylene region (0.82-0.95 ppm in figure 3.1). The dots show the experimental data and the solid lines on them are the total fit of the overlapped region. The individual triplets and the background hump are shown at the bottom.

Figure 3.6 The first (A) and the last (B) experimental (dots) and fitted data (solid lines) for the methoxy region of the ester hydrolysis (figure 3.4), with arbitrary frequency scales. The reactant methoxy is at 20 Hz, while the chemical shift of the product methoxy (OMe) on the frequency scale used varies between 53 and 48 Hz during the reaction. As the reaction proceeds, the change in the ratio of Ar-OH to ArO- for the 2-methoxy phenol product causes the chemical shift of the OMe group to change.

Figure 3.7 Experimental (dots) and fitted (solid line) spectra for the reactant and product acetate signals in the ester hydrolysis reaction (figure 3.4); the first spectrum is shown at the left and the last on the right. On the arbitrary frequency scale used, the reactant acetate is at 740 Hz and product is at about 1000 Hz.

Figure 3.8 A) Kinetic plot of acetate signals. The dots represent the concentration values of the fitted signals as a function of time, which are
fitted (solid lines) to a 1st order kinetic model, giving a rate constant of $6.08 \pm 0.03 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$. B) Kinetic plot of methoxy signals, giving a rate constant of $5.81 \pm 0.03 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$.
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Figure 4.1 Graphical decomposition of multi-component PARAFAC model. $X$ is the initial trilinear array. $A$, $C$, and $S$ are the loading matrices of the three modes, and $R$ is the residuals. The three independent variables for different number of components are assigned as $t, f$, and $g$.

Figure 4.2 A schematic representation of a pulsed field gradient spin echo (PFGSE) experiment (A), and the behaviour (B, C) of magnetization vectors during the sequence. (B) The behaviour of spins during the PFGSE sequence if there is no diffusion. After the 90° pulse all the spins are rotated into the xy plane (i). After the first gradient pulse the spins are phase shifted (ii). During the time $\tau - \delta$ (time after the first gradient and before the 180° pulse) the spins precess (without diffusing). A 180° pulse rotates the spins into mirror image positions and they carry on evolving (iii). The second gradient pulse affects the spins in the same way as the first gradient, so the vectors are refocused and maximum signal intensity is observed (vi). (C) The behaviour of spins during the PFGSE sequence if there is diffusion in the sample. As in A, the vectors are transformed by the 90° and the first gradient pulse (i and ii). As the spins diffuse, their vertical positions change while they evolve. The 180° pulse rotates the spins into mirror image positions and they again carry on evolving and diffusing (iii). The second gradient pulse affects each position in the same way as before, but as the spins are in different locations, the effect is different from that of the first gradient pulse. Therefore, the vectors are not completely refocused and the total signal intensity is reduced. The greater the gradient amplitude and the greater the diffusion, the greater will be the signal attenuation.

Figure 4.3 Schematic graph of PFGSTE sequence (A), BPPSTE sequence (B), and Oneshot sequence (C).

Figure 4.4 A subset of the raw experimental data, showing the attenuation of the signals for 6 gradient levels in one dimension, and the evolution of the signals during the timecourse of the experiment in the other dimension.

Figure 4.5 Normalised PARAFAC output for concentrated sucrose hydrolysis (0.6 M). In each of the modes the sucrose is shown in blue
and the mixture of glucose and fructose is in green. In the diffusion and evolution modes the dots show the gradient levels and concentration data points respectively. The diffusion mode fits to the Stejskal-Tanner equation are shown as solid lines.

Figure 4.6 Calculated relative concentrations of reactants (downward curve) and products (rising curve) obtained by PARAFAC (A) and by integration of the anomeric signals (B) together with non-linear least squares fits (solid lines) to first order kinetics, for the acid hydrolysis of sucrose to glucose and fructose. A) Normalised PARAFAC components $C_i(t)$; fitting yielded a rate constant $k = 4.39 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$. B) Relative concentrations of sucrose and of glucose/fructose obtained by integration of the anomeric signals of sucrose (5.53 ppm) and of glucose (alpha at 5.47 ppm and beta at 4.9 ppm). Fitting to first order kinetics yielded $k = 4.38 \pm 0.03 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$.

Figure 4.7 A) Comparison of the sucrose spectrum obtained by PARAFAC and the reference spectrum for the pure material. B) Comparison of mixed spectrum for glucose and fructose obtained by PARAFAC and the experimental (reference) spectrum of an equivalent mixture of the two sugars. The two anomeric signals at 5.47 ppm and 4.9 ppm are the signals of the alpha and beta anomeric protons of glucose respectively. The gap in the spectra is where the water signal appears; this region was discarded from PARAFAC analysis. The numbered arrows show the key differences between the PARAFAC spectra and the pure material spectra.

Figure 4.8 PARAFAC reconstruction and experimental spectra, with their percentage difference (PARAFAC reconstructed spectra - experimental spectra) for the first gradient level of the 1$^{st}$, 5$^{th}$, 10$^{th}$, 15$^{th}$, 20$^{th}$, 25$^{th}$, 30$^{th}$, 35$^{th}$, 40$^{th}$, and 45$^{th}$ spectra of acid hydrolysis of high concentration sucrose (0.6 M) are shown in A to J respectively.

Figure 4.9 Spectra obtained by PARAFAC for less concentrated sucrose hydrolysis (0.06 M). The arrows point to the regions showing cross-talk in figure 4.7; cross-talk is greatly reduced but still just visible for most.

Figure 4.10 PARAFAC reconstruction and experimental spectra, with their difference for the first gradient level of every 10$^{th}$ spectrum from spectrum 1 to 110 acid hydrolysis of the lower concentration sucrose (0.06 M) are shown from A to L respectively.

Figure 4.11 The difference between PARAFAC and experimental spectra at 4.8 ppm (arrow 2 in figure 4.9) as a function of gradient level and time course of the experiment in a 3D plot.
Figure 4.12  Spectra obtained by PARAFAC for less concentrated sucrose hydrolysis (0.006 M). The arrows show the existence of the cross talk, although the concentration has been reduced significantly in comparison with the spectra obtained in figure 4.9.

Figure 4.13  Comparison of robustness of PARAFAC to noisy simulated experimental data (water signal is discarded in all spectra). The left column shows the first (A) and the last (B) experimental data; the PARAFAC output, glucose/fructose (C) and sucrose (D) spectrum. The middle column shows the same data as the first column with noise added to give a SNR of 3.4:1. In the right column the SNR is 2:1, for which PARAFAC can not decompose the components without applying a non-negativity constraint. By applying non-negativity, even for such poor signal-to-noise data, PARAFAC can identify the glucose/fructose (C in the right column), and sucrose (D in the right column) spectra.

Figure 4.14  A) A subset of the experimental data (spectra as a function of pulsed field gradient and reaction time) obtained for low concentration sucrose (1.1 mM) showing data for the start, midpoint, and end of the period monitored, together with the time evolution (B) of the components corresponding to sucrose and to glucose/fructose, and the fitted spectra (C).

Figure 4.15  A and B in the left column are experimental data (spectrometer gain of 50), with A being the first (S/N of 8:1) and B the last spectrum. PARAFAC can easily distinguish between the components (C and D in the left column) without applying any constraints. A and B in the right column are experimental data (spectrometer gain of 26), with A being the first (S/N of 3.5:1) and B the last spectrum. By applying non-negativity constraint, PARAFAC can still find the components (C and D in the right column). The data processing of the lower S/N data was done using gradient levels 4 to 6 only.

Figure 4.16  The effect of applying and not applying non-negativity constraint to the analysis of the dataset shown in the right column of figure 4.15. By applying non-negativity constraint PARAFAC can distinguish between the glucose/fructose spectrum (A), and sucrose spectrum (B). Using the same data but without the constraint applied, PARAFAC did not distinguish between the components, and yields a spectrum which is a mixture of both components (C).

Figure 4.17  Kinetic plots of acid hydrolysis of maltose to glucose with non-linear least squares fitting to a first order kinetic model. Kinetics obtained from PARAFAC (A) with $k = 1.40 \pm 0.01 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$, and from integration of anomeric signals (B) with $k = 1.36 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$. 

Figure 4.18 Spectra obtained by PARAFAC and reference spectra of pure materials for maltose (A) and glucose (B).

Figure 4.19 Concentration timecourses (circles) obtained from the PARAFAC fit, together with fits to sequential first order kinetics (solid lines). Estimated rate constants were $k_1 = 5.68 \pm 0.07 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$ and $k_2 = 2.44 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$ for the maltotriose and maltose hydrolyses respectively.

Figure 4.20 Spectra obtained from a non-negativity constrained three-component PARAFAC are shown at the top, and the pure reference spectra of the components are at the bottom.
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Figure 5.1 Variation of $z$-magnetization with time for saturation recovery in a plug flow system. The $z$-magnetization is calculated from equations 5.2, where $\alpha, V$ and $T_1$ are assumed to have values of 1. The graphs ‘a’ to ‘e’ are for different flow rates from 0.5 to 4.5 mL/min in steps of 1 mL/min.

Figure 5.2 The variation of $z$-magnetization with time for a laminar flow system. The $z$-magnetization is calculated from equations 5.7 and 5.8, where $\alpha, V$ and $T_1$ are assumed to have values of 1. The graphs ‘a’ to ‘e’ are for flow rates from 0.5 to 4.5 mL/min in steps of 1 mL/min.

Figure 5.3 The variation of $z$-magnetization with time determined by some literature for the flow condition. The $z$-magnetization is calculated from equations 5.10, where $\alpha, V$ and $T_1$ are assumed to have values of 1. The graphs ‘a’ to ‘e’ are for flow rates from 0.5 to 4.5 mL/min in steps of 1 mL/min.

Figure 5.4 Earlier structure of the flow system. (1) Reactor vessel, (2) first inlet pipe, (3, 6, 13) unions, (4) peristaltic pump, (5) pump’s pipe, (7) third inlet pipe, (8) NMR tube, (9) vortex plugs, (10) NMR screw cap with 2 holes, (11) epoxy resin, (12) first outlet pipe, (14) second outlet pipe

Figure 5.5 Latest structure of the flow system. (1) Reactor vessel, (2) first inlet pipe, (3, 6) unions, (4) peristaltic pump, (5) pump’s pipe, (7)
third inlet pipe, (8) glass container, (9) head piece, (10) NMR turbine, (11) NMR tube, (12) small vortex plug, (13) Long vortex plug, (14) vortex plug from top, (15) optical liquid level sensor, (16) bigger threaded insert which fits the NMR tube to the head piece, (17) bigger o-ring, (18) diagonal path for the solution inserting the NMR tube, (19) head piece from bottom, (20) head piece from top, (21) smaller o-rings, (22) smaller threaded inserts which fit the input and output pipes to the head piece, (23) outlet pipe, (24) safety cut-off system.

Figure 5.6 Photograph of the entire latest flow system. At right the reaction vessel is placed on an aluminium stand, and is based on a heater/stirrer. In the middle, the safety cut-off system is located on the peristaltic pump. At left, the NMR tube, head piece, and the turbine are shown.

Figure 5.7 Photographs of the head piece, inlet and outlet pipes, sensor, glass container, NMR tube, and the turbine illustrated in figure 5.5.

Figure 5.8 Flow cell cap, with the screw caps and the o-rings.

Figure 5.9 Flow cell cap bottom.

Figure 5.10 Flow cell cap top.

Figure 5.11 The raw $^1$H spectrum of 0.05 M quinine/acetone-\textsubscript{d$_6$}/CH$_3$OH/TMS in flow cell under static conditions.

Figure 5.12 $^1$H-spectrum of 0.05 M quinine/acetone-\textsubscript{d$_6$}/CH$_3$OH/TMS in flow cell under static conditions; reference deconvoluted to 1 Hz Lorentzian.

Figure 5.13 Array showing every 35\textsuperscript{th} spectrum from the third (obtained after 3 min from acquisition) to the last for a 12 h measurement on the reaction of scheme 5.1. The signals a, b, c, and d represent the Hs in scheme 5.1.

Figure 5.14 Timecourse array of the mixture of phenylethylamine and 2-methoxyphenyl acetate solution, shown for every 35\textsuperscript{th} spectrum from the first (bottom) until the last (top). The lower-case letters from ‘a’ to ‘i’ correspond to the methyl and methylene signals highlighted in scheme 5.2. During the course of the reaction the chemical shifts of signals ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘h’ change due to the change in pH as hydrolysis proceeds.
Figure 5.15 Timecourse array of the mixture of benzylamine and p-toluic acid solution; spectra are shown for every 10th spectrum from the first (bottom) until the last (top) spectrum. The lower-case letters from ‘a’ to ‘i’ correspond to proton signals highlighted in scheme 5.4. The star signals are: *1: water in exchange with carboxyl proton of acetic acid, *2: aromatics, *3: partially saturated THF, *4: impurity, *5: methyl of acetic acid, *6: unsaturated THF signal. The signals from the reactant aldehyde are not observed as the initial step of the reaction is very fast. One of the methylenes of the byproduct is not assigned as it is probably overlapped by another signal. There are lots of impurity signals observed in this timecourse. The effect of initial temperature equilibration can be seen in the moving signal of 1*; the water signal is particularly temperature-sensitive because of the comparatively low strength of the hydrogen bond.

Figure 5.16 Timecourse array for clarithromycin hydrolysis, showing every 10th spectrum from the first (bottom) to the last (top).

Figure 5.17 Segmented plots for the data of figure 5.13. Rows ‘A’ to ‘C’ are the 1st experimental spectrum, the fit to Lorentzian lineshapes, and the residuals (vertical scale showing the relative amplitude different) respectively. Rows ‘D’ to ‘F’ are the corresponding plots for the last experimental spectrum.

Figure 5.18 Experimental (dots) and fitted (solid lines) kinetic plots of reactant and product acetate (A) and methoxy (B) signals in scheme 5.1. Experimental data are fitted to 1st order kinetics (equations 5.19), yielding a rate constant of $2.22 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-3}\text{ s}^{-1}$. The oscillations at the beginning of the reaction are due to inefficient mixing; these data were omitted from the fitting.

Figure 5.19 Segmented plots of figure 5.14. Rows ‘A’ to ‘C’ are the 1st experimental spectrum, their fitting to Lorentzian lineshape, and their residuals (vertical scale showing the relative amplitude different) respectively. Rows ‘D’ to ‘F’ are the last experimental spectrum, their fitting to Lorentzian lineshape, and their residuals respectively.

Figure 5.20 Experimental (dots) and fitted (solid lines) kinetic plots for reactants and products in scheme 5.2. A) Kinetic plot for phenethylamine (reactant) and N-phenethyl acetamide (product), marked as signals ‘b’ and ‘f’ in figure 5.14. B) Kinetic plot of 2-methoxyphenyl acetate (reactant) and 2-methoxy phenol (product), marked as signals ‘d’ and ‘h’ in figure 5.14. C) Kinetic plot of acetate marked as signals ‘i’ in figure 5.14. Optimised values of $k_1$ and $k_2$ were $4.0\times10^{-3}\text{ L mol}^{-1}\text{ s}^{-1}$ and $5.9\times10^{-3}\text{ L mol}^{-1}\text{ s}^{-1}$ respectively. The effects of incomplete mixing are observed in the oscillations in the reactant curves A and B for about the first 10 min of the reaction; these data were omitted from the fitting.
Figure 5.21  Fitting showing only the first (A) and the last (B) methyl region spectra (signals ‘d’, ‘i’, ‘g’, *4) of figure 5.15. The dots represent the experimental data, and the solid lines the fits to 4 Lorentzian lineshapes.

Figure 5.22  Kinetic plot for the signals ‘d’, ‘i’, ‘g’ in figure 5.15. The dots represent the experimental data, which are fitted to a 1st order parallel kinetic model (solid lines), yielding a \( k_1 \) of \( 1.86 \pm 0.03 \times 10^{-4} \text{ L mol}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \) and \( k_2 \) of \( 6.08 \pm 0.04 \times 10^{-4} \text{ L mol}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \).
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Table 2.1  Relationship between coherence order and rotation angle about the z-axis (coherence order ±1=single-quantum coherence, coherence ±2=double-quantum coherence).
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Abstract

Many thousands of pounds are spent every year by pharmaceutical companies on understanding the mechanisms and kinetics of chemical reactions involved in drug discovery and production. NMR spectroscopy is often at the core of these studies as it is a powerful, non-destructive method for structure elucidation. As such investigations can be time-consumining and cost-inefficient, AstraZeneca, the project sponsor, is interested in more efficient methods for studying the kinetics of pharmaceutical reactions. In this work a number of different techniques have been devised, studied, and implemented to study the kinetics of chemical reactions by time-resolved NMR spectroscopy, in which every species in a reaction can be monitored simultaneously. These novel techniques allow the study of reactions which are difficult or impossible to study by conventional NMR methods (such as heterogeneous reactions), or which are complicated by having overlapping signals.

It is possible to monitor the kinetics of a reaction very simply by acquiring a series of $^1$H spectra, and obtaining the integrals of the signals by least squares fitting. This technique has been used for kinetic studies of static and on-flow reactions. In the static systems the reaction mixture was placed in the normal NMR tube in the magnet, while in the flow system the reaction mixture was placed outside of the magnet, and the solution flowed through an NMR tube placed in the magnet. The novel flow system designed, constructed and tested here has been used for kinetic studies of illustrative homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions, and is suitable for use in a wide range of NMR instrumentation.

Kinetic studies have also been carried out by acquiring a series of DOSY datasets, analysing the results using the multi-way method PARAFAC (PARAllel FACtor analysis). A series of DOSY datasets contains multivariate information on spectrum, time evolution and diffusion. Without providing any predetermined model, the data can be decomposed by PARAFAC to yield the spectrum, kinetics, and diffusion profiles for each of the components. It has also been shown that PARAFAC is remarkably robust to low signal-to-noise ratio data, significantly below the level at which conventional methods would fail.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1. **Introduction**

After the first detection of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) in 1945, this phenomenon became an extremely powerful technique in a short time. Bloch\textsuperscript{1.1} and Purcell\textsuperscript{1.2} in two different research groups discovered NMR almost simultaneously, and won the joint Nobel Prize at 1952\textsuperscript{1.3}. At first, the technique was based on continuous wave (CW) method, in which the radio frequency (RF) signal was slowly varied over a frequency range, to measure the absorption signals of all the different spin sites sequentially in the frequency domain. This method is quite time-consuming, as it has to sweep the whole frequency range slowly. Since 1966\textsuperscript{1.4} CW NMR has been largely replaced by Fourier transform (FT) NMR. In this method a radio frequency pulse is applied, which excites all spins in a given frequency range. FT NMR is much faster in comparison with CW, and the data produced have much better quality.

NMR spectroscopy has been widely used in different subjects such as physics, biology, chemistry, biochemistry, environmental control and clinical medicine. The comprehensive capability of NMR spectroscopy in clarifying molecular conformation and structure has turned the technique into an outstanding tool in academic and industrial laboratories. The great chemical specificity of NMR makes it useful in a wide variety of applications such as structure determination, kinetic and chemical studies of compounds or mixtures of compounds.

An understanding of the basic chemical and physical processes of a reaction, its mechanism and kinetics, allows industrial processes to be improved, optimizing product production and eliminating side-products. AstraZeneca, a pharmaceutical
company, is interested in novel methods to understand and study the kinetics of a variety of chemical reactions by methods that are more efficient and are less costly to manufacturer, environment, and society. This project was sponsored by AstraZeneca; the aim was to be able to characterize the kinetics of different species in a solution mixture, including intermediates, by implementation of novel methods in time-resolved NMR spectroscopy.

NMR is frequently used in the monitoring of chemical reactions. However, it is not always simple to interpret the data, especially when signals overlap. This common problem complicates analysis, sometimes to the point where the identification of individual components is not possible. Some NMR techniques such as DOSY and 2D experiments can be utilized to overcome this problem. It can also be possible to resolve this puzzle by obtaining 3-dimensional experimental data\textsuperscript{1.5}.

This thesis is divided into six chapters. This chapter and chapter 2 provide a basic introduction and a brief summary of the theory involved. Chapter 3 describes preliminary work on studying the kinetics of chemical reactions by time-resolved NMR spectroscopy, and contains 4 sections (introduction, theory, experimental work, and results and discussion). Chapters 4 and 5 each have their own sub-sections (introduction, theory, experimental work and data processing, results and discussion, conclusion (in chapter 4), future work (in chapter 5)), and describe different novel techniques.

Chapter 4 illustrates kinetic studies using trilinear data (obtained from time-resolved 2-dimensional experiments) as input to PARAFAC, a multi-way analysis method.
PARAFAC will decompose the data to yield the spectra, concentration and diffusional profile of each of the mixture components.

Chapter 5 shows the design and demonstration of a simple, cheap, robust flow system for monitoring homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions. This system can be employed with any conventional NMR probe and magnet, and no modification of the NMR instrument is needed.

Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions drawn from the project.
Chapter 2

Theory
2. **Theory**

2.1 **Basic Theory**

The NMR phenomenon is based upon the behaviour of the nuclei of certain atomic isotopes in the presence of a magnetic field. In quantum mechanics the spin quantum number \( I \) can take zero, positive integer, and positive half-integer values. Any nucleus with a non-zero spin quantum number is magnetic. If a magnetic nucleus is placed in an external magnetic field the energy states of spins split into different energy levels. Each nucleus produces \( 2I + 1 \) energy levels, which are represented by magnetic quantum numbers \( m_I \) \((-I < m_I < I\)). In an external magnetic field \( (B_0) \), a proton nucleus with \( I = 1/2 \) splits into two energy levels containing low \( (\alpha) \) and high \( (\beta) \) energy states. The energy difference \( (\Delta E) \) between these two energy states depends upon the gyromagnetic ratio \( (\gamma) \) of the nucleus and the strength of the magnetic field \( (B_0) \):

\[
\Delta E = h\gamma B_0
\]

\((h : \text{Planck’s constant divided by } 2\pi)\)

The ratio of spin population between the energy states at equilibrium is described by the Boltzmann distribution (equation 2.2), in which the population of spins at the lower level is slightly higher than at the higher level.
\[
\frac{N_\beta}{N_\alpha} = \exp(-\Delta E / k_B T)
\]

(equation 2.2)

where \( k_B, N_\beta, N_\alpha, \Delta E, T \) are the Boltzmann constant, spin population at higher energy level, spin population at lower energy level, energy difference between the energy states and temperature respectively. Radiofrequency (RF) irradiation with a frequency corresponding to the energy difference between the energy levels can cause transitions between the spin states \(^{21,2}\).

Spins possess a small magnetic moment \( \mu \) due to the positive charge of the nucleus and its motion. In the absence of an external magnetic field the spins are distributed evenly over all orientations. On applying a magnetic field \( (B_0) \), each spin starts a precessional motion around the field that is slightly influenced by the much weaker local magnetic fields generated by thermal motion of the molecules. This will eventually produce a net magnetization along the external magnetic field (z-axis). This is known as the equilibrium or bulk magnetization \( (M_0) \), which for a spin quantum number \( I \) has magnitude:

\[
M_0 = \frac{N\gamma^2\hbar^2 I(I + 1)B_0}{3k_BT}
\]

(equation 2.3)

where \( N \) is the number of spins.

At equilibrium only the z-component of magnetization exists, while x- and y-components of spins cancel one another. In order to rotate the magnetization away from z-axis, a radiofrequency (RF) pulse with frequency close to the Larmor
frequency is applied to the coil, which results in an oscillating current that causes an oscillating magnetic field, known as the $B_1$ field or the radiofrequency field \(^{2,2}\). This field causes the net magnetization to tilt away from the z-direction, and rotates around the z-axis (precesses) with a frequency known as the Larmor frequency ($\omega_0$).

$$v_0 = -\frac{\gamma B_0}{2\pi} \quad \text{or} \quad \omega_0 = -\gamma B_0$$

(equations 2.4)

where the Larmor frequency $v_0$ is in Hz, and $\omega_0$ is in rad s\(^{-1}\).

The precession of magnetization produces measurable components of magnetization in the xy plane ($M_x$, $M_y$). If a transverse coil is wrapped around the sample, the precessing magnetization induces a voltage in the coil. This small induced voltage is detected, amplified and recorded as the NMR signal or free induction decay (FID).

### 2.2 Rotating Frame of Reference and Bloch Equations

The applied magnetic field ($B_1$) rotates in the xy plane at the transmitter frequency ($\omega_{\text{ref}}$). In order to simplify analysis and remove the time dependence of the rotation, it is assumed that the rotation of the $B_1$ field occurs in a rotating frame, in which the xy plane rotates about the z-axis. If the rotating frame has the same frequency as the transmitter frequency, the $B_1$ field appears to be static. Therefore the rotating frame of reference makes it simpler to study the magnetizations.
The magnetization of a sample is represented by the three magnetization components $M_x, M_y, \text{and } M_z$. The motions of the three magnetization components under the influence of relaxation and RF field were first described by Bloch in 1946. The Bloch equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dM_x}{dt} &= \gamma B_1 M_y - \frac{(M_x - M_0)}{T_1} \\
\frac{dM_y}{dt} &= \Delta \omega M_x - \frac{M_x}{T_2} \\
\frac{dM_z}{dt} &= -\Delta \omega M_x - \gamma B_1 M_z - \frac{M_y}{T_2} \\
\end{align*}
\]

where $\Delta \omega, M_0$ are the difference between Larmor frequency and the rotating frame frequency (offset), and magnetization at equilibrium respectively. These equations describe the exponential relaxation of the three magnetization components back to equilibrium with two relaxation time constants of $T_1$ and $T_2$.

### 2.3 Coherence

At equilibrium spins are randomly distributed in different directions, while the bulk magnetization is along the z-axis. According to the Boltzmann distribution the numbers of spins in different energy levels $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are not equal. This produces a polarization along the z direction. By applying an RF pulse this polarization is rotated from the z direction to the transverse plane. The correlation between the phases of spins in the transverse plane while they are precessing, represents a type of coherence. There are different kinds of coherences: some result in observable signals and some are non-observable, some are wanted and some unwanted.
The total magnetization in a sample is the sum of all the contributions from the individual spins. Due to the very large number of spins it is not possible to follow their evolution individually. However, the quantum mechanical behaviour of a sample can be calculated without specifying the motions of individual spins by using the density operator. The density operator for a one-spin system can be written as follows:

$$\dot{\rho}(t) = a_x(t)\hat{I}_x + a_y(t)\hat{I}_y + a_z(t)\hat{I}_z$$

(equation 2.6)

where the spin operators $\hat{I}_x$, $\hat{I}_y$ and $\hat{I}_z$ represent the components of the spin angular momentum in the x, y and z directions, and $a_x(t)$, $a_y(t)$ and $a_z(t)$ are coefficients which are related to the variation of $M_x$, $M_y$ and $M_z$ with time respectively. Therefore for a one-spin system a total of three operators is needed.

By applying different pulses, spin operators can be interconverted. For instance a pulse about the x and y axis with flip angle $\pi/2$ radians produces the following transformations:

$$\hat{I}_y \xrightarrow{(\pi/2)\hat{I}_x} \hat{I}_z$$

$$\hat{I}_z \xrightarrow{(\pi/2)\hat{I}_x} -\hat{I}_y$$

$$\hat{I}_x \xrightarrow{(\pi/2)\hat{I}_y} -\hat{I}_z$$

$$\hat{I}_z \xrightarrow{(\pi/2)\hat{I}_y} \hat{I}_x$$

In these rotations the density operator is given by:
\[ \dot{\rho}(t) \equiv \cos \theta \hat{I}_n + \sin \theta \hat{I}_{n'} \]  

(equation 2.7)

where \( n \) represents the starting operator and \( n' \) the operator generated by the rotation.

For describing a two-spin system a total of sixteen \((4^2)\) operators are constructed from the four single spin operators \((\hat{E}, \hat{I}_x, \hat{I}_y, \hat{I}_z)\), where \( \hat{E} \) is the identity operator. In this system the density operator is defined as in equation 2.6, but with a total of sixteen operators. In the same way for a three-spin system, 64 \((4^3)\) operators are constructed.

The order of a coherence determines the effect of rotation about the z-axis through an angle \( \phi \) on the coherence. The operator \( \hat{I}_z \) is not affected by rotation around the z-axis, therefore it has zero order. The following table describes the rotations for different coherence orders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coherence order</th>
<th>Rotation about z-axis through ( \phi_z )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>(-\phi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+2</td>
<td>(-2\phi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>(+\phi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>(+2\phi)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1  Relationship between coherence order and rotation angle about the z-axis (coherence order 0=zero-quantum coherence, coherence order \( \pm 1 \)=single-quantum coherence, coherence \( \pm 2 \)=double-quantum coherence).
Raising \((\hat{I}_{i+})\) and lowering \((\hat{I}_{i-})\) operators, having +1 and -1 coherence orders respectively, can be used to define the coherence order of spin \(i\) operators according to the following equations.

\[
\hat{I}_{ix} = \frac{1}{2}(\hat{I}_{i+} + \hat{I}_{i-}) \\
\hat{I}_{iy} = \frac{1}{2i}(\hat{I}_{i+} - \hat{I}_{i-})
\]  

(equations 2.8)

Therefore, \(\hat{I}_{ix}\) and \(\hat{I}_{iy}\) have equal mixtures of +1 and -1 coherence orders, known as single-quantum coherence. The \(\hat{I}_{iz}\) operator is unaffected by a \(z\) pulse and has coherence order of 0, zero-quantum coherence. For example a two spin system with product operator \(2\hat{I}_{1y}\hat{I}_{2y}\) has an equal mixture of coherence orders +2 and -2, double-quantum coherence, and order 0, zero-quantum coherence as follows:

\[
2\hat{I}_{1y}\hat{I}_{2y} = 2 \times \frac{1}{2i}(\hat{I}_{1+} - \hat{I}_{1-}) \times \frac{1}{2i}(\hat{I}_{2+} - \hat{I}_{2-}) \\
= \frac{1}{2i^2}(\hat{I}_{1+}\hat{I}_{2-} - \hat{I}_{1-}\hat{I}_{2+} - \hat{I}_{1-}\hat{I}_{2+} + \hat{I}_{1+}\hat{I}_{2-})
\]  

(equations 2.9)

where the coherence orders of \(\hat{I}_{1+}\hat{I}_{2+}, \hat{I}_{1+}\hat{I}_{2-}, \hat{I}_{1-}\hat{I}_{2+}, \hat{I}_{1-}\hat{I}_{2-}\) are +2, 0, 0, and -2 respectively.

In a spin system comprised of \(N\) spins, coherence orders of \(+N\) to \(-N\) in integer steps are possible. Therefore, any one-spin system has coherence orders of -1, 0, +1 and a two-spin system has coherence orders of -2, -1, 0 +1, and +2. Only transverse
magnetizations (\( \hat{I}_x \) and \( \hat{I}_y \)), which are single-quantum coherences, produce observable signals. By convention, only -1 coherence order is detected by the receiver, so this is the wanted coherence order. The coherence orders can be represented in a chart, in which each horizontal line represents an order. This diagram, a coherence transfer pathway (CTP), is used to show the changes in orders during a sequence of pulses, ending in the desired -1 coherence order. During free precession, spins maintain their coherence order, while an RF pulse can change the order. Phase cycling and gradient pulses are the two methods that are commonly used to select wanted coherence pathways and reject others.  

2.3.1 Selecting a CTP Using Phase Cycling

An RF pulse can change the coherence order from \( p_1 \) to \( p_2 \). Therefore, the phase of a given pulse can be shifted to select a desired coherence pathway. When a pulse with phase \( \phi_1 \) is applied, a coherence transfer pathway with coherence difference \( \Delta p = (p_2 - p_1) \) experiences a phase shift \( \phi_2 = -\Delta p \times \phi_1 \). In phase cycling, a pulse sequence is repeated multiple times while changing the phase \( \phi_1 \) of the pulse. Each time the phase of the receiver is made to follow the phase of the pulse so as to have a phase change of \( \phi_2 \). In this case the signals from the desired coherence add up (because the phases of the pulse and receiver follow each other), while the signals from the other coherences cancel each other (because the phase of the receiver and the coherence change by different amounts). Common pulse phase (\( \phi_1 \)) shifts are \( 0^\circ, 90^\circ, 180^\circ, 270^\circ \). For example a required coherence pathway of \( +1 \rightarrow -1 \), which has \( \Delta p \) of \(-2\), experiences a phase change of \( 2\phi_1 \) (\( \phi_2 = -\Delta p \times \phi_1 \)). This means that by applying each of the four above RF phase shifts, this pathway experiences shifts of \( 0^\circ \), \( 180^\circ \), \( 360^\circ \) (equivalent to
0°), and 540° (equivalent to 180°). So, if the phase of the receiver follows the sequence 0°, 180°, 0°, 180°, the signals of the wanted coherence will add up and the signal from the rest of the coherences will cancel. Therefore phase cycling can be used to choose the desired coherence history of a pulse sequence 2.2, 4.

2.3.2 Selecting a CTP Using Gradients

It is desirable to have a homogeneous magnetic field, to optimise the resolution of the spectrum. However, in some circumstances the magnetic field needs to be deliberately changed linearly along the z-axis for a short period. This variation of the magnetic field -a field gradient pulse- can be generated using an extra, gradient, coil in the NMR probe. Different sizes and directions of current are passed through the gradient coil to produce the gradient pulses. The consequence of having a field gradient in a sample is that the spins at different layers precess at different rates. In the presence of a gradient, the magnetic field can be described as follows:

\[ B_z = B_0 + Gz \]  
(equation 2.10)

where \( B_z, B_0, G, z \) are the magnetic field in the presence of gradient, magnetic field without a gradient, strength of gradient, and distance along the field direction from the centre of the sample respectively. Such magnetic field gradients can be used to dephase and rephase the spins and select a specific coherence transfer pathway.

A gradient pulse dephases the spins as follows:
\[ \phi_1(z) = -p_1 \gamma G_1 z \tau_1 \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(equation 2.11)}

where \( p_1, \gamma, G_1, z, \tau_1 \) are the coherence order at the time the gradient is applied, gyromagnetic ratio, strength of gradient, distance along the field direction from the centre of the sample, and duration of the gradient pulse respectively. After applying an RF pulse a variety of coherences are produced. By applying a second gradient pulse, the phase distribution caused by the first gradient pulse can be either refocused, or perturbed further, for specific coherence orders. The phase after the second gradient pulse, \( \phi_2(z) \), can be refocused (rephased) if the total phase distribution is zero:

\[
\phi_1(z) + \phi_2(z) = 0 \\
- p_1 \gamma G_1 z \tau_1 - p_2 \gamma G_2 z \tau_2 = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(equations 2.12)}

\[
\frac{G_1 \tau_1}{G_2 \tau_2} = \frac{p_2}{p_1}
\]

Equation 2.12 shows the refocusing condition for coherence orders \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \), while other coherence orders are dephased and lost. For example if a coherence order change of \(+1 \rightarrow -1\) is desired, according to equation 2.12 for the same duration of gradient pulses (\( \tau_1 = \tau_2 \)), the strengths of the gradients must be equal (\( G_1 = G_2 \)) \(^{2,5,6} \)
2.4 Spectrometer Anatomy

An NMR spectrometer is a complex instrument constructed of different parts. Some of the main components are briefly explained as follows.

2.4.1 The Magnet

Modern NMR spectrometers are constructed around superconducting magnets. These magnets are assembled from a coil of wire typically made of copper, niobium, and tin, in which a current passes through the coil generating a magnetic field ($B_0$). This field is stable and remains forever without applying any additional electrical power. The superconductivity of the coils is protected by constructing a cold environment, placing them in a bath of liquid helium, in which the helium is surrounded by liquid nitrogen (which is cheaper), all surrounded by a vacuum flask to protect from the outside heat. A sample can be placed in the magnet by going though the bore, a vertical tube, into the probe, where the maximum magnetic field exists. This field needs to be made homogeneous in the active volume by the use of additional coils known as shim coils (see section 2.4.6). The temperature of the sample is not affected by the magnet, as the bore is insulated from the superconducting coil.
2.4.2 The Probe

When a sample is inserted into a magnet it is placed in the probe, which is mounted in the bore. A probe is one of the most expensive parts of the NMR instrument, and can be exchanged for different experiments. In a basic probe the different parts can be simply described as an electronic circuit of a coil wound perpendicular to $B_0$, and two capacitors, tuning and matching capacitors. The coil surrounds a small region, known as the active volume, (about 1.5 cm) of the bottom of the sample. Radiofrequency currents (RF pulses) are applied, generating an oscillating magnetic field ($B_1$) in the sample, which is much smaller than the original magnetic field ($B_0$), but through resonance can affect the magnetic moments presented in the sample.

There are different frequency channels for different isotopes, the desired channel will be tuned to focus on the frequency region of the studied isotope. During the tuning of the probe, the tune and match capacitors are adjusted until the frequency of the tuning circuit matches the Larmor frequency of the desired isotope and the impedance of the resonant circuit matches that of the spectrometer electronics (RF amplifier, preamplifier) to which it is connected. The coil in the probe produces thermal noise, caused by the thermal motion of the electrons, which can be reduced by cooling the coil.
2.4.3 The Transmitter

The transmitter of a spectrometer is constructed of different parts to produce an RF pulse with the desired amplitude and phase. An RF synthesizer generates a radiofrequency wave oscillating at the reference frequency, $\omega_{\text{ref}}$, (transmitter frequency: the frequency of the middle of the spectral window). At the output of the RF synthesizer a pulse programmer controls the phase and duration of the pulse. The duration of a pulse is controlled by a gate, open to allow the radiofrequency to pass and shut to terminate the pulse. The generated pulse has a low power (mW) and needs to be amplified (to about 100 W) by an amplifier which has a fixed gain. If the power of a pulse needs to be varied (a non-selective pulse is more powerful than a selective pulse) an attenuator placed before the amplifier controls the change.

2.4.4 The Receiver

The RF pulse produced travels into the duplexer from the transmitter. The duplexer is the device that sends and receives the radiofrequency to and from the probe. The high voltage RF pulse passes through the duplexer towards the probe and ends up in the coil around the sample, producing the $B_1$ field. The voltage induced by the precession of the nuclear spins is received by the same coil and travels back towards the duplexer. This weak current is passed through an amplifier moving towards the receiver. These currents (NMR signals) oscillate at hundreds of MHz, too fast for digitization. Therefore, the NMR signal oscillating at the Larmor frequency ($\omega_0$) is combined with the spectrometer reference signal oscillating at frequency of $\omega_{\text{ref}}$ as in equation 2.13 to produce a detectable signal which has a frequency, of the order of 1 MHz or less, known as the offset.
\[ \Omega = \omega_0 - \omega_{\text{ref}} \]  
(equation 2.13)

NMR signals can have positive or negative offsets, depending on the position of the signal relative to the spectrometer reference frequency. These two possibilities can be distinguished by quadrature detection, where the NMR signals received from the probe are split into two, and transferred to two separate mixers. In one of the mixers the NMR signal represented by \( \cos(\omega_0 t) \) is multiplied by the receiver reference, \( \cos(\omega_{\text{ref}} t) \), as follows:

\[
\cos(\omega_0 t) \times \cos(\omega_{\text{ref}} t) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \cos(\omega_0 + \omega_{\text{ref}})t + \cos(\omega_0 - \omega_{\text{ref}})t \right] \tag{equation 2.14}
\]

The other mixer multiplies the NMR signal by a 90° phase shifted receiver signal, \( \cos(\omega_{\text{ref}} t + \pi / 2) \), which can be written as \(-\sin(\omega_{\text{ref}} t)\).

\[
\cos(\omega_0 t) \times \left( -\sin(\omega_{\text{ref}} t) \right) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ -\sin(\omega_0 + \omega_{\text{ref}})t + \sin(\omega_0 - \omega_{\text{ref}})t \right] \tag{equation 2.15}
\]

The low frequency signals in equations 2.14 and 2.15, \( \cos(\omega_0 - \omega_{\text{ref}})t \) and \( \sin(\omega_0 - \omega_{\text{ref}})t \) are separated, so the orthogonal x (real) and y (imaginary) components of the magnetization have been detected. The signals are passed to separate analogue-to-digital converters (ADCs). An ADC converts the continuous wave of an NMR signal to a discrete set of numbers to be stored in the computer. A three-bit ADC (three binary bits) contains eight levels. The input wave signal of an ADC changes
continuously, but the ADC with eight levels only picks the level that is closest to the input. Therefore, the output is an approximation of the original signal. As the number of bits of an ADC increases, the number of levels will increase, resulting in more accurate digitization\textsuperscript{22}.

2.4.5 Field-Frequency Lock

The magnetic field in the sample can change slowly due to temperature fluctuations, movement of a metal material close to magnet, small imperfections in the superconducting magnet, etc. Such magnetic shifts disturb the NMR signals. Therefore, a device known as the field-frequency lock is used to compensate any changes and keep the magnetic field constant. The field-frequency lock is a spectrometer within the main spectrometer which is tuned to the resonance frequency of the deuterium nuclei (\textsuperscript{2}H) within the sample, and constantly monitors their frequency. The lock monitors the intensity of the dispersion mode of the deuterium signal, which should be zero when it is on resonance. If there is a change in the field, the intensity of the dispersion mode becomes positive or negative; therefore a positive or negative current is added to the z0 shim coil to compensate the field variation and restore the initial lock frequency.
2.4.6 Shim Coils

The \( B_0 \) magnetic field has minor spatial inhomogeneity; reasons include magnet design, ferromagnetic objects close to the magnet, and the magnetic susceptibility\(^{2,8,9}\) of the sample itself. It is essential to correct this inhomogeneity at the position of the sample solution to obtain high quality spectra. The depth of the solution is usually about 5 cm from the bottom of the NMR tube. This region is surrounded by a set of coils called shim coils. The current in shim coils produce a magnetic field opposite to the inhomogeneity, to cancel the magnetic field inhomogeneity in the active volume. As the inhomogeneities can be in different directions, the shim coils have different functional forms, typically spherical harmonics. The shimming process is a regular task in every NMR experiment which can be difficult and time-consuming. Therefore attempts have been made to make this process automatic\(^{2,10}\).

2.5 Pulse Sequences

The simplest pulse sequence can be described as the application of a single RF pulse and a signal detection period. By placing a sample in the magnet the nuclear spins build up a bulk magnetization along the z-direction, reaching the equilibrium state. This remains until the system is perturbed by applying an RF pulse, in which the produced oscillating magnetic field \((B_1)\) rotates the magnetization into the transverse plane through an angle depending on the power and duration of the pulse. The spins precess about \(B_0\) at their Larmor frequencies (depending on their gyromagnetic ratio and the magnetic field) returning back to the equilibrium position, while producing a current in the surrounded coil. Different types of experiments have various pulse sequences with multiple pulses and in some cases magnetic field gradient pulses.
2.6 Chemical Shift

Different parts of a molecule experience different magnetic fields due to the small magnetic fields generated by the electronic structure, which can add or subtract from the applied magnetic field. This dependence is known as the chemical shift. Therefore, the precession frequency of a nucleus is not only dependent on the magnitude of the external magnetic field and gyromagnetic ratio, but also on the molecular structure. Electronegative atoms withdraw electron density from neighbouring groups, and hence deshield their nuclei from the local magnetic field. Therefore, these deshielded nuclei result in higher chemical shifts.

As was shown in equation 2.4, the frequencies of NMR signals are dependent on the strength of the magnetic field ($B_0$). This means that if NMR spectra are represented in frequency scale, the output spectra of the same sample would be different in different magnetic fields. To overcome this problem another scale was introduced which is independent of the external magnetic field. In this scale, known as the chemical shift scale, the frequencies of peaks in a spectrum are assessed in relation to the resonance frequency of a reference signal.

$$
\delta(\text{ppm}) = \frac{\Delta \nu(\text{Hz})}{\nu_0(\text{MHz})}
$$

(equation 2.16)

where $\Delta \nu$ is the difference in Hz between the frequency of a given peak and a reference compound (usually TMS), and $\nu_0$ stands for the reference signal frequency. TMS (Tetramethylsilane) is a common reference molecule as it is soluble in most organic solvents and it shows a sharp single signal far from the rest of the signals. TSP
(3-trimethylsilylpropionic acid sodium salt) is a common reference compound for polar solutions.

2.7 Spin-Spin Coupling

Spin-spin couplings in a sample can be divided into two categories: direct and indirect dipole-dipole couplings. Each nuclear spin generates a magnetic field, which interacts with the magnetic fields of the neighbouring spins through space. This intermolecular and intramolecular coupling is known as direct dipole-dipole coupling. This coupling depends on the distance, and on the angle between a line joining the spins and the magnetic field direction. As a result of rapid molecular motions these couplings cancel one another or are so weak that they may be ignored in liquids, and do not appear in spectra.

Intramolecular spin-spin coupling mediated by electrons is known as indirect dipole-dipole coupling (scalar coupling or $J$-coupling). When spins are coupled through one or more chemical bonds, the correlations between spins of bonding electrons and other nuclear spins produce higher or lower energy states. These energy states result in multiple patterns. The magnitude of the splitting is determined by the coupling constant ($J$), in Hz, and in contrast to the chemical shift it is not dependent on the field strength. Scalar couplings cause multiplet structure of signals (doublet, triplet, etc.), which provides information about the neighbouring environment of a spin and helps define the chemical structure of a sample.$^{2,1}$

Coupling constants can be determined experimentally by measuring the splitting in a multiplet signal. In poorly resolved data where splittings are not observed due to a
non-uniform magnetic field, resolution enhancement (see 2.9.2) can assist. There are various theoretical methods\cite{11, 12} to calculate the $J$ coupling. One of the most commonly used methods is the Karplus relationship\cite{13}, in which a three bond coupling constant is calculated as follows:

$$3J = A + B\cos\phi + C\cos 2\phi$$

(equation 2.17)

where $\phi$ is the dihedral angle, and $A$, $B$, $C$ are empirical parameters which are determined from fitting to a Karplus equation of a series of $J$ measurements for which the dihedral angle is known.

If the chemical shift difference between two nuclei is large enough in comparison with their coupling constant ($|\delta_1 - \delta_2| >> |J_{12}|$), the coupling is known as a weak coupling.

In spectra in which strong coupling (the difference between chemical shifts is comparable with the $J$-coupling) exists, line intensities are perturbed and very complicated spectra can result\cite{14}.

Scalar couplings can exist between any close bonded nuclei. For some nuclei such as $^{13}$C which can be coupled to many protons, signal splitting can produce a complicated crowded spectrum. Therefore, it is desirable to suppress the couplings. This is done by broadband decoupling, in which the proton nuclei are irradiated continuously by intense radiofrequency. The resulted decoupled spectrum shows better signal-to-noise ratio, as all the intensity appears in a single signal rather than in a multiplet.
2.8 Relaxation

As mentioned in section 2.1, at equilibrium the population difference between spins in different energy levels is described by the Boltzmann distribution. If a sample is suddenly placed into a magnetic field, or a long RF pulse is applied, the population difference between the energy levels is zero. This state is known as the sample being saturated. The process that takes the spins back to equilibrium (higher population of spins at the lower energy level), in which $M_z$ returns to $M_0$, is known as spin-lattice relaxation ($T_1$). This relaxation occurs due to random interactions between the individual nuclei and the surrounding environment, where the magnetic field fluctuates. If this fluctuation is in the right frequency range (Larmor frequency), it can cause relaxation. Several parameters can cause the fluctuation of the local magnetic field, such as dipole-dipole intermolecular and intramolecular interactions, scalar coupling, paramagnetic interactions, quadrupolar interactions, spin rotation, chemical shift anisotropy, and cause spin-lattice relaxation $T_{1}$.2.15

In addition, due to local magnetic field fluctuations the Larmor frequencies of spins are perturbed, causing the loss of phase coherences. This process is known as spin-spin relaxation ($T_2$) $^{2.14}$, in which the transverse magnetization decays towards zero.
2.9 Data Processing Techniques

2.9.1 Fourier Transformation

In NMR spectroscopy the signals are obtained by measuring the net transverse magnetization as a function of time. The x and y components of magnetization are detected simultaneously, producing $S_x$ and $S_y$ signals as follows:

\[
S_x(t) = S_0 \cos \Omega t \exp \left( -\frac{t}{T_2} \right) \\
S_y(t) = S_0 \sin \Omega t \exp \left( -\frac{t}{T_2} \right)
\]  

(equations 2.18)

where $S_0$, $\Omega$, $T_2$ represent the signal intensity, offset, and spin-spin relaxation time. These equations can be combined to show the complex form of the signal:

\[
S(t) = S_x + iS_y
\]

(equation 2.19)

Due to the simplicity of interpreting information in the frequency domain, the time-domain signal obtained ($S(t)$), known as a FID (Free Induction Decay) is transformed to the frequency domain by a mathematical procedure known as the Fourier transform (FT). This operation is a reversible procedure which can also convert the frequency domain to time domain (inverse Fourier transformed, FT$^\text{-1}$). The Fourier transform can be viewed as multiplying the time domain function by different trial sine and cosine waves and integrating. The mathematical formulation of the real part of the Fourier transform is:
\[ S(f) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} S_{\text{FID}}(t_i) \cos(2\pi ft_i) \]  
(equation 2.20)

where \( S(f), S_{\text{FID}}(t_i), t_i, N \) are the spectrum as a function of frequency, intensity of the FID as a function of time, time corresponding to the \( i^{th} \) data point, and the total number of data points respectively.

### 2.9.2 Sensitivity and Resolution Enhancement

During the acquisition time of an experiment, the free induction decay and noise generated by the RF receiver, coils, probe, ADC etc. are recorded simultaneously. It is important for a spectroscopist to obtain a spectrum with high signal-to-noise ratio, so care is needed in data processing.

A FID contains stronger signals at the beginning, which decay over time resulting in weaker signals at the end, with noise at all times. In order to reduce the impact of the noise, attenuating the weak parts of a FID and leaving the strong parts unchanged, the FID is multiplied by a function known as a weighting function. This is typically an exponential function which begins with the value one and gradually reduces to zero over time. If a FID is not multiplied by a weighting function the frequency domain resulting from the Fourier transform is a spectrum with a noisy baseline. This is due to the noise in the original time domain data. If a weighting function decays rapidly, the weak part of the FID will be eliminated and the noise will also attenuate. This elimination results in a reduction in peak height and the line becoming broader. If the weighting function decays too slowly, the spectrum produced will be noisy. A weighting function changes the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and the linewidth of a
spectrum. If the increment in linewidth is equal to the linewidth of the original spectrum, the S/N ratio will reach its highest value. This kind of a weighting function is known as a matched filter.

The natural linewidth of a signal is determined by spin-spin relaxation. The faster the spin-spin relaxation is, the shorter the FID will be, which results in line broadening. Homonuclear dipolar interactions, temperature, inhomogeneity of the magnetic field all influence line broadening \(^{2.16, 17}\). The connection between S/N ratio, linewidth and weighting function determines the choice of parameters for a weighting function \(^{2.2}\).

2.9.3 Reference Deconvolution

Despite many instrumental developments and new technologies, NMR experiments are still imperfect because of instrumental limitations. Lineshape distortions, spinning sidebands, amplitude, phase and frequency errors are typical effects. It is important to be able to obtain high quality experimental data from imperfect NMR experiments. A simple and fast data processing method, reference deconvolution, provides lineshape correction without distortion of the information contained in a spectrum. The majority of experimental lineshape imperfections affect all the signals of spectrum in the same way. The reference deconvolution method uses several steps to remove these distortions. The basic explanation of this method is as follows.

The original time-domain signal (FID), is zero filled, Fourier transformed (FT\(^{-}\)) and phase corrected to produce the experimental spectrum. This spectrum is inverse Fourier transformed (FT\(^{+}\)), and transformed by indirect Hilbert method to produce the time-shifted full experimental free induction decay \(S_e(t)\). In the experimental
spectrum a signal is selected as the reference for determination of the necessary correction, so that the latter can be applied to all the other signals in the spectrum. A suitable frequency region \((\omega_L \text{ to } \omega_R)\) is selected for the reference signal, wide enough to contain all the reference signal intensity, including any spinning sideband signals. By applying a base line correction, the selected region is lowered to zero at both sides. The remaining signals outside of the selected region and the imaginary components are zeroed; thus the inverse Fourier transformed \((\text{FT}^+)\) signal contains the time-domain reference signal only. The inverse Fourier transformation of the result produces a symmetrical FID consisting of real and imaginary parts. The second half of this FID is discarded, producing the complete FID of the reference signal. The ideal reference time domain signal can be obtained either by explicit calculations, or by inverse Fourier transform of the ideal reference spectrum. Then the ideal reference signal is multiplied by a weighting function to produce the ideal FID. By multiplying the free induction decay of the original spectrum (including all the signals), \(S_e(t)\), by the complex ratio of the ideal FID of the reference signal \(S_i(t)\) to the extracted experimental FID of the reference signal \(S_r(t)\), a corrected FID \(S_c(t)\) is generated. This FID is then Fourier transformed to produce a corrected spectrum \(S_c(\omega)\) without instrumental lineshape errors\(^{2,18-21}\).

\[
S_c(\omega) = \text{FT}^{-1}\left[ S_e(t) \times \frac{S_i(t)}{S_r(t)} \right] \tag{equation 2.21}
\]

In practice, reference deconvolution can be carried out by defining a reference signal region, base line correction and applying the ‘fiddle’ command (developed for Varian...
Vnmr software) with appropriate values for $lb$ (Lorentzian line width parameter) and $gf$ (time constant Gaussian).
Chapter 3

Analysis of NMR Timecourse Data
3.1 Introduction

NMR spectroscopy is widely used in kinetic studies, in which the rates of reactions are measured and interpreted. NMR provides information about both intermolecular and intramolecular dynamics. Different methods for studying the kinetics of a system by NMR include band-shape analysis, magnetization exchange, and time-resolved NMR methods.

Line-shape analysis and magnetization exchange methods can provide kinetic information about motion, binding or exchange in a sample. In band-shape analysis the exchange of nuclear spins in a system can be investigated by monitoring its effect on the line-shapes. Any molecular dynamics that alter the magnetic environment of a nucleus can influence the line shape of its signal, depending on the timescale of the dynamics. If slow exchange occurs between two inequivalent sites, different signals are observed. As the exchange becomes faster, the signals become broader until they merge and become an average signal. This method depends on comparison of signals intensities, shapes, linewidths and chemical shift differences of signals at different temperatures. In magnetization exchange methods (e.g. selective inversion recovery) the quicker the rate exchange between two spins is, the more rapidly the magnetizations exchange. This method indicates how rapidly the magnetization is transmitted from the inverted peak to a non-inverted peak during magnetization recovery.

Time-resolved NMR spectroscopy has been utilized for kinetic studies in a variety of areas in dynamics and chemical reactions, including solvent-protein interactions, RNA structural transformations, conformational changes and intermediate states of
folding/unfolding proteins 3.11, 13, 14, drug structure elucidation and drug degradation studies 3.15, depolymerization and de-N-acetylation reactions 3.16, alcoholysis of vegetable oils 3.17, ionic liquids 3.18, and in flow studies 3.19.

In this research, the kinetics of chemical reactions have been monitored by using time-resolved NMR, in which a series of $^1$H spectra of a reaction are acquired in a timecourse. This method allows simultaneous monitoring of reactant degradation and product formation. Time-resolved NMR can provide the basis of a detailed understanding of reaction kinetics and mechanism. However, it is not always simple to interpret the resultant NMR data, for example where signals overlap or where chemical shifts change in the course of a reaction. The first studied reactions were reductive amination of aldehydes/ketones. To be able to monitor signal changes during the time course of a reaction, the rate of a reaction should be neither too fast nor too slow. Here the kinetics of a Ugi-Smiles reaction and an ester hydrolysis have been monitored. Changes of signal intensity can be followed by manual integration or peak height measurement, but only if signals do not overlap. Least squares fitting can give optimum estimation of line positions and integrals, if the lineshape is known, even in the presence of overlap. Fitting to the exact shape of the NMR signals has been done here by simple statistical non-linear least squares methods with Mathematica 5.1 and 6.0 software 3.21.
3.2 Theory

3.2.1 Least Squares Methods

Numerical data can be analysed by models consisting of a dependent variable, one or more independent variables, and unknown adjustable parameter/s, in a statistical technique known as regression analysis. One class of such methods is known as the least squares (LS) technique, first published in 1805 by Legendre. This method estimates the parameters of a model in such a way as to obtain the minimum sum of squares of residuals ($r$) (difference between the experimental and the fitted data) (equation 3.1).

$$LS = \sum_{i=1}^{i=n} r_i^2$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(equation 3.1)}

Least squares methods fall into two categories, linear and non-linear. In linear regression (equation 3.2) the dependent variable ($y_n$) is a linear function of the unknown parameters ($P = p_1 + p_2 + ... p_n$) which will be estimated from the data. The dependent variable can have linear or nonlinear dependence on the independent variables ($x_n$).

$$y_n = p_1 x_{n1} + p_2 x_{n2} + ... + \xi_n = (x_{n1} + x_{n2} + ...) P + \xi_n$$  \hspace{1cm} n = 1,2,..,N \hspace{1cm} \text{(equation 3.2)}

where $\xi_n$ is the error.
In non-linear regression, the model is not a linear function of the parameter/s and the dependent variable \( (y_n) \) is a function of both the independent variables \( (x_n) \) and parameters \( (P) \) \(^{3,23}\).

\[
y_n = f(x_n, P) + \xi_n \quad \text{for} \quad n=1,2,..,N \quad \text{(equation 3.3)}
\]

The two important differences between linear and non-linear least squares fitting, apart from the different types of function, are the necessity of estimating initial parameters and the iterative procedure needed in the non-linear method \(^{3,24}\). Non-linear least squares fitting methods can fit a broad range of models. As shown in equation 3.4, they iterate to find the parameters that define the best fit between the model and the dataset.

\[
p^{k+1}_n = p^k_n + \Delta p_n \quad \text{(equation 3.4)}
\]

where \( k \) is the iteration number, and \( \Delta p_n \) is a vector of increments (shift vector).

Providing initial parameter values can be a problem with some datasets. These values need to be reasonably close to the true parameters, or the procedure may not converge, or may converge to a local minimum. The decision as to when the iteration should be terminated - convergence criteria - can also be an issue in some cases. Both linear and non-linear methods can estimate the parameters in relatively small datasets, and both are sensitive to outliers. The existence of one or two outliers in data can seriously change the output result.
The non-linear least squares fitting method used in this work is the iterative Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm \(^{3.24}\). During iteration the algorithm changes the direction and length of the shift vector (\(\Delta p_n\) in equation 3.4) towards the direction of steepest descent \(^{3.25}\).

### 3.2.2 Two-Dimensional J-Resolved Spectroscopy

A 2D (two-dimensional) NMR experiment can be simply described by a sequence containing four time intervals: preparation, evolution (\(t_1\)), mixing, and detection (\(t_2\)) which is repeated in a series of experiments. The preparation time changes the normal status of a spin system, for example, by applying a pulse to generate transverse magnetization. During the evolution time (\(t_1\)) the spins are allowed to evolve depending on their chemical shift and scalar spin-spin coupling. In the last time interval, \(t_2\), the signal is detected (the voltage generated by the precession). A 2D spectrum is obtained by measuring a series of FIDs, \(S(t_2)\), for incremented values of \(t_1\), resulting in a two dimensional data matrix \(S(t_1, t_2)\). These data are Fourier transformed twice, generating a 2D spectrum as a function of two frequencies \(S(F_1, F_2)\). Having a large number of FIDs in 2D experiments makes them more time consuming than 1D NMR experiments.

One two-dimensional NMR method, known as 2DJ spectroscopy \(^{3.26-28}\), is a popular method to distinguish between overlapping signals which have similar chemical shifts. This is done by separating the chemical shift and spin-spin coupling parameters, which improves the resolution of individual signals. 2DJ spectroscopy is
used to analyze crowded spectra of complex spin systems, and to distinguish between heteronuclear and homonuclear couplings.

The homonuclear J-resolved 2D experiment with the following pulse sequence is applicable to proton NMR and any nuclei with homonuclear couplings.

\[ 90^\circ_x - t_{1/2} - 180^\circ_x - t_{1/2} - \text{acquisition (t_2)} \]

After initial excitation of spins, the individual components of spin multiplets precess throughout the first evolution time \( t_{1/2} \) under the influence of chemical shift and spin-spin coupling. The \( 180^\circ_x \) pulse rotates the spins around the \( x \)-axis and interchanges the spin states of passive spins. After the second delay the spins have different phases depending on the average precession rate over the evolution time \( t_1 \); at time \( t_1 \) the chemical shifts and effects of magnetic field inhomogeneity are refocused, but not the effects of couplings. The incremented evolution time \( t_1 \) generates phase modulated signals, which are Fourier transformed to produce the frequency domain \( F_1 \). As the chemical shift effect is suppressed during \( t_1 \), the \( F_1 \) domain only displays the multiplet structure caused by the spin-spin coupling.

The decaying signal in \( t_2 \) is detected and Fourier transformed to the frequency domain \( F_2 \). This domain contains both the chemical shift and the spin-spin coupling frequencies. The two-dimensional spectrum is typically displayed as a contour diagram, with multiplets being aligned along diagonals tilted \( 45^\circ \) from the \( F_2 \) axis.

In many 2D experiments, Fourier transformation of the phase-modulated signals (obtained from arrayed \( t_1 \)) yields a complex mixture of absorption and dispersion lineshapes, known as ‘phasetwist’ lineshapes. At the exact resonance offset of a signal
the lineshape is purely absorption mode, but moving further from the exact resonance the lineshape shows more and more dispersion mode. There are two problems with these lineshapes. First, the superposition of 2D absorption and dispersion shapes has the disadvantage of producing broad signals, in comparison to those signals from the absorption mode, which interfere with neighbouring signals. The second problem occurs on $45^\circ$ projection of the phasetwist signals. The negative and positive parts superimpose, and thus cancel one another, so that the peak vanishes. This problem can be avoided by using the absolute value mode. Overlap problems can be reduced by multiplying the time-domain signal by an appropriate weighting function, such as a pseudo-echo $3.29$ or sine-bell $3.30$, to give an FID which is stronger at the middle and decays symmetrically on either side. Such data processing greatly affects the sensitivity, due to the loss of early parts of the original FID that contribute to high signal-to-noise ratio. The Fourier transformation of the weighted FID gives a symmetric peak with no apparent dispersion mode “tails”. However, absolute-value mode still needs to be applied. The 2DJ spectrum can show distorted multiplet intensities as a result of these signal manipulations $3.28, 31-35$. 
3.3 Experimental Work

3.3.1 Ugi-Smiles Rearrangement Reaction

One of the studied reactions was an Ugi-Smiles rearrangement, involving four components: heptanal, 4-chlorobenzylamine, tert-butyl isocyanide, and 2-nitrophenol. The solution was made by mixing equal concentrations (1 M) of each of the components in methanol-d₄ as solvent, using TMS as the reference compound.

![Scheme 3.1 Ugi-Smiles rearrangement of mixture of heptanal, 4-chlorobenzylamine, tert-butyl isocyanide, and 2-nitrophenol in methanol-d₄ at 55 °C.](image)

The experiment was performed in a 500 MHz Varian Unity spectrometer with a 5 mm ¹H/¹³C/¹⁵N triple probe. The spectra obtained were processed using Varian VNMR software on a Sun workstation. ¹H spectra of each of the four components, and the mixture of them in a time course array, were obtained. The total duration of the latter experiment was 66 h, with a recycle delay of 32 s, 90° pulse width of 10.4 µs, and acquisition time of 3.9 s for each ¹H spectrum. The timecourse was obtained by arraying the number of transients; the spectra were recorded at gradually increasing intervals in order to obtain the right time resolution for each stage of reaction with
optimum S/N ratio and without obtaining too many spectra. At the beginning of a reaction, where the rate of a reaction is usually fastest, the first 50 spectra are obtained rapidly using a single transient each. For a typical experiment with a recycle delay of 30 s, the first 50 spectra each take 30 s to be recorded (number of transients=1). The second block of 50 spectra has 4 transients, the third, and fourth blocks of spectra each has 16, and 64 transients respectively, while the fifth block of 12 spectra has 256 transients each.

The array of $^1$H spectra for this reaction was complicated and indicated many changes with overlapping and non-overlapping signals (figure 3.1). A variety of experiments such as 2DJ, DOSY, and COSY were used to assist assignment.

![Figure 3.1](image)

Figure 3.1 $^1$H spectra of the mixture of four components of heptanal, 4-chlorobenzylamine, tert-butyl isocyanide and 2-nitrophenol in methanol-d$_4$ at temperature of 55°C. The first spectrum (bottom) was obtained after half a minute from acquisition, and the last spectrum (top) was obtained after 66 hours.
A 2DJ spectrum of the Ugi-Smiles mixture was obtained after the reaction was completed. This spectrum was used to estimate the number of overlapping signals. The first objective was to determine the number of overlapping signals in the methyl region (0.82 – 0.95 ppm in figure 3.2) for further data processing. The number of overlapping signals for this region was observed to be 8 triplets.
3.3.1.1 Data Processing

All the $^1$H spectra obtained for the Smiles reaction were Fourier transformed, reference deconvoluted using a 1.5 Hz Lorentzian line broadening, and baseline
corrected in Vnmr 6.1C. Data were then exported to Mathematica as a text file. All statistical analyses and fitting processes were performed in Mathematica version 5.1. The array of \textsuperscript{1}H spectra included many regions with overlapping signals. Various data processing methods were used to attempt to fit the overlapping methyl region (figure 3.3) of the spectra.

![Figure 3.3](image)

Figure 3.3  First spectrum of the methyl region of Smiles reaction (bottom) and the last spectrum (top).

The data from the 2DJ spectrum (figure 3.2) suggested 8 overlapping triplets in this region. An attempt was made to find the individual triplets by non-linear least square fitting to the Lorentzian lineshape function, as follows:

\[
L(f) = \left( \frac{aw_1}{2\pi(f-f_0)^2 + \left(\frac{w}{2}\right)^2} \right) + \left( \frac{0.5aw_2}{2\pi(f-f_0-j)^2 + \left(\frac{w}{2}\right)^2} \right) + \left( \frac{0.5aw_2}{2\pi(f-f_0+j)^2 + \left(\frac{w}{2}\right)^2} \right)
\]

(equation 3.5)
where \( a, w_1, w_2, f_0 \) and \( j \) are the amplitude, width of the middle peak, width of the side peaks, frequency of the middle peak and the coupling constant between the middle peak and the side peaks respectively.

Because it was not possible to separate the overlapping signals by least squares fitting (figure 3.5 in section 3.4.1), another method was attempted. This was to identify one or more triplet signals within the structure of the overlapped region, and to subtract the guessed triplets from the raw data. This process was repeated each time by guessing another set of triplets and subtracting them from the preceding spectrum. It was hoped that this continued process would result in the identification of all the overlapped triplets. However, it did not succeed, due to the complexity of the overlapping region.

### 3.3.2 Ester Hydrolysis Reaction

The next reaction investigated was an ester hydrolysis. An array of \(^1\text{H}\) spectra of a solution (0.03 M) of 2-methoxyphenylacetate in pH 10.8 sodium hydroxide/sodium hydrocarbonate buffer (0.08 M) in D\(_2\)O was monitored for 5 h at 40°C using a 500 MHz Varian Unity spectrometer with a 5 mm \(^1\text{H}/^{13}\text{C}/^{15}\text{N}\) triple probe.

![Scheme 3.2 Ester hydrolysis of 2-methoxyphenyl acetate with buffer solution of sodium hydroxide/sodium hydrocarbonate in D\(_2\)O. The lower-case letters are for later NMR assignments.](image)
The total duration of the experiment was 5 h, with a recycle delay of 21 s, a 90° pulse width of 10.4 µs, and an acquisition time of 3.9 s for each $^1$H spectrum. The timecourse was obtained by arraying the number of transients. The first and second block of 50 spectra each had 1 and 4 transients respectively. The rest of the 30 spectra had 16 transients each.

Figure 3.4 Array showing every 10$^{th}$ spectrum from the first (bottom) to the 120$^{th}$ (top). The signals from left to right are reactant methoxy (b), product methoxy (c), impurity (*), reactant acetate (a) and product acetate (d).
3.3.2.1 Data Processing

The array of $^1$H spectra for the ester hydrolysis reaction was reference deconvoluted to give Gaussian line shapes with a linewidth of 3.9 Hz, to minimize the overlap between the methoxy signals of reactant and product. The data were baseline corrected in Vnmr 6.1C and exported to Mathematica as a text file. All statistical analyses and fitting processes were performed in Mathematica version 5.1. A program was written to fit the methoxy and acetate signals of the successive spectra in Mathematica by nonlinear least squares to the following Gaussian lineshape and linear baseline model:

$$S(f) = a_1 e^{-4(2(f-f_1)^2/w_1^2)} + a_2 e^{-4(2(f-f_2)^2/w_2^2)} + b_1 f + b_0$$

where $a_1$, $a_2$, $f_1$, $f_2$, $w_1$, $w_2$ are the amplitudes, frequencies, and the widths of the two signals respectively, and $b_1$ is the slope and $b_0$ is the intercept of the baseline.

The initial parameter values for the Gaussian function were estimated from the original data and given to the program. Then during the iteration process the initial parameter values for the Gaussian function of one spectrum were obtained from fitting the preceding spectrum. This sequential process allows information on parameter changes to be used for the next fitting step where signals move. This has to be done because the algorithm is sensitive to initial values. The fitted and experimental spectral data are plotted together in figures 3.6 and 3.7.

The integral values ($a \cdot w$) for each of the peaks were obtained from the fitting process. In order to convert the integral values to concentrations, the integral of the reactant
signals at time zero is related to the initial concentration (0.03 M) used in the reaction to obtain the conversion factor. The initial integral value of the reactant was obtained by extrapolation of the fitted integrals as a function of time to the reactant \( R(t) \) formula of the following 1\textsuperscript{st} order kinetic model:

\[
R \xrightarrow{k} P
\]

\[
\frac{d[R]}{dt} = -k[R] \rightarrow R(t) = R_0 e^{-k(t+t_0)}
\]

\[
\frac{d[P]}{dt} = k[P] \rightarrow P(t) = (1 - e^{-k(t+t_0)})
\]

where \([R], [P], R(t), P(t), R_0, k, t, \text{ and } t_0\) are the concentration of the reactant, concentration of the product, concentration of reactant as a function of time, concentration of product as a function of time, initial concentration of the reactant, rate constant, time, and the initial time respectively. As the initial experimental time is not zero (due to the delay, for sample loading, locking and shimming, between mixing the reactants and acquiring the first spectrum), the \(t_0\) is added to the model to shift the time to the real experimental starting time. The initial integral value of the reactant \((R_0)\) is obtained from the fitting process by nonlinear regression. The \(R_0\) was equalled to the initial concentration value of the reactants in the reaction mixture (0.03 M), and all experimental integral values were scaled using this conversion factor. The concentration changes of the signals were plotted as a function of time (figure 3.8). These reactant and product data were fitted simultaneously to the first order kinetic model of equations 3.7.
3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Ugi-Smiles Reaction

Despite the application of different fitting methods for the Ugi-Smiles experiment, it was not possible to find the individual triplet peaks of the methyl region. One of the results (figure 3.5) suggests that there may be a broad hump under this region, which limits the fitting.

Figure 3.5 The result of fitting the overlapping signals of the methylene region (0.82-0.95 ppm in figure 3.1). The dots show the experimental data and the solid lines on them are the total fit of the overlapped region. The individual triplets and the background hump are shown at the bottom.
3.4.2 Ester Hydrolysis Reaction

The experimental and fitted reactant and product methoxy and acetate signals of the first and the last signals in figure 3.4 are shown in figures 3.6 and 3.7.

Figure 3.6 The first (A) and the last (B) experimental (dots) and fitted data (solid lines) for the methoxy region of the ester hydrolysis (figure 3.4), with arbitrary frequency scales. The reactant methoxy is at 20 Hz, while the chemical shift of the product methoxy (OMe) on the frequency scale used varies between 53 and 48 Hz during the reaction. As the reaction proceeds, the change in the ratio of Ar-OH to ArO- for the 2-methoxy phenol product causes the chemical shift of the OMe group to change.

Figure 3.7 Experimental (dots) and fitted (solid line) spectra for the reactant and product acetate signals in the ester hydrolysis reaction (figure 3.4); the first spectrum is shown at the left and the last on the right. On the arbitrary frequency scale used, the reactant acetate is at 740 Hz and product is at about 1000 Hz.
The concentrations of the products and reactants obtained for the methoxy and acetate signals are plotted as a function of time in figure 3.8, together with fit to a first order kinetic model.

![Figure 3.8](image)

**Figure 3.8**  A) Kinetic plot of acetate signals. The dots represent the concentration values of the fitted signals as a function of time, which are fitted (solid lines) to a 1st order kinetic model, giving a rate constant of $6.08 \pm 0.03 \times 10^{-4} \text{ s}^{-1}$. B) Kinetic plot of methoxy signals, giving a rate constant of $5.81 \pm 0.03 \times 10^{-4} \text{ s}^{-1}$.

The results show that the kinetics of chemical reactions can be studied by applying statistical methods to an array of NMR spectra. However, analysis requires that the spectra be assigned, so that the signals of individual species can be identified. Where reactions and/or spectra are complex, for example in the case of the Ugi-Smiles rearrangement studied, analysis may not be possible with $^1\text{H}$ spectra alone and further techniques (e.g. $^{13}\text{C}$, HMBC, HMQC) may be needed to resolve and assign signals of all the reaction products and intermediates.
In the ester hydrolysis reaction, the signals were fully resolved and could be identified easily, providing a simple example of a kinetic study using statistical methods to fit spectra and concentration timecourses. The ability to fit a signal with unstable chemical shift (figure 3.6) confirms the possibility of studying the kinetics of mobile NMR peaks.

A further kinetic study involving overlapped signals and more complicated kinetics, in which more sophisticated statistical methods allow the separation and identification of overlapping signals, is presented in chapter 5.
Chapter 4

Kinetic Studies Using PARAFAC Analysis
4.1 Introduction

Reaction monitoring by quantitative NMR is simplest when each component in a reaction mixture has at least one well-resolved resonance; the change in peak integral can then be used directly to determine the kinetic behaviour. When no resolved peaks are available, as is quite common, the extraction of kinetic data becomes much more challenging, and it can become extremely difficult to identify individual reaction components. Different 2D statistical methods such as PCA \(^4.1\) (Principal Component Analysis) have been used for the analysis of complicated overlapped datasets \(^4.2-4\). However these analyses can have the problem of rotational ambiguity \(^4.5, 6\). This means that there is no unique set of spectra that can fit the experimental data, but there are arbitrary mixtures of different spectra that can fit the data just as well as the true spectra of the species. To overcome this problem it is necessary to make some assumptions about the bilinear experimental data (e.g. non-negativity constraint) prior to analysis.

As was shown in the previous chapter, the identification of signals in overlapping regions can be a difficult task. Assumptions had to be applied (e.g. number of signals, widths and frequencies), while sometimes spectra could not be satisfactorily fitted even with prior assumptions (section 3.4.1 in chapter 3). Therefore, it would be ideal to have a model-free analysis method that would not require any assumptions about the experimental data, and would avoid the rotational ambiguity problem. This can be done by adding another dimension to the 2D dataset, to produce a trilinear dataset \(^4.7-9\). In this way, no assumptions need to be made about the data prior to analysis, and the risk of applying constraints that might not be valid is avoided.
DOSY (Diffusion-Ordered SpectroscopY) is a powerful method which can distinguish between the components in a mixture, if they have different diffusion behaviour. DOSY and timecourse $^1$H experiments produce bilinear data, in which in DOSY, components can be separated according to their diffusion, and in timecourse $^1$H spectra, the kinetics of components can be monitored as a function of time.

A new method is introduced here for the study of kinetics while simultaneously identifying the spectra and diffusion coefficients of the species involved. It relies on recording NMR spectra as a function of time and of gradient amplitude, i.e. measuring a timecourse of DOSY spectra. Such a timecourse of DOSY spectra produces a trilinear dataset for PARAFAC (PARAllel FACtor) analysis. No prior knowledge of the component spectra, diffusion behaviour or kinetics is needed; the only requirement is that the spectrum, diffusional attenuation as a function of gradient, and concentration profile of each species be independent of each other.

The initial systems studied were carbohydrate hydrolysis reactions, such as the hydrolyses of sucrose and maltose. These reactions are good candidates as they have the challenging problem of severely overlapping spectra, have convenient kinetic and concentration regime, have some resolved signals for comparison purposes, and have spectra that are insensitive to pH changes, so the problem of pH-dependent chemical shifts is avoided. Although these reactions are in principle complicated by the presence of multiple anomers, in practice the kinetics remain simple because anomerisation is rapid compared with hydrolysis under the conditions used. Later, maltotriose hydrolysis was studied to examine the capability of PARAFAC to
distinguish between components with very similar diffusion coefficients. The final reaction studied was the hydrolysis of clarithromycin, a relatively complex case.
4.2 Theory

4.2.1 PARAFAC

It is conventional to describe the datasets used for multivariate methods in matrix format where the data are organized in rows and columns. For example, a bilinear dataset such as a timecourse array of $^1$H spectra can be described by a set of spectra and concentration functions for the N different components:

$$D = \sum_{i=1}^{N} C_i S_i + R$$  \hspace{1cm} (equation 4.1)

where the matrix $D$ represents the experimental dataset, with $C_i$ and $S_i$ being the $i$th vectors of the matrices $C$ (concentration) and $S$ (spectrum) respectively, and $R$ the residuals matrix. In multivariate analysis the fitting process discovers the matrices $C$ and $S$ that best represent the experimental data ($D$). However, in 2D analysis the rotational ambiguity problem described earlier can be a problem; therefore, here a multivariate statistical model such as PARAFAC will be utilized for 3D analysis, in which another dimension is added to the 2D dataset.

PARAFAC (PARAllel FACtor) analysis is a multi-way analysis tool which was first implemented in psychometrics for data analysis. Since then it has found extensive application in different areas such as chemometrics, chromatography, analytical chemistry, fluorescence and NMR spectroscopy. PARAFAC can be understood as an extension of PCA to more than two-dimensional arrays. A PARAFAC model can be defined as a collection of multi-linear data. In
trilinear data this model can be represented as a box \( X \) which includes three loading matrices \((A, C, S)\), and the residuals \( R \) (figure 4.1), in which \( X \) varies linearly with each of the loading matrices as a function of gradient \((g)\), time \((t)\), and frequency \((f)\) for each of the \( i \) components: 

\[
X_i(g, t, f) = A_i(g)C_i(t)S_i(f)
\]

The trilinear PARAFAC model can be described as in equation 4.2.

\[
X = \sum_{i=1}^{N} A_i \otimes S_i \otimes C_i + R \quad \text{(equation 4.2)}
\]

Figure 4.1   Graphical decomposition of multi-component PARAFAC model. \( X \) is the initial trilinear array. \( A, C, \) and \( S \) are the loading matrices of the three modes, and \( R \) is the residuals. The three independent variables for different number of components are assigned as \( t, f, \) and \( g \).

PARAFAC uses the Alternating Least Squares method (ALS) or algorithms such as GRAM-DTLD, ASD, PMF3, etc.\(^{29, 30}\) to minimise the sum of squares of variation between the input and output data. In most cases this analysis begins with random values. In a trilinear analysis the ALS assumes known values for two matrices and
estimates the third matrix by least squares regression to find the best fit to the model. This iteration continues until the global minimum is reached (best fit to the model is obtained). Optimum results are obtained from PARAFAC when trilinearity holds and the correct number of components is used\textsuperscript{4.31}.

There are several ways to determine the right number of components: 1) evaluation of the residuals. This can be done by: a) evaluating the difference between the input data and the output of PARAFAC, or b) calculating the root-mean-square (RMS) of the residuals of the model. Plotting the RMS values vs. number of components shows a significant reduction of RMS for each true component added\textsuperscript{4.31, 32}. 2) Splitting the data into half and comparing the output models. If the two models are not equal it suggests the wrong number of components has been used. If the number of components is chosen correctly, the same results should be obtained for the two halves of the data due to the uniqueness of the PARAFAC model\textsuperscript{4.33}. 3) Compare the result with prior knowledge of the input data being modelled (e.g. in spectroscopy the output component spectra from PARAFAC can be compared with the known spectra of the pure materials)\textsuperscript{4.33}. 4) Physical interpretation of the output, e.g. positive spectra and Gaussian decay in the diffusion dimension.
4.2.2 Diffusion and Diffusion-Ordered Spectroscopy

Molecules in solutions show different motions, such as rotation and translation. The random translational motion of particles due to their thermal energy is known as self-diffusion, and is characterized by a diffusion coefficient \( D \) (m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\)) \(^{4.34}\). In a homogeneous system, the probability of finding at position \( r \) a particle with self-diffusion coefficient \( D \) which was originally at position \( r_0 \) after time \( t_d \) can be defined \(^{4.35}\) by a Gaussian distribution as in equation 4.3.

\[
P(r_0, r, t_d) = \left(\frac{4\pi D t_d}{2}\right)^{-\frac{3}{2}} e^{-\frac{(r-r_0)^2}{4D t_d}}
\]  

(equation 4.3)

Einstein described the root mean square displacement of a particle by diffusion coefficient as:

\[
<x> = \sqrt{nDt_d}
\]  

(equation 4.4)

where \( n \) is 2, 4, or 6 for one, two, or three dimensional diffusion respectively.

The Einstein-Smoluchowski equation (equation 4.5) defines the self-diffusion coefficient for uncharged particles in dilute solutions as follows \(^{4.34}\):

\[
D = \frac{k_B T}{f} = \frac{RT}{N_f}
\]  

(equation 4.5)
where $k_b$, $T$, $f$, $R$, and $N$ are the Boltzmann constant, temperature, hydrodynamic frictional coefficient, gas constant ($R = N k_b$), and Avogadro’s number respectively. The hydrodynamic frictional coefficient ($f$) of a spherical molecule in laminar flow is defined by Stokes equation\(^{4,34}\) as:

$$f = 6\pi \eta r_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (equation 4.6)

where $\eta$ and $r_s$ are the viscosity and hydrodynamic radius of a molecule respectively. Species with different geometries have different $f$. Combination of equations 4.5 and 4.6 gives the famous Stokes-Einstein equation:

$$D = \frac{k_b T}{6\pi \eta r_s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (equation 4.7)

Diffusion coefficients of molecules thus depend on their molecular weights. For two spherical molecules of equal density with diffusion coefficients $D$ and molecular weights $M$\(^{4,34}\):

$$\frac{D_1}{D_2} = \sqrt{\frac{M_2}{M_1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (equation 4.8)

The measurement of self-diffusion coefficient is now possible using NMR spectroscopy. Diffusion-Ordered SpectroscopY (DOSY) is a pulsed field gradient NMR method that discriminates between the signals of different components on the basis of their diffusion behaviour. In this method an array of spectra is measured as a
function of Pulsed Field Gradient (PFG). The signals in each spectrum decay according to the strength of the gradient. Lower gradient strength causes less signal attenuation, and as the gradient strength increases the signals attenuate more. Then, each individual signal attenuation as a function of pulsed field gradient is fitted to Stejskal-Tanner equation (4.9) to obtain the apparent diffusion coefficient of the particles related to that signal.

\[ S = S_0 e^{-\frac{D\gamma^2\delta^2}{4}} \]  

(equation 4.9)

where \( S, S_0, D, \gamma, \delta, g, \Delta \) are the amount of signal received after application of gradient pulse, the signal in the absence of gradient, diffusion coefficient, gyromagnetic ratio, gradient duration, gradient amplitude, and the corrected time difference between the midpoints of the two gradient pulses respectively. The diffusion coefficient values obtained from the fitting process are plotted along one axis, with the other axis being the chemical shift. Peaks are centred on the diffusion coefficients, with widths being determined by estimated errors of the fits. This 2D plot is known as a DOSY plot. Heavier molecules correspond to smaller values of diffusion coefficient, and smaller molecules show greater diffusion coefficients\(^{4.10, 36-38}\).

The Larmor frequencies of spins in absence (\( \omega_0 \)) and presence (\( \omega_z \)) of a magnetic field gradient are described in equations 4.10 and 4.11 respectively

\[ \omega_0 = -\gamma B_0 \]  

(equation 4.10)
\[ \omega_z = -\gamma B_0 - \gamma g \cdot z \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(equation 4.11)}

where \( \gamma, B_0, g \cdot z \) are the gyromagnetic ratio, main magnetic field in the \( z \) direction, gradient in the \( z \) direction, and position of the spins in the \( z \) direction respectively \(^{4,39}\).

Over the past few decades numerous DOSY sequences have been used. The simplest of these sequences, known as the Pulsed Field Gradient Spin Echo (PFGSE, figure 4.2 A) is the combination of a spin echo \(^{4,40}\) sequence with pulsed field gradients. The PFGSE is made of a single 90° pulse, a 180° pulse and two equivalent magnetic field gradient pulses which are at either side of the 180° pulse, with length of \( \delta \). The 90° pulse rotates all the spin magnetization from the \( z \) direction to the \( xy \) plane. During the first delay time \( (\tau) \) a gradient pulse with duration \( \delta \) and magnitude \( g \) is applied to label the spins. The effect of labelling is to encode each spin with a phase proportional to its position. This causes the spins to experience the following phase shift in the laboratory frame of reference at the end of the first delay time:

\[ \phi(\tau) = -\gamma B_0 \tau - \gamma g \int_0^\delta z(t)dt \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(equation 4.12)}

The first term in equation 4.12 shows the phase shift of a spin due to the static magnetic field, and the second term shows the phase shift due to the gradient field. Every spin in a plane perpendicular to the \( z \) direction is affected by the \( z \) gradient in the same way. Therefore, the phase shift in each spin due to the gradient reflects the position of the spin. After the 180° pulse the sign of the shifted phase is inverted. A second gradient pulse, equivalent to the first, affects the spins in the same way as the
first gradient (decodes the spins). If there has been no diffusion during the experiment, all the spins get refocused, which leads to maximum signal intensity. The effect of the gradients on spins that have diffused is to distribute their phases, which leads to attenuation of signal intensity. The random phase shifts of particular nuclei at different positions of the sample are averaged, and determine the net amplitude of the NMR signal. Thus if a series of gradient pulses of incremented intensity is applied, the rate of attenuation of the signal can be used to find the diffusion coefficient from the Stejskal-Tanner equation (equation 4.9) \(^{41,42}\).
Figure 4.2  A schematic representation of a pulsed field gradient spin echo (PFGSE) experiment (A), and the behaviour (B, C) of magnetization vectors during the sequence.  (B) The behaviour of spins during the PFGSE sequence if there is no diffusion. After the 90° pulse all the spins are rotated into the xy plane (i). After the first gradient pulse the spins are phase shifted (ii). During the time $\tau - \delta$ (time after the first gradient and before the 180° pulse) the spins precess (without diffusing). A 180° pulse rotates the spins into mirror image positions and they carry on evolving (iii). The second gradient pulse affects the spins in the same way as the first gradient, so the vectors are refocused and maximum signal intensity is observed (iv). (C) The behaviour of spins during the PFGSE sequence if there is diffusion in the sample. As in A, the vectors are transformed by the 90° and the first gradient pulse (i and ii). As the spins diffuse, their vertical positions change while they evolve. The 180° pulse rotates the spins into mirror image positions and they again carry on evolving and
diffusing (iii). The second gradient pulse affects each position in the same way as before, but as the spins are in different locations, the effect is different from that of the first gradient pulse. Therefore, the vectors are not completely refocused and the total signal intensity is reduced (iv). The greater the gradient amplitude and the greater the diffusion, the greater will be the signal attenuation.

Throughout the diffusion period of the PFGSE sequence the magnetization is in the transverse (xy) plane, and therefore experiences J-modulation \(^4.43\). This disadvantage is reduced in another pulse sequence known as the Pulsed Field Gradient STimulated Echo (PFGSTE) \(^4.44, 45\). In the PFGSTE sequence (figure 4.3 A) after the first 90° pulse the transverse magnetization is produced, then the first gradient pulse distributes the phases. The second 90° returns some of the transverse magnetization to the z-direction and the rest remains in the transverse plane. A gradient pulse between the last two 90° pulses (ii in figure 4.3 A) can be used to dephase permanently the remaining magnetization in the transverse plane and/or phase cycling can be used to select the required coherence transfer pathway. The final 90° pulse returns the stored z magnetization to the xy plane and the final gradient pulse decodes it.

The PFGs disturb the homogeneity of the magnetic field; this perturbs the deuterium lock signal and can thus affect the quality of the spectrum. To reduce this problem, the Bipolar Pulse Pair STimulated Echo, BPPSTE, (figure 4.3 B) combines a bipolar PFG with a 180° pulse instead of using a single gradient pulse \(^4.46, 47\). If the gradients and durations of the bipolar gradients (i and ii, iii and iv in figure 4.3 B) are the same, then the effect of the combination of a 180° and gradient pulse ii/iv (in figure 4.3 B) on spins is the same as the effect of a single i/iii pulse (in figure 4.3 B). So by applying the bipolar gradient pulses and the 180°, proton spins are being affected in the same way as in PFGSTE, but the effects in deuterium are refocused. The \(^1\)H 180° pulse does
not affect $^2$H, and the effect of the gradient pulse before the $180^\circ$ on the lock is cancelled by the gradient pulse after the $180^\circ$.

The Oneshot sequence is a further DOSY sequence with more improvements. The first bipolar pulse pair (i an ii gradient pulses in figure 4.3 C) are optional pulses, which decrease in strength as the strength of the other gradient pulses increases. This keeps a constant net heat produced by the gradient coils. In this sequence the bipolar PFGs iv, v, vi and vii, ix, x (figure 4.3 C) are unbalanced in the ratio of $1 + \alpha : 1 - \alpha$ to dephase any magnetizations that are not refocused by the $180^\circ$ pulse, therefore the phase cycling process is minimized. The pulse vii dephases unwanted coherences that have non-zero order during the polarisation storage delay.
Figure 4.3  Schematic graph of PFGSTE sequence (A), BPPSTE sequence (B), and Oneshot sequence (C).
4.3 Experimental Work and Data Processing

Kinetic studies using PARAFAC were carried out for hydrolysis of the sugars sucrose, maltose & maltotriose, and the macrolide antibiotic clarithromycin.

All of the hydrolysis experiments were recorded on a 400 MHz Varian spectrometer, using a 5 mm diameter indirect detection probe equipped with a z-gradient coil allowing gradient pulses up to 30 G cm$^{-1}$. Prior to acquisition, the magnetic field was locked, and shimming was carried out to obtain a homogenous magnetic field. All experiments were performed without sample spinning. A timecourse series of DOSY experiments using the Oneshot sequence was acquired to obtain the NMR spectra as a function of time and gradient amplitude.

For each DOSY experiment, 6 gradient levels in equal steps of gradient squared, ranging from 3.0 to 27.3 G cm$^{-1}$, were used, to obtain a maximum signal attenuation of approximately 70% (figure 4.4). A total diffusion-encoding gradient pulse duration $\delta$ of 3 ms, diffusion delay $\Delta$ of 100 ms, and a 90$^\circ$ pulse width of 9 $\mu$s were used. A normal 5 mm outside diameter tube (4.2 mm inside diameter) was used for the first experiment, whereas for the rest of the experiments a thick-walled NMR tube (outside diameter 5 mm, inside diameter 2.2 mm) was utilized to prevent convection.
Figure 4.4  A subset of the raw experimental data, showing the attenuation of the signals for 6 gradient levels in one dimension, and the evolution of the signals during the timecourse of the experiment in the other dimension.

4.3.1  Sucrose Hydrolysis

Initially, the acid hydrolysis of sucrose $^{4.49}$ to glucose and fructose (scheme 4.1) was studied by mixing 900 µL of 0.6 M sucrose in D$_2$O, 22 mg of concentrated sulphuric acid (18 M), with 100 µL of 1.4 M tert-butanol solution in D$_2$O as reference. This reaction was carried out at 25 °C for a total duration of 6 h, with 16 transients for each of 46 DOSY experiments and a 3.6 s recovery delay. All spectra were Fourier transformed, reference deconvoluted $^{4.50}$, using 2.2 Hz line broadening, and baseline corrected in the spectrometer software Vnmr 6.1C. Data were then exported to Matlab $^{4.51}$ as a text file for PARAFAC analysis with the Matlab N-way toolbox $^{4.26, 33}$. Small variations in receiver sensitivity over the course of the experiment were corrected for by normalising the integral of the spectrum for each gradient level using the average area of the tert-butanol reference peak.
Scheme 4.1  Sucrose hydrolysis.

PARAFAC processing with Matlab requires the 3D data (as a function of gradient, time, and frequency) to be loaded, the number of components specified, and any constraints applied. No prior knowledge of diffusion behaviour, kinetics, or component spectra is needed. All the 6 gradient levels, 46 spectra, the frequency region between 3.2 ppm and 5.7 ppm, and two components were used as the input data; the water region between 4.95 ppm and 5.35 ppm was discarded from the analysis.

The analysis yields statistical components for the diffusional attenuation $A_i(g)$, concentration evolution $C_i(t)$, and spectral mode $S_i(f)$ (figure 4.5), and here accounted for 99.9% of the observed data variation. In figure 4.5 the diffusion mode was fitted to the Stejskal-Tanner equation (equation 4.9), and the evolution mode was fitted to first order kinetics (shown in figure 4.6, presented in the Results section 4.4.1), both by least squares fitting.
Figure 4.5 Normalised PARAFAC output for concentrated sucrose hydrolysis (0.6 M). In each of the modes the sucrose is shown in blue and the mixture of glucose and fructose is in green. In the diffusion and evolution modes the dots show the gradient levels and concentration data points respectively. The diffusion mode fits to the Stejskal-Tanner equation are shown as solid lines.

Each diffusion mode $A_i(g)$ is normalised so that it extrapolates back to unity at zero gradient, and each spectral mode $S_i(f)$ is normalised to have an integral proportional to the number of protons involved. The remaining mode (evolution mode) is multiplied by the normalising factors by which $S_i(f)$ and $A_i(g)$ were divided, to give a result which is proportional to concentration.
$^1$H spectra of a 0.6 M sucrose solution in D$_2$O, and of an equimolar 0.6 M solutions of glucose and fructose, were acquired separately to compare with the PARAFAC spectra obtained, as a validation test for PARAFAC (figure 4.7, in section 4.4.1).

To investigate the sources of disagreement between the PARAFAC and experimental spectra, residue spectra (the difference between PARAFAC and experimental spectra) were produced and analysed. For this purpose the 1D PARAFAC spectra at given time points and gradient levels were obtained by summing the product of the 3 PARAFAC outputs ($\sum_{i=1}^{N} A_i(g)C_i(t)S_i(f)$) for each component ($N$ being the number of components). The difference was calculated for every $5^{th}$ spectrum at the first gradient level and is shown in figure 4.8 (in section 4.4.1). The amplitudes of the residuals: $R(f) = S^{\text{PARAFAC}}(f) - S^{\text{Raw}}(f)$ for a given value of gradient and time are plotted as a percentage error of the average of the maximum points in $S^{\text{PARAFAC}}(f)$ (spectrum obtained by PARAFAC), and $S^{\text{Raw}}(f)$ (experimental spectrum):

$$\varepsilon(f) = \frac{2R(f)}{\max(S^{\text{PARAFAC}}(f)) + \max(S^{\text{Raw}}(f))} \times 100\% \quad \text{(equation 4.13)}$$

The result of the 0.6 M sucrose hydrolysis showed some composition-dependent chemical shifts, in which a few out of phase signals are observed due to intermolecular interactions favoured by the high concentration. Therefore, the sucrose hydrolysis reaction was monitored for a second time using a lower concentration. 370 µL of 0.06 M sucrose solution in D$_2$O was mixed with 18 mg concentrated sulphuric acid (18 M), using 30 µL of 1.4 M tert-butanol solution in D$_2$O as the reference. The
reaction was carried out at 25 °C for a total duration of 16 h with 16 transients and a recovery delay of 4 s for each of 110 DOSY datasets.

These data were processed in the same manner as for the previous sucrose hydrolysis, and exported to Matlab for PARAFAC data processing. All of the 110 DOSY spectra, using gradient levels 2 to 6 (excluded the first gradient level as the intense water signal had disturbed the baseline), between 3 ppm and 5.8 ppm (with the water signal excluded as before) were used for PARAFAC data processing, again yielding 99.9 % of data variation accounted for.

As the relative amplitude of the residuals (figure 4.10) was significantly reduced by reducing the concentration of the reactant, the experiment was repeated, further reducing the concentration of the sucrose solution by a factor of 10. 370 µL of 0.006 M sucrose solution in D₂O was mixed with 30 mg concentrated sulphuric acid and 30 µL of 1.4 M tert-butanol solution in D₂O used as the reference. This reaction was carried out at 25 °C for a total duration of 12 h with 16 transients, and a recovery delay of 4 s for each of 80 DOSY datasets.

4.3.1.1 Application of Non-Negativity Constraint

In the series of sucrose hydrolysis reactions with concentrations 0.6 M, 0.06 M and 0.006 M, PARAFAC was able to produce high quality spectra although the signal to noise ratio (S/N or SNR) was different for each dataset. This raised the question of how sensitive PARAFAC is to the S/N of the experimental data. Noisy experimental data were simulated by adding different amplitudes of Gaussian white noise to the 0.06 M sucrose dataset.
The success of PARAFAC handling data with simulated low SNR led to a test of its capabilities using real experimental data with low SNR. 400 µL of 1.1 mM sucrose/D₂O/tert-butanol solution was mixed with 24 mg concentrated sulphuric acid in a thick-walled NMR tube. This reaction was carried out at 25 °C for a total duration of 15 h with 4 transients, and a recovery delay of 4 s for each of 350 DOSY datasets. This experiment was repeated with a lower receiver gain to produce noisier data. The data were processed in the same manner as for previous experiments.

4.3.2 Maltose Hydrolysis

The second reaction studied was the acid hydrolysis of maltose to glucose ⁴, in which one maltose is hydrolysed to two glucose units (scheme 4.2). For this purpose 900 µL of 0.27 M maltose in D₂O was mixed with 505 mg of concentrated sulphuric acid (18 M), with 100 µL of 0.23 M pivalic acid in D₂O as reference. Hydrolysis was carried out at 50 °C for a total duration of 41 h 49 min, with 32 transients for each of 98 DOSY experiments and a 6.5 s recovery delay. These data were processed in the same manner as for the sucrose hydrolysis (reference deconvoluted using 2.5 Hz line broadening) and exported to Matlab for PARAFAC data processing. All of the 98 DOSY spectra (figure 4.4), 6 different gradient levels, the frequency region between 3.1 ppm and 5.5 ppm (with the water signal excluded as before), and two components were used for PARAFAC data processing. The resultant fit accounted for 99.8% of the variance in the data, yielding statistical components for the diffusional-attenuation \( A_i(g) \), concentration evolution \( C_i(t) \), and spectral mode \( S_i(f) \). The normalization of each mode was done in the same manner as for the sucrose hydrolysis.
Scheme 4.2 Maltose hydrolysis.

$^1$H spectra of a 0.27 M maltose solution in D$_2$O, and of 0.27 M solution of glucose in D$_2$O, were acquired separately to compare with the PARAFAC spectra obtained, as a validation test for PARAFAC (figure 4.18).

### 4.3.3 Maltotriose Hydrolysis

The third reaction studied was the acid hydrolysis of maltotriose$^{4,53}$, in which one maltotriose is hydrolysed to one unit of maltose and one unit of glucose, and then the maltose is hydrolysed further to 2 units of glucose (scheme 4.3). This reaction was chosen as the ability of PARAFAC to separate 3 components, where an intermediate (maltose) is produced and then dies away, could be evaluated. It was also a challenging experiment as two of the components, maltose and maltotriose, have very similar diffusion coefficients (because of similar hydrodynamic radii) and similar spectra.
Scheme 4.3  Maltotriose hydrolysis.

For this purpose 320 µL of 0.02 M maltotriose in D₂O was mixed with 133 mg of concentrated sulphuric acid (18 M), with 40 µL of 0.23 M pivalic acid in D₂O as reference. Hydrolysis was carried out at 50 °C for a total duration of 52 h, with 32 transients for each of 130 DOSY experiments and a 6 s recovery delay, a total diffusion-encoding gradient pulse duration $\delta$ of 2 ms, diffusion delay $\Delta$ of 200 ms and 6 gradient levels. These data were processed in the same manner as the previous hydrolyses (reference deconvoluted using 2.2 Hz line broadening), and exported to Matlab for PARAFAC data processing. The frequency region between 3.0 ppm and 5.7 ppm (with the water signal excluded as before) and three components were used
for PARAFAC data processing. However, this analysis did not decompose the data successfully. It showed spectra with negative signals, and regions which did not match the reference spectra of maltotriose, maltose, and glucose. As the diffusion coefficients and spectra of 2 of the components (maltose and maltotriose) are relatively similar, a realistic constraint had to be applied to be able to decompose the data. For this purpose, non-negativity \(^4.33,54\) was used. Applying the constraint to all the three modes yielded realistic outputs for the three components. The best results were obtained when only the first two gradient levels were used for analysis. Further investigation showed that this was because of 2 °C temperature drift during the experiment. Decomposition while using all of the 130 DOSY spectra, the first 2 gradient levels, and applying non-negativity constraint accounted for 99.9% of the variance in the data.

Maltotriose hydrolysis experiments with lower concentrations were not successful, showing the sensitivity of non-negativity constraint to lower signal-to-noise ratio. Because there are just a few regions in the spectra where there is signal from only one component. Any noise perturbs the analysis: while in the overlapping region it can only change the apparent intensities of signals, in the non-overlapping regions, it can mask negative signals and therefore stop non-negativity constraint from discriminating between different possible decompositions of the data.

The reference spectra of glucose and maltotriose, for comparison with the output spectra of PARAFAC as a validation test, were obtained respectively from the last and the first spectra of the maltotriose hydrolysis. The comparison of maltose spectrum was done by acquiring a \(^1\)H spectrum of a mixture of 320 µL of 0.02 M maltose
solution in D$_2$O mixed with 133 mg of concentrated sulphuric acid and 40 µL of 0.23 M pivalic acid in D$_2$O (the same condition as for the hydrolysis of maltotriose). As the maltose hydrolysis reaction is rapid under this condition, the reference spectrum was obtained by back-extrapolation to the required spectrum (figure 4.20).

The kinetic plot obtained by PARAFAC was fitted by non-linear least squares to the analytical solution (found using Matlab) of the coupled differential equations 4.14, which describe the successive first order kinetics of maltotriose hydrolysis.

\[
\begin{align*}
ma3 & \xrightarrow{k_1} m + g \\
ma3 & \xrightarrow{k_2} 2g
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\frac{d[ma3]}{dt} = -k_1[ma3] \\
\frac{d[m]}{dt} = k_1[ma3] - k_2[m] \quad \text{(equation 4.14)} \\
\frac{d[g]}{dt} = k_1[ma3] + 2k_2[m]
\]

where \(ma3, m,\) and \(g\) represent maltotriose, maltose, and glucose respectively.

### 4.3.4 Clarithromycin Hydrolysis

The last reaction studied was the acid-catalyzed degradation of clarithromycin$^{4.55,56}$, an antibacterial molecule, where clarithromycin (C in scheme 4.4) is decomposed to 5-O-desosaminyloxy-6-O-methylerythronolide A (F in scheme 4.4) and cladinose, and later F equilibrates with G (in scheme 4.4). The purpose was to apply PARAFAC to the DOSY timecourse data of this reaction to try to decompose C, F, G, and cladinose.
300 µL of 0.1 M HCl in D₂O (pH~1), was mixed with 1.2 mg of clarithromycin and 100 µL of 0.24 M TSP in D₂O as reference. Reaction was carried out at 25 °C for a total duration of 85 h, with 4 transients for each of the first 60 DOSY experiments, where the reaction was faster, and 64 transients for the rest of the 120 DOSY datasets, and a 6.37 s recovery delay, a total diffusion-encoding gradient pulse duration δ of 3 ms, diffusion delay Δ of 100 ms and 6 gradient levels. These data were processed in the same manner as the previous hydrolysis experiments (reference deconvoluted using 1.5 Hz line broadening) and exported to Matlab for PARAFAC data processing.

Scheme 4.4 Clarithromycin (C) acid-catalyzed degradation by HCl aqueous solution to F, cladinose, and G.
The frequency region between 0.78 ppm and 0.9 ppm, which corresponds to methyl (Me* in scheme 4.4), and 3 components for C, F, and G were used for PARAFAC data processing. Also, the whole region 0.78 ppm to 4 ppm was used with 4 components to try to decompose C, F, cladinose and G.
4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Sucrose Hydrolysis

The great advantage of PARAFAC fitting is that if the assumption of trilinearity holds, the fitted components obtained should have physical relevance, i.e. for these data should be the proton spectrum, diffusion coefficient of the species, and reaction kinetics. Therefore the quality of the PARAFAC decomposition was assessed by:

- Comparing the kinetics of the integrals of the anomeric signals from the experimental data, from regions with no overlap, with the kinetics obtained by PARAFAC.
- Comparing the proton spectra of sucrose and the product mixture (glucose/fructose) obtained by PARAFAC with the spectra of the pure materials.
- Comparing the diffusion coefficients of sucrose and glucose/fructose with the diffusion coefficients obtained by PARAFAC.

The normalised kinetic plot obtained from PARAFAC was fitted to first order kinetics by non-linear least squares fitting, yielding a rate constant of \( k = 4.39 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1} \) (figure 4.6 A). This result was assessed by comparing it with the kinetics obtained from the integrals of resolved signals. The integrals of the anomeric sucrose (5.53 ppm) and glucose/fructose (alpha 5.47 ppm and beta at 4.9 ppm) protons were calculated by summing the amplitudes of the relevant data points of the signals for a given gradient level (gradient level 2 was used). The integral plot was fitted to first
order kinetics by non-linear least squares fitting and yielded a rate constant of $k = 4.38 \pm 0.03 \times 10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1}$ (figure 4.6 B), confirming the quality of the kinetic data obtained by PARAFAC.
Figure 4.6 Calculated relative concentrations of reactants (downward curve) and products (rising curve) obtained by PARAFAC (A) and by integration of the anomeric signals (B) together with non-linear least squares fits (solid lines) to first order kinetics, for the acid hydrolysis of 0.6 M sucrose to glucose and fructose. A) Normalised PARAFAC components $C_i(t)$; fitting yielded a rate constant $k = 4.39 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-5} \text{s}^{-1}$. B) Relative concentrations of sucrose and of glucose/fructose obtained by integration of the anomeric signals of sucrose (5.53 ppm) and of glucose (alpha at 5.47 ppm and beta at 4.9 ppm). Fitting to first order kinetics yielded $k = 4.38 \pm 0.03 \times 10^{-5} \text{s}^{-1}$.
In the PARAFAC analysis, the two glucose and fructose products are equivalent as one component. These two molecules are degenerate in diffusion coefficient and concentration throughout the timecourse of the reaction, so PARAFAC is not able to distinguish them.

As is shown in figure 4.7, the PARAFAC components spectra are almost, but not quite, identical to the spectra of pure sucrose and glucose/fructose mixture. There are a few cross-talk signals (marked with numbered arrows) in the PARAFAC spectra that do not match the spectrum of the pure material.
Figure 4.7  Spectra for 0.6 M sucrose hydrolysis. A) Comparison of the sucrose spectrum obtained by PARAFAC and the reference spectrum for the pure material. B) Comparison of mixed spectrum for glucose and fructose obtained by PARAFAC and the experimental (reference) spectrum of an equivalent mixture of the two sugars. The two anomeric signals at 5.47 ppm and 4.9 ppm are the signals of the alpha and beta anomeric protons of glucose respectively. The gap in the spectra is where the water signal appears; this region was discarded from PARAFAC analysis. The numbered arrows show the key differences between the PARAFAC spectra and the pure material spectra.
The diffusion mode of the PARAFAC output fitted to the Stejskal-Tanner equation (in figure 4.5) shows Gaussian decay of the diffusional attenuation of sucrose and glucose/fructose, with diffusion coefficients of \( D = 2.09 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-10} \, \text{m}^2 \, \text{s}^{-1} \) for sucrose and of \( D = 2.76 \pm 0.01 \times 10^{-10} \, \text{m}^2 \, \text{s}^{-1} \) for glucose/fructose. The quality of the diffusion mode of the PARAFAC output was tested by comparing the above diffusion coefficients with the experimental diffusion coefficients. The experimental diffusion coefficients obtained for pure sucrose \( D = 2.08 \pm 0.01 \times 10^{-10} \, \text{m}^2 \, \text{s}^{-1} \) and glucose/fructose \( D = 2.77 \pm 0.08 \times 10^{-10} \, \text{m}^2 \, \text{s}^{-1} \) show excellent agreement.

The residuals obtained from the high concentration sucrose hydrolysis datasets (figure 4.8) show a significant difference between the PARAFAC and raw spectra not only at the position arrowed in figure 4.7, where the cross-talk in one spectrum originates from a signal at the same chemical shift in the other, but also in the rest of the chemical shifts.
Figure 4.8  PARAFACT reconstruction and experimental spectra, with their percentage difference (PARAFAC reconstructed spectra - experimental spectra) for the first gradient level of the 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th, 20th, 25th, 30th, 35th, 40th, and 45th spectra of acid hydrolysis of high concentration sucrose (0.6 M) are shown in A to J respectively.
The frequency, line width, and amplitude variation of each of the peaks showing cross-talk were analysed over the whole timecourse of the experiment. The results revealed frequency variation during the time course of the experiment in these regions. A lower concentration sucrose hydrolysis (0.06 M) reaction was therefore performed. From figure 4.9 it is clear that the amplitudes of the cross-talk peaks have been reduced in comparison with the spectra obtained for high concentration sucrose hydrolysis (figure 4.7).

![Spectra obtained by PARAFAC for less concentrated sucrose hydrolysis (0.06 M). The arrows point to the regions showing cross-talk in figure 4.7; cross-talk is greatly reduced but still just visible for most.](image)

A series of residuals for every 10\textsuperscript{th} spectrum for the first gradient level used (gradient 2) of the lower concentration dataset is shown in figure 4.10. These residuals are very small, with noise being dominant. However, a curved baseline is seen in the residuals at some points (between 3 ppm to 4 ppm in B, C, D, E, G and I plots in figure 4.10).
This could be due to magnetic field disturbance ($\Delta B$), which can be caused by the slight gradient field disturbance at an early stage of the FID.

In order to investigate further the origin of the cross-talk, the amplitude of the residual for each cross-talk region (arrowed numbers in figure 4.9) was evaluated. Amplitudes of the residual at 4.8 ppm, corresponding to cross-talk arrowed 2 in figure 4.9, are shown as a function of gradient level and time in figure 4.11. The lack of features in the residual shows the lack of any systematic drift related to the concentration variation during the time course.
Figure 4.10 PARAFAC reconstruction and experimental spectra, with their difference for the first gradient level of every 10th spectrum from spectrum 1 to 110 acid hydrolysis of the lower concentration sucrose (0.06 M) are shown from A to L respectively.
The difference between PARAFAC and experimental spectra at 4.8 ppm (arrow 2 in figure 4.9) as a function of gradient level and time course of the experiment in a 3D plot.

The PARAFAC data processing of the lowest concentration sucrose hydrolysis reaction still shows slight cross-talk (figure 4.12), which could be the result of slight temperature variation and/or the change of concentration profile during the course of the reaction. Both of these effects change the diffusion behaviour of the components and perturb the trilinearity of the data. Therefore, the component spectra calculated by PARAFAC differ only slightly from the reference spectra, showing a small amount of cross-talk.
4.4.1.1 Application of Non-Negativity Constraint

The minimum SNR that PARAFAC could handle and still decompose the data successfully was 3.4:1 in the simulated dataset consisting of a total of 550 spectra (110 spectra × 5 gradient levels). This suggests that PARAFAC can decompose the components when the signal-to-noise ratio of the sum of all the experimental spectra is more than 80 (\(\sqrt{550} \times \text{SNR}\)). With lower values of SNR, PARAFAC can still decompose the data if a non-negativity constraint is applied. The minimum SNR found where PARAFAC can still decompose the data when applying non-negativity was 2:1 (figure 4.13).
Figure 4.13 Comparison of robustness of PARAFAC to noisy simulated experimental data (water signal is discarded in all spectra). The left column shows the first (A) and the last (B) experimental data; the PARAFAC output, glucose/fructose (C) and sucrose (D) spectrum. The middle column shows the same data as the first column with noise added to give a SNR of 3.4:1. In the right column the SNR is 2:1, for which PARAFAC can not decompose the components without applying a non-negativity constraint. By applying non-negativity, even for such poor signal-to-noise data, PARAFAC can identify the glucose/fructose (C in the right column), and sucrose (D in the right column) spectra.

The experimental data and the kinetics obtained from PARAFAC analysis for the sucrose hydrolysis with low concentration (1.1 mM) and SNR of 8:1 is shown in figure 4.14.
Figure 4.14  A) A subset of the experimental data (spectra as a function of pulsed field gradient and reaction time) obtained for low concentration sucrose (1.1 mM) showing data for the start, midpoint, and end of the period monitored, together with the time evolution (B) of the components corresponding to sucrose and to glucose/fructose, and the fitted spectra (C).

The low concentration sucrose (1.1 mM) experiment was repeated twice, each time with different SNR (varying the gain of the spectrometer). The result in figure 4.15 shows that PARAFAC is able to distinguish the 2 components for both levels of S/N, although the noisier data required the application of non-negativity constraint. PARAFAC cannot distinguish the components for these data if the non-negativity constraint is not applied (figure 4.16).
Figure 4.15  A and B in the left column are experimental data (spectrometer gain of 50), with A being the first (S/N of 8:1) and B the last spectrum. PARAFAC can easily distinguish between the components (C and D in the left column) without applying any constraints. A and B in the right column are experimental data (spectrometer gain of 26), with A being the first (S/N of 3.5:1) and B the last spectrum. By applying non-negativity constraint, PARAFAC can still find the components (C and D in the right column). The data processing of the lower S/N data was done using gradient levels 4 to 6 only.
Figure 4.16  The effect of applying and not applying non-negativity constraint to the analysis of the dataset shown in the right column of figure 4.15. By applying non-negativity constraint PARAFAC can distinguish between the glucose/fructose spectrum (A), and sucrose spectrum (B). Using the same data but without the constraint applied, PARAFAC did not distinguish between the components, and yields a spectrum which is a mixture of both components (C).

Initial PARAFAC analysis results of sucrose hydrolysis showed spectra that were comparable with the reference spectra (figure 4.7), but anomalies were observed for a small number of signals. These anomalies were shown to be caused by composition-dependent chemical shifts attributable to the high solution concentrations initially used, which causes significant intermolecular interactions. Experiments performed at much lower concentration showed excellent results. The results also show that PARAFAC is able to analyse very low signal-to-noise (S/N or SNR) datasets.
4.4.2 Maltose Hydrolysis

The normalised kinetic plot obtained from PARAFAC was fitted to first order kinetics by non-linear least squares fitting, yielding a rate constant of \( k = 1.40 \pm 0.01 \times 10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1} \) (figure 4.17 A). This result was assessed by comparing it with the kinetics obtained directly from the experimental integrals (figure 4.17 B). The integral of the inner anomeric maltose signal (5.4 ppm) of the experimental data was calculated by summing the amplitudes of the relevant data points of the signal for a given gradient level (gradient level 2 was used). In the same manner the integral of the anomeric glucose signals were calculated by summing the integrals of the \( \beta \) and \( \alpha \) peaks between 4.6 and 5.3 ppm minus the integral of the inner anomeric maltose at 5.4 ppm (this subtraction has to be done because the \( \beta \) and \( \alpha \) peaks of maltose and glucose overlap. In order to be able to calculate the anomeric signals (\( \beta \) and \( \alpha \)) of glucose only, one proton worth intensity of maltose (at 5.4 ppm) needs to be subtracted from the mixture of \( \beta \) and \( \alpha \) glucose and maltose). The integral plot was fitted to first order kinetics by non-linear least squares fitting and yielded a rate constant of \( k = 1.36 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1} \) (figure 4.17 B), confirming the quality of kinetic studies obtained by PARAFAC.
Figure 4.17  Kinetic plots of acid hydrolysis of maltose to glucose with non-linear least squares fitting to a first order kinetic model. Kinetics obtained from PARAFAC (A) with $k = 1.40 \pm 0.01 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$, and from integration of anomeric signals (B) with $k = 1.36 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$.

As it is shown in figure 4.18 the PARAFAC components spectra are virtually identical to the spectra of pure maltose and glucose. This confirms the trilinear decomposition into two components was successful.
Figure 4.18  Spectra obtained by PARAFAC and reference spectra of pure materials for maltose (A) and glucose (B).

The diffusion mode of the PARAFAC output fitted to the Stejskal-Tanner equation gave diffusion coefficients of $5.4 \pm 0.2 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ for maltose and $6.5 \pm 0.2 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ for glucose. These values are comparable with diffusion coefficients obtained for pure maltose of $5.3 \pm 0.2 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ and $6.5 \pm 0.3 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ for glucose.
4.4.3 Maltotriose Hydrolysis

Concentration timecourses obtained by PARAFAC were fitted to successive first order kinetics, giving rate constants of $k_1 = 5.68 \pm 0.07 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$ for the hydrolysis of maltotriose to maltose and glucose, and $k_2 = 2.44 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$ for the hydrolysis of maltose to glucose (figure 4.19).

As shown in figure 4.20, the PARAFAC component spectra are virtually identical to the spectra of pure maltotriose, maltose and glucose.
Figure 4.20  Spectra obtained from a non-negativity constrained three-component PARAFAC are shown at the top, and the pure reference spectra of the components are at the bottom.
The diffusion mode of the PARAFAC output fitted to the Stejskal-Tanner equation gave apparent diffusion coefficients of $5.00 \pm 0.01 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ for maltotriose, $4.44 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ for maltose, and $6.02 \pm 0.04 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ for glucose. The greater apparent diffusion coefficient for maltotriose than for maltose was an unexpected, and unphysical, result, so more data analysis was done. Examination of the raw time course data showed that the diffusion coefficients of the components were changing with time. This diagnosis was confirmed by measuring the reference chemical shift position as a function of time. The apparent reference shift changes with temperature because of the temperature dependence of the deuterium lock resonance (ca. 9.4 ppb K$^{-1}$). The reference signal position showed that the temperature of the sample drifted approximately 2 ºC in the early stages of the reaction. Thus in the PARAFAC analysis, the maltotriose, which was only present early in the reaction, shows faster diffusion than the maltose, which only appeared later, when the sample was cooler. Restricting the analysis to only two gradient values reduced but could not eliminate the impact of the temperature changes on the PARAFAC analysis. The measurements have since been repeated by a colleague under more stable conditions; this time the maximum temperature variation was only 0.5º, and PARAFAC analysis using all 6 gradient levels gave the expected diffusion results as well as the correct component spectra.

4.4.4 Clarithromycin Hydrolysis

Different timepoints of the clarithromycin hydrolysis data were used to decompose the components. Attempts were made to decompose C, F, and cladinose (scheme 4.4) using the early timepoints of the reaction, which yields signals of these components.
only. The diffusion coefficients of C and F are similar, and also the concentrations of F and cladinose are the same. Due to these degeneracies PARAFAC was not able to identify the three components, despite the non-negativity constraint. The later part of the data, where C has vanished and only F, G, and cladinose are present, was also used for PARAFAC analysis to identify the relevant components. However, due to degeneracy between diffusion coefficients of F and G the decomposition failed. The methyl region corresponding to Me* (scheme 4.4) of C, F, and G was also used for PARAFAC analysis to distinguish between C, F, and G; again without any success. The whole dataset was also used for PARAFAC analysis in an attempt to decompose the 4 components, but was not successful. These results illustrate the expected failure of PARAFAC analysis for datasets with multiple degeneracies.
4.5 Conclusions

Timecourse DOSY and PARAFAC can be a very powerful combination for studying the kinetics of chemical reactions. The method is very useful when signals overlap and it is not easy to distinguish between the signals of different components. At very low concentrations, where noise is dominant, PARAFAC can still decompose the data, showing that this method copes well with low signal-to-noise ratio. This could be particularly useful for the studying of reactions where the reactants are expensive, have low solubility, or have low availability.

Problems with spectral inconsistencies during the reaction that are of instrumental origin can in many cases be alleviated by using reference deconvolution, while changes in spectra due to concentration-dependent shifts can be minimised by making measurements at relatively low concentration. In systems with near degeneracy (e.g. very similar NMR spectra or diffusion coefficients), accurate kinetic and spectral data can be obtained by imposing physically appropriate constraints such as non-negativity. However, as was shown in the clarithromycin study, where there is extensive degeneracy applying constraints can not always solve the problem.

The best results with PARAFAC are obtained if the data have no deviation from trilinearity, and the behaviour of different components is non-degenerate, i.e. no two components have one of spectrum, diffusion coefficient or time course in common. (If two modes are the same, the components become indistinguishable). One potential source of deviation from trilinearity is the non-instantaneous acquisition of the DOSY dataset. This means that any changes in concentration of the different components during the recording of a given DOSY dataset will cause non-trilinear variation. In
this investigation, however, such effects can safely be ignored as the time taken to record one set of diffusion-weighted spectra is negligible compared to the total reaction time. The second source of deviation from trilinearity is composition-dependent chemical shifts. However, as was shown in the Results section, this problem can be considerably reduced by using much less concentrated solutions.
Chapter 5

A Novel Flow Cell for Kinetic Studies by NMR
5.1 Introduction

The application of NMR spectroscopy to kinetic and mechanism studies of chemical reactions is not limited to static methods, where a solution is placed in an NMR tube and inserted into the magnet for measurements, but also includes stopped or continuous flow methods. Flow NMR techniques have been used in a variety of areas, such as studies of protein folding, food science, and HPLC-NMR. These techniques have found considerable application since 1951 in the investigation of flow rates, and in monitoring species during chemical reactions.

Producing a sample in an NMR tube, placing it in the NMR probe, and acquiring a spectrum can hardly be performed faster than a few seconds. This length of time can result in a loss of data in fast chemical reactions. This time limitation can be prevented by fast mixing process of solutions by flow NMR and rapid data acquisition which allows short lifetime intermediate species to be monitored.

Flow NMR has a number of advantages. It reduces the apparent $T_1$ and $T_2$ values of nuclei, so shorter recycle delays can be used, improving sensitivity. As fresh premagnetized spins enter the detection region (region surrounded by the RF coils), saturated spins leave it, causing a reduction in the apparent relaxation times (and hence an increase in line broadening). The faster the flow rate, the greater the reduction in apparent relaxation times due to the increase in the motions between the spins. If rapid pulsing is used (recycle delay $\ll 5T_1$), increasing the flow rate increases the average signal intensity as long as the spin lifetime ($T_p$) in the premagnetization region (the region in the magnet before the detection) is large.
enough for the spins to be fully relaxed ($T_p > 5T_1$). If the flow rate is increased further, the lifetime of the spins in the premagnetization region will become too short for full relaxation and the signal intensity is reduced $^{5,14}$.

The faster apparent relaxation caused by flow is particularly favourable for nuclei with long spin-lattice relaxation times and low sensitivity (e.g. $^{13}$C). Data acquisition for such nuclei requires time-consuming signal averaging. This problem can be reduced by the addition of paramagnetic species, as these "relaxation reagents" considerably reduce $T_1$. However they contaminate the sample and can perturb chemical shifts and line shapes $^{5,12}$.

Spin equilibration in the premagnetization region is needed to provide magnetization to be detected, but increases the dead volume of the flow system. The extra volume needed can be minimised by using immobilized free radical species to reduce $T_1$ $^{5,12,15}$, but again this risks sample contamination and is not often used.

Here a novel flow system for the study of reaction kinetics is developed. No modification of the NMR instrument is needed, allowing the system to be employed with any conventional NMR probe and magnet. The system is cheap, robust, economical, and can be used for studying both homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions. The reaction vessel is placed outside of the magnet; therefore the composition of the sample can be varied during the experiment, if any reagents need to be added. This technique can be used for either continuous or stopped flow measurements, and the results obtained are comparable with those from conventional high resolution probes.
5.2 Theory

5.2.1 Flow and Magnetization

NMR signals obtained from flowing nuclei are affected by different parameters such as the degree of premagnetization, relaxation, flow rate, residence time, velocity, and detection region dimension. For quantitative measurements, the sample should ideally be completely premagnetized prior to detection. The flow rate can be expressed as:

\[ f = \frac{V_p}{T_p} \]

(equation 5.1)

where \( T_p > 5T_1 \) : \( f, V_p, T_p \) are the flow rate, and volume of and time in the premagnetization region respectively. To understand the interplay of the different parameters, it is helpful to analyze how they influence the results of a saturation recovery experiment performed in a flowing system.

In a flowing system the detection region contains a combination of nuclei that have entered since the last radiofrequency pulse was applied (new nuclei), and ones that have previously been saturated (old nuclei). For plug flow, where the flow velocity is constant over the cross-section of the flow, the total magnetization \( M_z(t) \) obtained from the two groups of nuclei is:
\[ M_z(t) = M_z^{new} + M_z^{old} \]
\[ M_z(t) = \alpha V^{new} + \alpha (V - V^{new})(1 - e^{-\frac{t}{T_1}}) \]
\[ M_z(t) = \alpha \frac{t}{\tau} - V + \alpha \frac{\tau - t}{\tau} V(1 - e^{-\frac{t}{\tau}}) \]

\( for \ 0 < t < \tau \); \( for \ t > \tau \): \( M_z(t) = \alpha V \)

where \( M_z^{new}, M_z^{old}, \alpha, V^{new}, V, t, T_1 \), and \( \tau \) are the new magnetization, old magnetization, magnetization per unit volume, volume occupied by new magnetization, volume of detection region, time, spin-lattice relaxation time, and total time spent in the detection region respectively.

The plot of \( z \)-magnetization variation against time according to equations 5.2 is shown in figure 5.1. Graphs ‘a’ to ‘e’ show the effect of increasing flow rate. At low flow rates recovery is exponential, dominated by relaxation; at high flow rates it is linear, dominated by influx.
Figure 5.1 Variation of z-magnetization with time for saturation recovery in a plug flow system. The z-magnetization is calculated from equations 5.2, where $\alpha, V$ and $T_i$ are assumed to have values of 1. The graphs ‘a’ to ‘e’ are for different flow rates from 0.5 to 4.5 mL/min in steps of 1 mL/min.

For laminar flow in a cylinder of radius $r_0$, the distribution of the magnitude of the velocity is parabolic with a maximum velocity $v_{\text{max}}$:

$$v = v_{\text{max}} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{r}{r_0} \right)^2 \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(equation 5.3)}$$

The signal contributed by spins at a radius $r$ is proportional to the area ($dA$) of a ring, $2\pi r dr$, at that radius. The relative contribution made by spins with a velocity $v$ is then:

$$S_v = \frac{\frac{dA}{dv}}{\int_0^{v_{\text{max}}} \frac{dA}{dv} dv} = \frac{\frac{dA}{dv} \frac{dr}{dv}}{\int_0^{v_{\text{max}}} \frac{dA}{dv} \frac{dr}{dv} dv}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(equations 5.4)}$$
Substituting in:

\[
\frac{dA}{dr} = 2\pi r \\
\frac{dr}{dv} = \left( \frac{dv}{dr} \right)^{-1} = -\frac{r_0^2}{2rv_{\text{max}}} \\
\int_{r_0}^{r_{\text{max}}} \frac{dA}{dr} \frac{dr}{dv} \, dv = -\pi r_0^2 
\]

(equations 5.5)

Gives

\[
S_v = \frac{1}{v_{\text{max}}} 
\]

(equation 5.6)

Combining equations 5.2 and 5.6, for laminar flow the magnetization as a function of time and velocity is:

\[
M_z(t,v) = \frac{\alpha t v}{L} + \frac{\alpha v (1 - \frac{v}{v_{\text{max}}}) (1 - e^{-\frac{t}{\tau}})}{v_{\text{max}}} 
\]

(equation 5.7)

for \(0 < t < \tau\), and

\[
M_z(t,v) = \alpha v 
\]

(equation 5.8)
for $t > \tau$, where

$$v_{\text{max}} = \frac{2FL}{V}$$

(equation 5.9)

The net magnetization as a function of time is then found by integrating equations 5.7 and 5.8 over the range $v = 0$ to $v = v_{\text{max}}$, with the results shown in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 The variation of z-magnetization with time for a laminar flow system. The z-magnetization is calculated from equations 5.7 and 5.8, where $\alpha, V$ and $T_i$ are assumed to have values of 1. The graphs ‘a’ to ‘e’ are for flow rates from 0.5 to 4.5 mL/min in steps of 1 mL/min.

In literature reviews \textsuperscript{5, 14, 15} the combined effect of flow and relaxation on saturation recovery is often expressed as follows:
\[ M_z(t) = \alpha V (1 - e^{-\frac{t}{T_{1_{\text{flow}}}}}) \]  

(equations 5.10)

\[ T_{1_{\text{flow}}} = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{T_{1_{\text{static}}}} + \frac{1}{\tau}} \]

where \( T_{1_{\text{flow}}} \) is the (apparent) nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time on flow, and \( T_{1_{\text{static}}} \) is the true value. According to equations 5.10 the variation of \( z \)-magnetization with time is exponential; graphs for various flow rates are shown in figure 5.3. As the preceding analysis shows, equations 5.10 are not correct either for plug or for laminar flow, but the reasonably close agreement between figures 5.2 and 5.3 shows that it is a useful approximation for the laminar flow case.

Figure 5.3 The variation of \( z \)-magnetization with time determined by some literature for the flow condition. The \( z \)-magnetization is calculated from equations 5.10, where \( \alpha, V \) and \( T_j \) are assumed to have values of 1. The graphs ‘a’ to ‘e’ are for flow rates from 0.5 to 4.5 mL/min in steps of 1 mL/min.
5.2.2 Initial Structure of the Flow System

The basis of the designed novel flow system is to have a reaction mixture outside of the magnet, and using a pump to transfer the reaction mixture into and out of an NMR tube which is placed in the magnet. This system is constructed of the following pieces: a reaction vessel, HPLC PEEK and PTFE pipes, three unions, peristaltic pump, and a 5 mm outside diameter screw thread NMR tube. The first inlet pipe \( L_{inlet1} \) (2 in figure 5.4) (HPLC PTFE, \( L_{inlet1} = 30 \) cm, ID = 1.6 mm, OD = 3.2 mm) is inserted into the reaction vessel (1), and is connected to the peristaltic pump pipe \( L_{inlet2} \) (5) (HPLC PTFE, \( L_{inlet2} = 38 \) cm, ID = 2 mm, OD = 4 mm) by a union (3). The third inlet pipe \( L_{inlet3} \) (7) (HPLC PEEK, \( L_{inlet3} = 3 \) m, ID = 0.5 mm, OD = 1.6 mm) is attached to the pump’s pipe (5) by the second union (6) and ends at the very bottom of the NMR tube (8). To keep the input tubing concentric in the NMR tube (4.15 mm ID), two sections of a PTFE vortex plug (9) are used, one at the bottom of the NMR tube/input pipe, and the other 6 cm above that. Grooves are cut into these pipe holders to allow the solution to pass. A fine hole is made through the middle of the rubber seal of the NMR tube cap (10) to pass the input pipe (7) through. A second hole is made about 2 mm from the first for the output pipe (12). The output pipe extends about 1 mm below the cap seal. A thick plug of epoxy resin (Araldite) glue (11) is formed to hold the pipes firmly to the cap. The first output pipe \( L_{outlet1} \) (12) attached to the cap is a 7 cm HPLC PEEK pipe (ID of 0.5 mm, OD of 1.6 mm). To minimize the back pressure of the mixture in the cell at the output pipe, a 1/8”-1/16” union (13) is used to attach a second outlet pipe \( L_{outlet2} \) (14) which is a 3 m HPLC PTFE pipe (ID of 1.6 mm and OD of 3.2 mm) to the first. The solution is passed through the outlet2 (14)
back to the reaction vessel (1). The total volume of reaction mixture required to fill the pipes, pump and the NMR cell is 12.3 mL.

Figure 5.4 Earlier structure of the flow system. (1) Reactor vessel, (2) first inlet pipe, (3, 6, 13) unions, (4) peristaltic pump, (5) pump’s pipe, (7) third inlet pipe, (8) NMR tube, (9) vortex plugs, (10) NMR screw cap with 2 holes, (11) epoxy resin, (12) first outlet pipe, (14) second outlet pipe
5.2.3 Further Structure of the Flow System

A disadvantage of the initial constructed flow system was the large volume required to fill the system (12.3 mL). Therefore this system was manipulated to be adapted for less reaction volumes. For this purpose in the new flow system a normal 5 mm OD NMR tube (11 in figure 5.5) was used instead of using a 5 mm OD screw thread NMR tube which contains a dead volume at the top. A home made PEEK head piece (9), constructed from 3 threaded inserts (16, 22), 3 ‘O’ rings (17, 21), and a cap makes a firm connection to the NMR tube while the third inlet pipe (7) passes through its middle. Here the outlet pipe (23) is an HPLC PEEK with $L_{\text{inlet}3} = 3$ m, ID = 0.5 mm, OD = 1.6 mm, which is inserted into the top of one side of the head piece (9) and ends back to the reaction vessel (1). In order to minimize the dead volume of the NMR tube, four long PTFE vortex plug (13) containing grooves, are placed inside the NMR tube to fill in the dead volume. The total volume of reaction mixture required to fill the pipes, pump and the NMR cell of this new design is 3.5 mL.
5.2.3.1 Safety Issues

If the pressure of the flow system increases too far, it will fail, either by leakage or by breakage. This could occur at any point in the system, for example at one of the unions, or at the head piece. A pressure increase could be due to a blockage in the system, use of viscous solutions, sudden temperature change of the solution, fast flow rates, etc.
Detection of any leak within the magnet is crucial, as it could cause damage to the probe. An optical liquid level sensor (15 in figure 5.5) was used to detect any leak in the magnet above the level of the turbine. This sensor was placed inside an 8 cm diameter glass cylinder (8) glued by epoxy resin to the NMR turbine which holds the NMR tube. It uses the refractive index difference between air and liquid to detect the latter. This sensor is attached to a cut-off system (24), so that in the event of liquid being detected the pump will be disabled.
Figure 5.6 Photograph of the entire latest flow system. At right the reaction vessel is placed on an aluminium stand, and is based on a heater/stirrer. In the middle, the safety cut-off system is located on the peristaltic pump. At left, the NMR tube, head piece, and the turbine are shown.
Figure 5.7  Photographs of the head piece, inlet and outlet pipes, sensor, glass container, NMR tube, and the turbine illustrated in figure 5.5.
Figure 5.8  Flow cell cap, with the screw caps and the o-rings.
Figure 5.9  Flow cell cap bottom.

Figure 5.10  Flow cell cap top.
5.2.4 Flow and Pressure

5.2.4.1 Flow and Pressure of the Initial Flow System

The pressure difference ($\Delta P$) between any two points in a viscous fluid with laminar flow in a long cylindrical pipe is determined by Poiseuille’s law:

$$\Delta P = \frac{8\eta FL}{\pi r^4}$$  
(equation 5.11)

where $\eta$, $F$, $L$, $r$ are the liquid viscosity, flow rate, length and radius of the pipe respectively.

The pressure difference in the flow system described here can be represented as:

$$\Delta P_1 = P_p - P_c$$  
$$\Delta P_2 = P_c - P_{atm}$$  
(equations 5.12)

where $P_p$, $P_c$, $P_{atm}$, $\Delta P_1$ and $\Delta P_2$ are pressures at the pump outlet, NMR cell, atmosphere, pressure differences between pump and NMR cell, and between NMR cell and the reaction vessel, respectively. Therefore, the pump and the NMR cell pressures are:
\[ P_c = \frac{8\eta FL_{outlet1}}{\pi r_{outlet1}^4} + \frac{8\eta FL_{outlet2}}{\pi r_{outlet2}^4} + P_{am} \]  
(equation 5.13)

\[ P_p = \frac{8\eta FL_{inlet3}}{\pi r_{inlet3}^4} + \frac{8\eta FL_{outlet1}}{\pi r_{outlet1}^4} + \frac{8\eta FL_{outlet2}}{\pi r_{outlet2}^4} + P_{am} \]  
(equation 5.14)

For a flow rate of 1 mL/min with water as solvent (\( \eta = 0.001 \) Pa s), and the lengths and radius defined in 5.2.2, the pressures at cell and pump are 1.02 bar and 1.35 bar respectively. These low pressures minimize the risk of leaks or of damage to the NMR tube.

5.2.4.2 Flow and Pressure of the Latest Flow System

In the latest design of the flow system, the two outlet pipes that were originally used in the initial flow design were replaced by a single, narrower outlet pipe to reduce the total volume of the system. The pressures of cell and pump outlet for this new design are defined as follows:

\[ P_c = \frac{8\eta FL_{outlet}}{\pi r_{outlet}^4} + P_{am} \]  
(equation 5.15)

\[ P_p = \frac{8\eta FL_{inlet}}{\pi r_{inlet}^4} + \frac{8\eta FL_{outlet}}{\pi r_{outlet}^4} + P_{am} \]  
(equation 5.16)

According to equations 5.15 and 5.16 the pressures of cell and pump are now 1.33 bar and 1.66 bar respectively. This increase of pressure difference in the latest flow system is expected due to the smaller radius of the outlet pipe. However this pressure
is still low enough not to cause any risk. The maximum pressure a short cylindrical tube can handle is given by \(^5,^{16}\):

\[
P_{\text{max}} = \frac{WT}{OD} K
\]  
(equation 5.17)

where \(WT, OD\) and \(K\) are wall thickness, outside diameter, and constant related to the tensile strength of the tube material respectively. In the case of glass \(K\) is about 2,000 psi (1374 bar). Therefore the maximum pressure that can be applied to a 5 mm OD NMR tube with wall thickness of 0.44 mm is about 12 bar. This pressure capacity is far greater than the pressure caused in the tube by the flow system.

A lower limit on the pressure that the join between the head piece of the latest flow system and the NMR tube can withstand was obtained by hanging a 1.2 kg weight from a normal NMR tube (ID of 4.15 mm) held in the head piece. No movement was seen, showing that such a joint should withstand a minimum pressure of \(1.2 \times 9.8/(\pi (0.002075)^2) \approx 8.7\) bar.
5.3 Experimental Work and Data Processing

In evaluating the NMR flow system, the first question was whether having a pipe in an NMR tube would result in a high resolution spectrum, as discontinuities in magnetic susceptibility can ruin the shimming. Therefore the first experiment was under static conditions (no flow), trying to produce a homogeneous magnetic environment with concentric HPLC tubing in the NMR tube, to obtain the maximum spectral resolution. Later experiments to study the suitability of the novel flow system for kinetic studies monitored four set of different chemical reactions. Three homogeneous reactions (one at high temperature), and a heterogeneous reaction were monitored. All of the experiments were conducted on a 300 MHz Varian spectrometer, using a standard 5 mm diameter indirect detection probe.

5.3.1 Initial Experiment

The $^1$H spectrum of a static 0.05 M solution of quinine in approximately 90 % CH$_3$OH and 10 % acetone-d$_6$ with TMS was obtained, with PEEK HPLC tubing (ID 0.5 mm, OD 1.6 mm) held concentrically in the normal NMR tube (4.15 mm ID), using two sections of a PTFE vortex plug. The highly resolved spectrum obtained (figure 5.11) confirms the feasibility of using HPLC PEEK tubing in an NMR tube for the flow system. Figure 5.12 shows the result of processing the free induction decay, using reference deconvolution with a target lineshape of a 1 Hz Lorentzian.
Figure 5.11  The raw $^1$H spectrum of 0.05 M quinine/acetone-d$_6$/CH$_3$OH/TMS in flow cell under static conditions.

Figure 5.12  $^1$H spectrum of 0.05 M quinine/acetone-d$_6$/CH$_3$OH/TMS in flow cell under static conditions; reference deconvoluted to 1 Hz Lorentzian.
5.3.2 First Homogeneous Reaction

The first chemical reaction implemented in the flow system was an ester hydrolysis (scheme 5.1). This experiment was done using the initial flow system where the total volume was 12.3 mL. A mixture of 11 mL of 0.08 M buffer solution of sodium hydroxide/sodium bicarbonate (pH = 10.8) in 1.5 mL D$_2$O with 240 mM TSP as the reference compound was pumped into the empty system at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. After filling the system, the flow was stopped to lock and shim the magnetic field (a linewidth of 1.1 Hz was obtained for the TSP signal). Then the parameters to acquire a timecourse array of $^1$H spectra were set up. The total duration of the experiment was 12 h, with a recycle delay of 20 s, 4 transients, a 90° pulse width of 9 µs, and an acquisition time of 3.4 s for each $^1$H spectrum. The timecourse was obtained by arraying the recycle delay. The next step was to add the reactant (1.5 mL of 0.08 M 2-methoxyphenyl acetate) to the reaction vessel. The solution was then stirred and the acquisition started. Parts of the array of $^1$H spectra obtained are shown in figure 5.13.

Scheme 5.1 Ester hydrolysis of 2-methoxyphenyl acetate with buffer solution of sodium hydroxide/sodium bicarbonate in D$_2$O (lower-case letters indicate the NMR assignments in figure 5.13).
Figure 5.13  Array showing every 35th spectrum from the third (obtained after 3 min from acquisition) to the last for a 12 h measurement on the reaction of scheme 5.1. The signals a, b, c, and d represent the Hs in scheme 5.1.

5.3.2.1  Data Processing

All the spectra obtained were Fourier transformed, reference deconvoluted to a 1.5 Hz Lorentzian lineshape, and baseline corrected in Vnmr 6.1C. Data were then exported to Mathematica as a text file. All statistical analysis and fitting was performed in Mathematica version 6.0. All the peaks shown in figure 5.13 were fitted to mixed absorption and dispersion Lorentzian functions:

\[
L(f) = \cos\left(\frac{\phi \pi}{180}\right) \left(\frac{aw}{2\pi(f - f_0)^2 + \left(\frac{w}{2}\right)^2}\right) - \sin\left(\frac{\phi \pi}{180}\right) \left(\frac{a(f - f_0)}{(f - f_0)^2 + \left(\frac{w}{2}\right)^2}\right)
\]

(eqation 5.18)

on a linear baseline, where \( \phi, a, w, f_0 \) are the phase, amplitude, width at half height, and frequency of the signal respectively.
Iterative fitting of peaks in each spectrum of the $^1$H timecourse array was done using the Nonlinear Regression function in Mathematica 6.0. For the first spectrum in the series, initial parameter values for the Lorentzian functions were estimated by inspection. From then on, each successive spectrum was fitted using starting parameters extrapolated from the preceding fits. This minimises the number of iterations required, reduces problems with signals that drift in frequency, and allows signal assignments to be retained even when the chemical shift ordering changes during a reaction.

Peak integral values (parameter $a$ in equation 5.18) for each signal were obtained from the fitting process. In order to convert the integral values to concentrations, the integral of the reactant signals at time zero should be equalized to the initial concentration (0.009 M) used in the reaction to obtain the converting factor. The initial integral value for the reactant ($R_0$) was obtained by extrapolation of the fitted integrals as a function of time to the reactant formula of the following 1st order kinetic model:

$$R \xrightarrow{k} P$$

$$\frac{d[R]}{dt} = -k[R] \quad \Rightarrow \quad R(t) = R_0 e^{-kt+t_0}$$
$$\frac{d[P]}{dt} = k[P] \quad \Rightarrow \quad P(t) = (1 - e^{-kt+t_0})$$

(equations 5.19)

As the initial experimental time is not zero, the $t_0$ is added to the model to shift the time to the real experimental starting time. The obtained integral $R_0$ was equated to the initial concentration value of the reactants in the reaction mixture (0.009 M) to convert
the experimental integral values to concentrations. The concentrations of the signals are plotted as a function of time in figure 5.18 (in section 5.4.1), and were fitted simultaneously to the reactant and product models of equations 5.19 to yield the rate constant.

### 5.3.3 Second Homogeneous Reaction

A mixture of 2 mL of 0.03 M 2-methoxyphenyl acetate in D₂O, 2 mL of 0.03 M phenylethylamine in D₂O, and 300 µL of 0.24 M TSP as the reference compound was prepared as a test reaction to evaluate the latest flow system with a lower total volume (section 5.2.3). As shown in scheme 5.2, two parallel reactions occur in this mixture: transesterification (scheme 5.2 A), and hydrolysis (scheme 5.2 B).

Scheme 5.2 Reactions of 2-methoxyphenyl acetate with phenylethylamine in D₂O. Reaction A is an amide synthesis, and B a hydrolysis, with reaction B being the faster. The methylene and methyl protons are assigned with lower-case letters from ‘a’ to ‘i’ for later NMR assignments.

The flow system was initially filled by pumping phenylethylamine and TSP solution (3.5 mL of 0.03 M phenethylamine in D₂O, and 300 µL of 0.24 M TSP) into the
system. After filling the system, the flow was stopped to lock and shim the magnetic
field (a linewidth of 1.8 Hz was obtained for the TSP signal). Parameters were set to
acquire a timecourse array of $^1$H spectra with presaturation of the water signal.
Saturation of the intense water signal allows the gain of the receiver to be increased,
giving better signal-to-noise ratio for the remaining signals. The total duration of the
experiment was 5 h, with a recycle delay of 7 s, 4 transients, a saturation delay of 4 s,
a saturation power of 9 dB, and a $90^\circ$ pulse width of 9 $\mu$s for each $^1$H spectrum. The
timecourse was obtained by arraying the number of transients. Once the experimental
parameters were chosen, the solution inside the flow system was substituted with the
reacting solution (mixture of phenylethylamine, 2-methoxyphenyl acetate, and TSP
solutions in D$_2$O as described above). For this purpose the main solution (4.3 mL) was
prepared in the reaction vessel and the input pipe was introduced into it. The solution
was pumped at a flow rate of 1mL/min for 3.5 min (the total volume of the system is
3.5 mL) with the output sent to waste to empty the system of the mixture of
phenylethylamine and TSP that was initially used for setting up the experiment. After
3.5 min the output pipe was transferred to the main vessel, and data acquisition
started. The spectral timecourse array for the reaction is shown in figure 5.1.
Figure 5.14  Timecourse array of the mixture of phenylethylamine and 2-methoxyphenyl acetate solution, shown for every 35th spectrum from the first (bottom) until the last (top). The lower-case letters from ‘a’ to ‘i’ correspond to the methyl and methylene signals highlighted in scheme 5.2. During the course of the reaction the chemical shifts of signals ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘h’ change due to the change in pH as hydrolysis proceeds.

5.3.3.1 Data Processing

All the data obtained were Fourier transformed, reference deconvoluted using a 2.4 Hz Lorentzian target lineshape, normalised to correct systematic drifts in receiver gain, and baseline corrected in Vnmr 6.1C. Data were then exported to Mathematica as a text file. All statistical analysis and fitting processes were performed in Mathematica version 6.0.

All the peaks shown in figure 5.14 were fitted to a phased Lorentzian function. The singlet signals were fitted to a linear baseline plus equation 5.18 and the triplets were fitted to a linear baseline plus the following equation:
\[ L(f) = \cos\left(\frac{\phi \pi}{180}\right) \left(\frac{aw}{2\pi(f - f_0)^2 + \left(\frac{w}{2}\right)^2}\right) - \sin\left(\frac{\phi \pi}{180}\right) \left(\frac{-a(f - f_0)}{(f - f_0)^2 + \left(\frac{w}{2}\right)^2}\right) + \]
\[ \cos\left(\frac{\phi \pi}{180}\right) \left(\frac{0.5a(1 + \alpha)w}{2\pi(f - f_0 - j)^2 + \left(\frac{w}{2}\right)^2}\right) - \sin\left(\frac{\phi \pi}{180}\right) \left(\frac{-0.5a(1 + \alpha)(f - f_0 - j)}{(f - f_0 - j)^2 + \left(\frac{w}{2}\right)^2}\right) + \]
\[ \cos\left(\frac{\phi \pi}{180}\right) \left(\frac{0.5a(1 - \alpha)w}{2\pi(f - f_0 + j)^2 + \left(\frac{w}{2}\right)^2}\right) - \sin\left(\frac{\phi \pi}{180}\right) \left(\frac{-0.5a(1 - \alpha)(f - f_0 + j)}{(f - f_0 + j)^2 + \left(\frac{w}{2}\right)^2}\right) \]

(equation 5.20)

where \( \phi, a, w, f_0, \alpha, j \) are the phase, amplitude, width at half height, frequency, balancing factor, and coupling constants for the signals respectively. In the triplet peaks (e, a, b, f in figure 5.14) the outer signals do not have equal amplitudes, because of strong coupling. The sum of the integrals of the outer signals in a triplet is approximately equal to the integral of the inner signal for a mild-strong coupling, so the amplitudes of the outer signals of each of the triplets can be defined as \( 0.5a(1 + \alpha) \) and \( 0.5a(1 - \alpha) \), where \( a \) is the amplitude of the inner signal. The outer signals are assumed to be spaced \( j \) Hz at either side of the central component, i.e. it is assumed that the strong coupling is sufficiently mild to affect the amplitudes of the triplet signals but not their positions.

The four triplet signals in figure 5.14 were fitted simultaneously from the last to the first spectrum. This reversal of order was done because at the beginning of the experiment the triplet f is under triplet b (figure 5.14), so it was simpler to start the fitting from the last spectrum where the triplet f is completely separate. As the
behaviour of $f$ is exactly the same as $e$, the amplitude, width, and asymmetry of $f$ was forced to be the same as $e$.

The integral values (amplitude in the Lorentzian equation for the singlet signals and $2 \times$ amplitude for the triplet signals) of each of the peaks were obtained from the fitting process. The initial integral values of the reactants would normally be obtained by extrapolating the fitted integrals as a function of time to an appropriate kinetic model. However, because an analytical solution for parallel $2^{nd}$ order kinetics was not available, the integrals were fitted to the following $2^{nd}$ order kinetics model for reactant (R) and product (P) to obtain the initial integral values:

$$2R \xrightarrow{k} 2P$$

$$\frac{d[R]}{dt} = -k[R]^2 \Rightarrow R(t) = \frac{R_0}{1 + R_0k(t + t_0)} \quad \text{(equation 5.21)}$$

$$\frac{d[P]}{dt} = k[P]^2 \Rightarrow P(t) = \frac{R_0^2 kt}{1 + R_0k(t + t_0)} \quad \text{(equation 5.22)}$$

The kinetics of the two $2^{nd}$ order parallel reactions in scheme 5.2 can be described as follows:

$$A_1 + B \xrightarrow{k_1} C + D$$

$$B \xrightarrow{k_2} C + A_2 E \quad \text{(scheme 5.3)}$$

$A_1$: amine, $A_2$: protonated amine, $B$: ester, $C$: phenol, $D$: amide, $E$: acetate
Equations 5.23 describe the kinetic model for the 2\textsuperscript{nd} order parallel reactions of scheme 5.3. As Mathematica 6.0 is unable to give an analytical solution to these equations, the data were fitted to this model numerically. The concentration of amine \((A_1)\) shown in scheme 5.3 is equal to the initial concentration of the amine minus the concentration of the aminium ion \((A_2)\): \(A_1 = A - A_2\). The concentration of \(A_2\) is assumed to be equal to the concentration of \(E\) (acetate in scheme 5.2), so \(A_1 = A - E\).

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d[A]}{dt} &= -k_1 ([A] - [E])[B] \\
\frac{d[B]}{dt} &= -k_1 ([A] - [E])[B] - k_2 ([A] - [E])[B] \\
\frac{d[C]}{dt} &= k_1 ([A] - [E])[B] + k_2 ([A] - [E])[B] \\
\frac{d[D]}{dt} &= k_1 ([A] - [E])[B] \\
\frac{d[E]}{dt} &= k_2 ([A] - [E])[B]
\end{align*}
\] (equations 5.23)
5.3.4 A Heterogeneous Reaction

Heterogeneous reactions are difficult to study in static conditions in an NMR tube. As the magnetic susceptibilities of solids and liquids are normally different, the homogeneity of the magnetic field is disturbed. One of the main advantages of the flow system is the ability to study heterogeneous reactions while avoiding having solid particles in the detection region of the probe. A reductive amination of an aldehyde was studied as a test heterogeneous reaction. As shown in scheme 5.4, the reaction was between benzylamine and p-tolualdehyde in THF/acetic acid with cyanoborohydride on a polymer support. This reaction was repeated several times with the amine in excess, in an attempt to minimize the side product of dialkylated amine\textsuperscript{5,18}. However, the production of side products could not be completely avoided. The final reaction studied was a mixture of 2.43 mL of 0.26 M benzylamine in THF, 2.43 mL of 0.13 M p-tolualdehyde in THF, 0.34 mL acetic acid, 1.82 mL THF, 434 mg cyanoborohydride and 20 drops TMS (scheme 5.4).
Scheme 5.4  Reductive amination of benzylamine with p-tolualdehyde, involving para-dimethyl benzyl benzylimine as an intermediate. The imine is reduced to para-dimethyl benzyl benzylamine as the main product and 2-(para-dimethyl benzyl) benzylamine as the byproduct (but this was not confirmed). The protons for which signals are assigned in the spectra below are marked with lower-case letters.

As the $^{13}$C satellites of the THF signals overlap with other signals, broadband $^{13}$C decoupling was used during acquisition. The parameters used to acquire a timecourse array of $^1$H spectra while presaturating one of the THF signals and decoupling the $^{13}$C satellites are as follows. The total duration of the experiment was 6 h 19 min, with a recycle delay of 8 s, number of transients of 16, saturation delay 3 s, saturation power 5 dB, and a 30° flip angle (pulse width of 3 µs) was used to minimise signal saturation. The timecourse was obtained by arraying the number of transients. Once the experimental parameters were set, the reaction solution (7 mL) was pumped into the emptied and dried flow system at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. A frit was attached to the input pipe to avoid the solid reducing agent entering the flow system, while the output pipe was placed in the main reaction vessel. The latter was placed on a
magnetic stirrer to stir the solids. The acquisition was started when the first drop came out of the output pipe (ensuring that the flow system was full of reaction solution).

The timecourse array of the reaction is shown in figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15  Timecourse array of the mixture of benzylamine and p-tolualdehyde solution; spectra are shown for every 10th spectrum from the first (bottom) until the last (top) spectrum. The lower-case letters from ‘a’ to ‘i’ correspond to proton signals highlighted in scheme 5.4. The star signals are: *1: water in exchange with carboxyl proton of acetic acid, *2: aromatics, *3: partially saturated THF, *4: impurity, *5: methyl of acetic acid, *6: unsaturated THF signal. The signals from the reactant aldehyde are not observed as the initial step of the reaction is very fast. One of the methylenes of the byproduct is not assigned as it is probably overlapped by another signal. There are lots of impurity signals observed in this timecourse. The effect of initial temperature equilibration can be seen in the moving signal of *1; the water signal is particularly temperature-sensitive because of the comparatively low strength of the hydrogen bond.

The water is observed at unexpectedly high chemical shift, because it is in rapid exchange with the carboxylic acid proton of acetic acid. At the beginning of the
timecourse of the reaction the shape and frequency of signal * changes rapidly as the sample temperature and temperature gradient change, but stabilises later.

5.3.4.1 Data Processing

All the initial data processing and exporting was done as described in section 5.3.3.1. The methyl peaks (d, g, i) were fitted to baseline-corrected Lorentzian lineshapes (equation 5.19), and the integral values obtained were plotted as a function of time. The integrals were fitted to first order parallel kinetics.

\[
\begin{align*}
A & \xrightarrow{k_1} B \\
A & \xrightarrow{k_2} C
\end{align*}
\]

(Scheme 5.5)

A: imine, B: main product, C: byproduct

Analytical solution of equations 5.24 produces a model describing the changes of A, B, and C with respect to time (equation 5.25).

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d[A]}{dt} &= -k_1[A] - k_2[A] \\
\frac{d[B]}{dt} &= k_1[A] \\
\frac{d[C]}{dt} &= k_2[A]
\end{align*}
\]

(equations 5.24)
\[ A = A_0 e^{-(k_1+k_2)t} \]
\[ B = A_0 \left( -\frac{k_1 (-1 + e^{-(k_1+k_2)t})}{k_1 + k_2} \right) \]  
\[ C = A_0 \left( -\frac{k_2 (-1 + e^{-(k_1+k_2)t})}{k_1 + k_2} \right) \]  
(equations 5.25)

5.3.5 A High Temperature Reaction

The flow system has been tested with homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions at ambient temperature, therefore, the possibility of investigating a higher temperature reaction using room temperature flow sampling was investigated. The reaction studied was the acid hydrolysis of clarithromycin (C_{38}H_{69}NO_{13}, a macrolide antibiotic) \(^{5,19}\), with only the reaction vessel heated. 7 mL of a 0.1 M HCl / KCl buffer solution (pH=1.2) in D\(_2\)O, and 0.31 mL of 0.24 M TSP in D\(_2\)O was prepared in the reaction vessel. The locking and shimming process was carried out with the buffer and TSP solution in the system. The total duration of the experiment was set to 8 h, with a recycle delay of 6.7 s, the number of transients for the first 50 spectra was set to 4, 16 for the second 50 spectra, 64 for the third 50 spectra, and 256 for the last two spectra (allowing more rapid data acquisition at the beginning of the reaction, which is faster), saturation delay of 3.7 s, saturation power of 5 dB, and a 90° pulse width of 9 \(\mu\)s for each \(^1\)H spectrum. Then, the system was emptied of the buffer and the TSP solution. This solution was added to 21 mg solid clarithromycin in the reaction vessel, stirred and was placed on a hot plate at 40°C. The solution was pumped (1 mL/min) into the system, with the output pipe in the reaction vessel. As the first drop of the solution came out of the output pipe, the acquisition was started. The timecourse array of this reaction is shown in figure 5.16.
Figure 5.16  Timecourse array for clarithromycin hydrolysis, showing every 10th spectrum from the first (bottom) to the last (top).
5.4 Results and Discussion

The spectrum (figure 5.11 in section 5.3.1) resulting from the first experiment done with flow NMR, where a concentric PEEK tube was used in a normal NMR tube proved the possibility of obtaining an acceptably homogeneous magnetic field for a flowing sample in the NMR cell. The spectral quality achieved was comparable to that routinely obtained with samples in normal NMR tubes.

5.4.1 First Homogeneous Reaction

The signals in figure 5.13 (in section 5.3.2) were fitted to a Lorentzian lineshape (equation 5.18). The experimental and the fitted signals, and the difference between them (residuals) are shown for the first and the last spectrum in figure 5.17. The integrals of the fitted signals were converted to concentrations. The plots of these data as a function of time (kinetic plots) are shown in figure 5.18, with fits to first order kinetics. The concentrations of the reactants in about the first 40 minutes of the experiment are continuously oscillating. In this experiment the flow system was initially filled with the solvent/buffer, and then the reactant (2-methoxyphenyl acetate) was added to the reaction vessel. Initially the reactant was not homogeneously mixed with the solution in the system, causing oscillations as higher and lower concentrations flow alternately through the probe active volume. This inefficient mixing can be prevented either by discarding the initial solution in the system, allowing the composition of a homogeneous solution to be monitored from the beginning, or by filling the system with the reacting solution from empty.
Figure 5.17  Segmented plots for the data of figure 5.13. Rows ‘A’ to ‘C’ are the 1st experimental spectrum, the fit to Lorentzian lineshapes, and the residuals (vertical scale showing the relative difference in amplitude) respectively. Rows ‘D’ to ‘F’ are the corresponding plots for the last experimental spectrum.
Figure 5.18  Experimental (dots) and fitted (solid lines) kinetic plots of reactant and product acetate (A) and methoxy (B) signals in scheme 5.1. Experimental data are fitted to 1st order kinetics (equations 5.19), yielding a rate constant of $2.22 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$. The oscillations at the beginning of the reaction are due to inefficient mixing; these data were omitted from the fitting.

5.4.2 Second Homogeneous Reaction

As was explained in section 5.3.3.1, all signals of figure 5.14 were fitted to Lorentzian lineshapes. The experimental peaks, fitted peaks, and residuals of the first and the last spectrum of the $^1$H timecourse array are shown in figure 5.19 in rows A to F respectively. As is shown in the residual plots (rows C and F), the residuals for the singlet peaks are small and random, showing the quality of the fitting. However, the residual plots for the four triplet signals in the range 400-650 Hz show a bigger systematic error between the experimental data and the fitted data in this region. For such an $A_2B_2$ spin system it is only an approximation to represent the spectrum as asymmetric triplets, hence the larger residuals for this region are seen.
Figure 5.19  Segmented plots of figure 5.14. Rows ‘A’ to ‘C’ are the 1st experimental spectrum, their fitting to Lorentzian lineshape, and their residuals (vertical scale showing the relative difference in amplitude) respectively. Rows ‘D’ to ‘F’ are the last experimental spectrum, their fitting to Lorentzian lineshape, and their residuals respectively.
The plots of concentration values as a function of time (kinetic plots) with the fitted kinetics to a numerical 2\textsuperscript{nd} order parallel model (equations 5.23) for signals ‘d’, ‘h’, ‘b’, ‘f’, and ‘i’ of figure 5.14 are shown in figure 5.20.

At the beginning of the reaction the output pipe was out of the reaction vessel for 3.5 min, with the flow rate of 1 mL/min (total volume of the system is 3.5 mL), to empty the flow system from the solution used for the experiment initialization. During the first 3.5 min, while the initial solution is being removed from the system, it is also being mixed with the inflowing reaction solution. Due to diffusion, laminar flow, and dead volumes, the initial period of 3.5 min is not enough to completely flush the original solution from the system. Therefore, some residual oscillation in the data points for the first 10 min of the reaction can be seen in figure 5.20. This problem can be prevented by increase the discarding time, or starting the reaction with an empty flow system.
Figure 5.20  Experimental (dots) and fitted (solid lines) kinetic plots for reactants and products in scheme 5.2. A) Kinetic plot for phenethylamine (reactant) and N-phenethyl acetamide (product), marked as signals ‘b’ and ‘f’ in figure 5.14. B) Kinetic plot of 2-methoxyphenyl acetate (reactant) and 2-methoxy phenol (product), marked as signals ‘d’ and ‘h’ in figure 5.14. C) Kinetic plot of acetate marked as signals ‘i’ in figure 5.14. Optimised values of $k_1$ and $k_2$ were $4.0 \times 10^{-3}$ L mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and $5.9 \times 10^{-3}$ L mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ respectively. The effects of incomplete mixing are observed in the oscillations in the reactant curves A and B for about the first 10 min of the reaction; these data were omitted from the fitting.
5.4.3 A Heterogeneous Reaction

Data from the region 2.25-2.48 ppm in figure 5.15 were fitted to 4 Lorentzian lineshapes (figure 5.21) as explained in section 5.3.4.1. The impurity signal in this region (* signal in figure 5.15) was also fitted, as it overlaps with the methyl signals (d, i, g in figure 5.15). The integrals of the methyl signals were plotted against time (figure 5.22).

![Figure 5.21](image)

Figure 5.21 Fitting showing only the first (A) and the last (B) methyl region spectra (signals ‘d’, ‘i’, ‘g’, * signal) of figure 5.15. The dots represent the experimental data, and the solid lines the fits to 4 Lorentzian lineshapes.

The data analysis for this reaction is complicated by the occurrence of byproducts in the reaction mixture and by the overlapping signals. The result of fitting the methyl signal to first order parallel kinetics (equation 5.25) is shown in figure 5.22.

As is shown in figure 5.22, the initial concentration of the reactant is not oscillating. This proves that by starting the reaction with an empty flow system the problem of
incomplete mixing that was observed in figures 5.18 and, to a lesser extent, 5.20 can be avoided.

Figure 5.22  Kinetic plot for the signals ‘d’, ‘i’, ‘g’ in figure 5.15. The dots represent the experimental data, which are fitted to a 1st order parallel kinetic model (solid lines), yielding a $k_1$ of $1.86 \pm 0.03 \times 10^{-4}$ L mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and $k_2$ of $6.08 \pm 0.04 \times 10^{-4}$ L mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$.

5.4.4  A High Temperature Experiment

The timecourse data obtained with a heated reaction vessel but the flow system at ambient (figure 5.16) show that this system can be used for reactions that require high temperature, albeit at the price of perturbing the reaction kinetics if the sampled reaction mixture is recycled into the reaction vessel. The mixture in the reaction vessel is at 40°C, but is cooled to ambient temperature while entering the magnet.
5.5 Future Work

A variety of different reactions were studied with the flow system. However, there are still different experiments and improvements that could be implemented, such as:

- Study a reaction mixture at various flow rates to investigate the effect of flow on signal intensity.
- Measure $T_1$ values of nuclei in non-flow and flow experiments at different rates. This can allow finding the effect of the different flow rates on the relaxation time.
- Investigate the pressure limits of the system.
- Limit the pressure increase by using a small pressure relief valve, resistant to organic solutions. Connect the valve to the input pipe on top of the NMR tube outside of the magnet by a long T connection (3 way union); under normal conditions there will be no contact between the solution and the valve. The release pressure of the valve is set higher than the maximum pressure expected at the NMR tube and lower than the pressure that the tube can handle. In the case of the pressure limit being exceeded, the valve opens and the liquid exits through the pressure relief valve, limiting the pressure in the NMR tube.
- Measure spectra of nuclei other than $^1$H (e.g. $^{19}$F) where the large signal from solvent would not interfere with the rest of the signals (solvent suppression techniques would not be required).
- Lag or thermostat the transfer pipes outside the magnet, to make a homogeneous temperature system.
Chapter 6

Summary
Summary

The work presented in this thesis describes kinetic studies of chemical reactions by novel techniques using time-resolved NMR spectroscopy. The aim of the work was to be able to study the kinetics of reactions by sophisticated and cost-efficient methods. This involved studying kinetics by least squares fitting of experimental data for reactions under static and flow condition, and by multi-way PARAFAC (PARAllel FACtor) analysis.

Kinetic studies of chemical reactions were performed by acquiring a series of \(^1\)H spectra and fitting the signals by an iterative least squares method to a model which represents the shape of the signals (e.g. Lorentzian or Gaussian). For this purpose, the initial parameters of the model are given for the individual signals in the first spectrum, and during the iteration process the parameters required to fit subsequent signals are obtained by extrapolation. This continuity allows monitoring mobile signals whose frequencies vary during the course of a reaction. Peak integrals can be fitted to the appropriate kinetic model to obtain the rate constant of the reaction. If there are overlapping signals in the spectra, it can be difficult to distinguish between individual peaks; other NMR experiments (e.g. 2DJ spectroscopy) can be used to assist assignments.

A time course of DOSY experiments, yielding amplitudes as a function of diffusion weighting, frequency, and time, produces a three-dimensional trilinear dataset, as each of the dimensions is independent from the others. These data and the number of components can be used as an input for PARAFAC analysis. Without making any assumptions about the diffusion behaviour, frequency or time dependence of signals,
PARAFAC is able to identify the diffusion profile, spectrum, and kinetics for each of the components. In this work, PARAFAC used alternating least squares fitting to find the minimum difference between the input and output data. Kinetic studies by this method are particularly useful as the challenge of identification of overlapping signals is avoided. No matter how many signals overlap, and how many components are present, as long as the trilinearity holds within an acceptable signal-noise-ratio and the individual component modes (e.g. diffusion, timecourse) are sufficiently different, PARAFAC can decompose the data. Analysing data with very poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) proved the remarkable robustness of PARAFAC to SNR values at which conventional methods would fail. It was shown that slight deviations from trilinearity of the data, for example due to imperfect experimental conditions (e.g. frequency changes due to high concentration of the reaction mixture, or slight temperature variation during the reaction) can affect the output data by showing additional signals, cross-talk, in the spectra, or incorrect diffusion coefficients. In some reactions, near-degeneracy in one dimension (e.g. the similar values of diffusion coefficients for maltose and maltotriose) can perturb the analysis, in which case applying constraints such as non-negativity can provide sufficient additional information for the algorithm to solve the problem. However, if the degeneracy is observed in more than one dimension PARAFAC may not be able to decompose data even when constraints are applied.

Resolution in NMR spectra is dependent on the homogeneity of the static magnetic field in the sample. The presence of materials in the sample with different magnetic susceptibilities will create internal field gradients that can result in broadening of the signals, with the consequent losses in resolution. Therefore, it is undesirable to study
the kinetics of heterogeneous reactions by conventional static methods in which an NMR tube is placed in a magnet. The flow system constructed in this work uses concentric HPLC tubing positioned concentrically in a normal NMR tube, allowing solution to enter and leave the active volume. In this system any solid particles in a heterogeneous reaction remain in the reaction vessel outside of the magnet and do not enter the NMR tube to perturb the magnetic homogeneity, allowing heterogeneous reactions to be studied with high resolution NMR. This flow system can also be used for homogeneous reactions in flow studies, and/or for experiments in which the reaction composition needs to be manipulated during the reaction.
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Measurement of diffusion-weighted NMR spectra as a function of time allows the time-dependence of concentration and the isolated spectrum to be found for each component in a reaction, without prior assumptions about spectra, kinetics or diffusion behaviour, by data decomposition using the PARAFAC algorithm.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is frequently employed to study reaction kinetics. NMR can provide detailed structural information about (and often identify) the chemical entities involved in a reaction, and as it is non-invasive and non-destructive, the kinetics of an intact mixture can be studied in real time directly in the NMR tube\(^1\) (there are also a number of alternatives for the study of reaction conditions that cannot be duplicated in an NMR probe\(^2\)). Reaction monitoring by NMR works best when each component in a reaction mixture has at least one well-resolved resonance; the change in peak integral can then be used directly to determine the kinetic behaviour\(^3\). When no such resolved peaks are available, as is quite common, the extraction of kinetic data becomes much more challenging, and it is frequently impossible to identify individual reaction components, let alone determine their concentrations. In this investigation, we demonstrate that by adding diffusion information to the NMR experiments, the spectrum, time evolution and diffusion data...
can be recovered for each component in the reaction mixture. Because the data are trilinear (i.e. they vary independently in three dimensions, here diffusional attenuation, time evolution and chemical shift) they can be decomposed using a PARAFAC\textsuperscript{4} algorithm, and it is therefore possible to analyse the data without the need for fitting to a predetermined model, and without having to constrain the data to fit either the reaction kinetics or the diffusional attenuation.

Figure 1. A subset of the raw experimental data. For the time evolution every 16\textsuperscript{th} spectrum is shown, and for the decay with gradient amplitude (caused by diffusion) the first three gradient levels are shown.

The study of reactions is an example of the general case of mixture analysis by NMR. It is well known that it can be frustrating to study intact mixtures by NMR, as it is often difficult to assign resonances unambiguously to given mixture components. It is expensive, tedious and time-consuming to separate components physically (e.g. by chromatography) before submitting them to NMR, and frequently it is the study of the intact mixture itself that is of interest (as for reaction monitoring). Therefore it is highly desirable to develop NMR methods that can recover the required information from intact mixtures. Some of the most powerful NMR methods currently available, commonly referred to as DOSY (diffusion-ordered spectroscopy) experiments, are based on diffusion\textsuperscript{5-9}; these are most effective where each component in a mixture has
a unique rate of diffusion. The diffusion of molecules can be measured by recording
the signal attenuation in a pulsed field gradient NMR experiment\(^\text{10}\), typically by
incrementing the gradient strength in a pulsed field gradient spin or stimulated echo. It
was recognised early on that the results of such experiments can be used to distinguish
the signals from different molecular species\(^\text{11}\). The decays of individual NMR signals
are typically fitted to a model function, and the fitted diffusion coefficient is then used
to correlate the signals of individual molecular species. In high resolution DOSY\(^\text{6, 5}\),
this is done by fitting each peak individually (implicitly assuming that there is no
spectral overlap), while in multivariate methods the whole bandwidth is fitted
simultaneously\(^\text{8, 9, 7}\). The model function used is typically some form of the Stejskal-
Tanner equation\(^\text{10}\), which describes the effect of pulsed field gradient on signal
amplitude for free (unbounded) diffusion; for best results, the equation can be
extended to include the effects of imperfect field gradient uniformity\(^\text{12, 6}\).

Diffusion-ordered spectroscopy and kinetic studies by NMR have a good deal in
common: both rely on fitting variations in NMR signal amplitude to suitable model
functions, and in both cases it is far easier to analyse experimental data when the
NMR signals of individual species are well resolved. DOSY data and timecourse
spectra are bilinear: signal intensity \(I\) is measured as a function of two variables,
frequency and gradient amplitude, and frequency and time respectively. In a bilinear
dataset, the theoretical intensity \(I_i\) for a given signal \(i\) is the product of the signal
variation as a function of two different variables, \(I_i(p,q) = P_i(p) Q_i(q)\). Thus in DOSY,
if the spectrum of component \(i\) is \(S_i(f)\) and its signals attenuate as a function of
gradient amplitude \(g\) according to \(A_i(g)\), then \(I_i(f,g)\) is the product of \(S_i(f)\) and \(A_i(g)\).
The experimental dataset is a tensor of rank 2, and may be represented as a sum over
\(N\) components \(i\) of outer products of two vectors \(S_i\) and \(A_i\), plus some residual \(E\):
\[ I = \sum_{i=1}^{N} S_i \otimes A_i + E \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

In analysing bilinear data with spectral overlap it is common to employ multivariate methods to help resolve the component spectra (and diffusion/kinetics)\textsuperscript{13, 14, 8, 9, 7}. Unfortunately such analyses suffer from the problem of \textit{rotational ambiguity}: any linear combination of the true functions \( P_i \), or the true functions \( Q_i \), gives an equally good fit to the experimental data. For bilinear analysis it is therefore necessary to apply constraints, for example non-negativity and/or known/hypothesised kinetic models, to allow the true solutions to be selected out from the infinite range of linear combinations. This problem can be avoided, and a model-free fit obtained by PARAFAC\textsuperscript{4} decomposition, if trilinear data \( I(p,q,r) = P_i(p) \ Q_i(q) \ R_i(r) \) can be measured. Adding a diffusion dimension to a bilinear dataset can create a trilinear structure\textsuperscript{15}. Recording NMR spectra as a function both of time and of gradient amplitude, i.e. measuring a timecourse of DOSY spectra, gives just such a dataset. No prior knowledge of the component spectra, diffusion behaviour or kinetics is required for its analysis; the only requirement is that the spectrum \( S_i(f) \), diffusional attenuation \( A_i(g) \) as a function of gradient \( g \), and concentration profile \( C_i(t) \) of each species be independent of each other, so that the signal intensity \( I_i(f,g,t) = S_i(f) \ A_i(g) \ C_i(t) \). The experimental dataset is now a rank 3 tensor:

\[ I = \sum_{i=1}^{N} S_i \otimes A_i \otimes C_i + E \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)
Figure 2. Reference spectra of pure materials and spectra obtained from the data of Fig. 1 by PARAFAC for maltose (A) and glucose (B).

To demonstrate the value of using diffusion encoding in the NMR study of a reacting mixture we have chosen the well-known acid hydrolysis of maltose to glucose\textsuperscript{16}, in which one maltose is hydrolysed to two glucose units.

A aqueous solution of maltose (5.5 % w/w) in 33 % (w/w) sulfuric acid was prepared, with 0.15 % (w/w) pivalic acid as a reference compound. Hydrolysis was carried out at 50 °C in a thick-walled NMR tube (to prevent convection; i.d. 2.2 mm) in a 400 MHz Varian Inova instrument, using a 5 mm diameter indirect detection probe equipped with a \( z \)-gradient coil allowing gradient pulses up to 30 G cm\(^{-1} \). A series of 98 DOSY experiments was carried out over the course of the reaction, in a total of 41 h 49 min. Each DOSY experiment used the oneshot sequence\textsuperscript{17} with 32 transients at each of 6 gradient levels, with equal steps in gradient squared, ranging from 3.0 to 27.3 G cm\(^{-1} \). The data were then Fourier transformed, phase corrected, baseline corrected, reference deconvoluted\textsuperscript{18} using the pivalic acid signal, and the solvent (HOD) peak was removed by digital filtering, all using the manufacturer's VnmrJ
software, before export to MATLAB for further analysis. All PARAFAC analysis was performed with the MATLAB N-Way toolbox\textsuperscript{19, 20} Fig. 1 shows a subset of the experimental spectra as a function of time and gradient level. Small variations in receiver sensitivity over the course of the experiment were corrected for by normalising the integral of the spectrum for each gradient level using the average area of the pivalic acid reference peak.

PARAFAC fitting was carried out, assuming two components, for the spectral region 3.1-5.5 ppm. The resultant fit accounted for 99.8\% of the variance in the data, yielding statistical components $S_i(f)$, $A_i(g)$ and $C_i(t)$ representing the spectrum, signal decay as a function of gradient strength, and time evolution for the reactant and product respectively.

One great advantage of PARAFAC fitting is that, if the assumption of trilinearity holds, the fitted components obtained should have physical relevance, i.e. should in this case be the true spectrum, diffusional attenuation and concentration timecourse. Where prior information exists, therefore, it is possible to assess directly the quality of the PARAFAC decomposition, for example by comparing the spectra of reaction components extracted by fitting the experimental data with the known spectra of the pure materials. As can be seen in Fig. 2, in this case the fitted spectra are virtually identical to the spectra of pure maltose and pure glucose, confirming that trilinear decomposition into two components was successful.
Figure 3. Non-linear least squares fits to first order kinetics for the acid hydrolysis of maltose to glucose. A) relative concentrations of maltose (integral of the inner anomeric signal at 5.4 ppm, decaying curve) and glucose (sum of the integrals of the peaks between 4.6 and 5.3 ppm minus the integral of that at 5.4 ppm, rising curve). Estimated rate constant $1.36 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1}$. B) Normalised PARAFAC components $C_i(t)$ for maltose (decaying) and glucose (rising); $k = 1.40 \pm 0.01 \times 10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1}$.

Because the relative scaling of the three multiplicands in the trilinear model is arbitrary, to obtain true relative concentrations from the analysis it is necessary to ensure that the other two modes in the model, $S_i(f)$ and $A_i(g)$, are normalised. Where, as here, the structures of the reaction components are known this is straightforward: each PARAFAC spectral mode output $S_i(f)$ is normalised to have an integral proportional to the number of protons involved, and each diffusion mode $A_i(g)$ is normalised so that it extrapolates back to unity at zero gradient $g$. Multiplying the remaining raw modes $C_i(t)$ by the normalisation factors by which the $S_i(f)$ and $A_i(g)$ were divided then gives $C_i(t)$ modes which are directly proportional to concentration.

The net result for the experimental data of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 3B, and as expected gives an excellent fit to first order kinetics. The PARAFAC results can, for this model system in which well-resolved anomeric signals are available, be compared with relative concentration profiles obtained by direct integration of the respective anomeric signals (Fig. 3A); while there is excellent agreement, the signal-to-noise ratio for the PARAFAC result is, as expected, superior. Although for this example the full range of chemical shifts, including the well-resolved anomeric signals, was used,
essentially identical results were obtained when only the highly overlapped region between 3.1 and 4.1 ppm was fitted, confirming that both fully-resolved spectra and kinetic information can be recovered even when the experimental data contain no resolved peaks. The PARAFAC decomposition is remarkably robust; similar results can be obtained using only two of the six gradient increments measured, and/or with many fewer time points.

From this model study it is clear that by adding diffusion information to an experimental time course study and using multi-way methods to decompose the results into the underlying structure of NMR spectrum, diffusional attenuation and time evolution, it is possible not only to obtain good estimate kinetic data irrespective of whether any resolved signals are available, but also to recover the NMR spectra of individual reaction components. In principle, one could obtain by this method the NMR spectra of intermediates that are difficult or impossible to isolate. The fundamental requirement is that each reaction component shows a different diffusion coefficient and a different time course; even where these requirements are not fully met, a hybrid analysis in which PARAFAC is constrained using prior knowledge (e.g. spectral non-negativity) can still succeed. It should however be stressed that for a trilinear PARAFAC decomposition, no assumptions are needed about the form of the spectra, the diffusional attenuation, or the kinetics. Thus decomposition is just as simple even when no prior information is available, as for example in a heterogeneous reaction where the functional form of the attenuation caused by (bounded) diffusion is unknown.
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ABSTRACT

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is frequently used in the monitoring of reaction kinetics, due to its non-destructive nature and to the wealth of chemical information that can be obtained. However, when spectra of different mixture components overlap, as is common, the information available is greatly reduced, sometimes to the point where the identification of individual chemical species is not
possible. In such cases the resolution of component spectra and their concentration
timecourses can be greatly improved by recording DOSY (Diffusion-Ordered
Spectroscopy) data for each time point during the reaction. Adding this additional
degree of freedom to the experimental data, allowing the signals of different species to
be distinguished through their different rates of diffusion, makes the data trilinear, and
therefore susceptible to analysis by powerful multi-way (here more specifically
multilinear) model-free decomposition methods such as PARAFAC (parallel factor
analysis). This approach is shown to produce high quality data even for species with
near-degenerate spectra. Another important limitation of NMR is its inherently low
sensitivity. Here we show that the combination of DOSY and PARAFAC is
surprisingly robust with respect to input data with low signal-to-noise ratio. High
quality component spectra and kinetic profiles are obtained from a dataset in which
the signal-to-noise ratios of the reaction components in the spectra for individual time
points are below the detection level.

KEYWORDS: NMR, DOSY, PARAFAC, PFGSTE, MATLAB, kinetics, diffusion,
pulsed field gradients (PFG), multivariate analysis, multi-way, multilinear, trilinear,
chemometrics.
The monitoring of chemical reactions is an important task in both industry and academia, for example in process development and degradation studies. The non-invasive and non-destructive method of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) can be a particularly effective tool due to the wealth of information it provides, for example on chemical structure, and on intermolecular and intramolecular dynamics. Where the signals of individual species are well-resolved, reaction monitoring is straightforward and peak integrals can be used directly to determine changes in concentration¹. However, a major obstacle in the study of mixtures by NMR is that when component spectra overlap it is often impossible to assign signals unambiguously to a specific molecular species. In such cases, methods that aim to fit entire spectra (i.e. multivariate methods) can often be helpful in resolving component spectra and determining concentrations²-⁸. Much of the power of multi-way (or in this case more specifically multi-linear) methods stems from the fact that multilinearity offers relief from the so-called rotational ambiguity limitation⁹ that bilinear methods suffer from (vide infra). The combination of diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY¹⁰, ¹¹) experiments and multivariate multi-way chemometrics¹² has recently been shown to be an excellent tool both for mixture analysis in general¹³-¹⁵, and more specifically for reaction kinetics¹⁶. Here the practicalities of this combination of methods are explored, and its remarkable robustness when analysing data with limited signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is illustrated.

The most powerful general methods for mixture analysis by NMR are LC-NMR¹⁷ and, as used in this investigation, diffusion-based methods such as DOSY¹⁰, ¹¹. Although the term DOSY strictly refers only to a processing and display method used with diffusion-weighted NMR data, it is commonly used more loosely to describe both the analysis method and the experimental data, and will be used in that sense here.
despite actual DOSY spectra not being constructed. A central advantage of DOSY methods is that they do not require any physical separation of a mixture, and therefore are particularly helpful when a reaction is followed directly in a NMR tube. The measurement of diffusion-weighted spectra allows the signals from different species to be distinguished, by virtue of their different effective hydrodynamic radii. A DOSY experiment is typically performed by recording a set of NMR spectra in a pulsed field gradient spin or stimulated echo (PFGS[T]E) as a function of gradient amplitude. The NMR signals are ideally attenuated according to the Stejskal-Tanner equation:

\[ S(G) = S_0 e^{-D\gamma^2\delta^2 G^2 \Delta'} \]  

where \( S \) is the signal amplitude, \( S_0 \) is the amplitude in absence of diffusion, \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient, \( \delta \) is the diffusion encoding gradient pulse duration, \( \gamma \) is the magnetogyric ratio, \( G \) is the gradient amplitude, and \( \Delta' \) is the diffusion time (\( \Delta \)) corrected for the effects of the non-zero gradient pulse duration. The experimental data are normally fitted either to the Stejskal-Tanner equation or to a version of that equation modified to take into account instrumental imperfections such as non-uniform field gradients, to obtain the spectra and diffusion coefficients of the mixture components. Most commonly this is done by fitting the decay of each signal individually, using univariate methods, and displaying the result in a 2D DOSY plot. However, as all the signals for each component decay identically (in the absence of exchange), it is possible to exploit this covariance to separate the component spectra even where individual signals overlap.

In multivariate methods it is conventional to describe the data analysis in matrix form. For example, in the decomposition of a DOSY dataset into component spectra and attenuation functions for \( N \) different components the experimental data are modeled by the equation
\[ \mathbf{D} = \mathbf{A}\mathbf{S}^T + \mathbf{E} \quad (2) \]

where the experimental dataset \( \mathbf{D} \) is a matrix in which successive rows contain the measured mixture spectrum for different values of the diffusion-encoding gradient strength. This matrix is represented in Equation (2) as the product of two row matrices containing the spectral amplitude profiles \( \mathbf{A} \) (for a DOSY dataset these are the signals decays as a function of gradient strength for the different components) and the component spectra \( \mathbf{S} \), where \( ^T \) denotes the transpose. The error matrix \( \mathbf{E} \) contains unfitted data, which ideally consist solely of unavoidable random experimental errors such as noise. In an alternative notation this can be written as:

\[ \mathbf{D} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mathbf{s}_i \otimes \mathbf{a}_i + \mathbf{E} \quad (3) \]

where \( \mathbf{s}_i \) and \( \mathbf{a}_i \) are the \( i \)th vectors of the matrices \( \mathbf{S} \) and \( \mathbf{A} \) and \( \otimes \) is the Kronecker product. The same notation can be used to describe the data obtained in a 'standard' kinetics NMR experiment where a simple proton spectrum is recorded for a succession of time points, with the matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) describing the variation in concentration of each of the components with time.

Multivariate methods set out to find the matrices \( \mathbf{A} \) and \( \mathbf{S} \) that best represent the experimental dataset. Unfortunately this is far from straightforward, as an infinite number of solutions exists in the form of linear combinations of the actual spectra and signal amplitude profiles. This is known as the rotational ambiguity problem for bilinear data\(^9\). This ambiguity can be resolved by imposing appropriate constraints on the analysis, for example non-negativity, or a predetermined form of concentration profile\(^2\)–\(^8\), \(^26\), \(^27\). However, this requires detailed prior knowledge about the system under study, and there is a considerable risk of applying constraints that are not valid.
In contrast to the bilinear case, for multilinear data (varying independently in $n$ dimensions; $n > 2$) rotational ambiguity does not arise. This has the very useful consequence that no prior knowledge about the variation of data in any of the $n$ dimensions is necessary; fitting data to such a PARAFAC\textsuperscript{28,29} (parallel factor analysis) model, the form of the variation in the different dimensions is obtained directly.

Trilinear data may be obtained by recording a DOSY dataset for each time point in a chemical reaction\textsuperscript{16}. In the notation of Eq (3) a trilinear data set can be written as:

$$\mathbf{D} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mathbf{s}_i \otimes \mathbf{a}_i \otimes \mathbf{b}_i + \mathbf{E} \quad (4)$$

where $\mathbf{b}_i$ is the $i$th column of a matrix $\mathbf{B}$ containing the relative concentration as a function of time for each of the reaction components. For a given number $N$ of mixture components the matrices $\mathbf{S}$, $\mathbf{A}$ and $\mathbf{B}$ (often referred to as modes; e.g. $\mathbf{S}$ is the spectral mode) can be obtained directly from decomposition of $\mathbf{D}$ using one of the many algorithms to fit the PARAFAC model\textsuperscript{30}; no further assumptions are needed in such 'model free' fitting. In the present investigation the matrices $\mathbf{S}$, $\mathbf{A}$ and $\mathbf{B}$ contain the $N$ spectra, diffusion decays and concentration timecourses, respectively; each column $i$ corresponds to the spectrum, diffusion decay and concentration timecourse for a given mixture component. When the data are truly trilinear, the PARAFAC decomposition is straightforward, but with experimental data it is common to find small (or not so small) additional systematic variation that does not fit a trilinear model. In the present investigation we acquire approximately trilinear data by recording a DOSY spectrum for each time point in the reaction. One obvious source of deviation from trilinearity is that the acquisition of a DOSY spectrum is not instantaneous, so any changes in concentration of the different components during the
recording of a given DOSY dataset will cause a non-trilinear variation. In this investigation, however, such effects can safely be ignored as the time taken to record one set of diffusion-weighted spectra is negligible compared to the total reaction time. A second, more insidious, source of deviation from the trilinear model is variation in the component spectra, for example because of composition-dependent chemical shifts. For PARAFAC analysis to succeed, it is vital both that the component spectra remain identical throughout the reaction, and that the behavior of the different components is non-degenerate, i.e. that no two components have one of a spectrum, diffusion coefficient or timecourse in common. (If two modes are the same, the components become indistinguishable). In this work, some common deviations from trilinearity such as frequency shifts and (near-)degeneracy are investigated, and potential solutions to these problems are examined, and the robustness of the combination of DOSY and PARAFAC with respect to signal-to-noise ratio is investigated. The illustrative reactions used are the acid hydrolyses of sucrose and of maltotriose, the former showing the effects on PARAFAC decomposition of chemical shift variation and signal-to-noise ratio, and the latter those of near-degeneracy. (Although these reactions are in principle complicated considerably by the presence of two anomers for most of the species, in practice the kinetics remain simple because anomerisation is rapid compared with hydrolysis under the conditions used.)

**Experimental**

Four samples were used for the acid hydrolysis experiments, all with D$_2$O as solvent: sample 1 containing maltotriose (Fisher Scientific, 18 mM), pivalic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, 25 mM), and sulphuric acid (90 mM); sample 2 containing sucrose (Silver Spoon, 540 mM), tert-butanol (Fluka, 135 mM), and sulphuric acid (224 mM);
sample 3 containing sucrose (50 mM), tert-butanol (105 mM), and sulphuric acid (464 mM); and sample 4 containing sucrose (1.1 mM), tert-butanol (82 mM), and sulphuric acid (592 mM). All hydrolyses were carried out in thick walled 5 mm NMR tubes (i.d. 2.2 mm, to discourage convection) in a 400 MHz Varian Inova spectrometer, using an indirect detection probe equipped with a z-gradient coil allowing gradient pulses up to 30 G cm$^{-1}$. The hydrolysis of sample 1 was carried out at 50 °C, and that of samples 2-4 without temperature control in a room air-conditioned at a nominal 20 °C. All DOSY experiments were recorded using the Oneshot sequence$^{31}$ using 6 gradient levels with equal steps in gradient squared, ranging from 3.0 to 27.3 G cm$^{-1}$.

Data were acquired during hydrolysis using the following sample-specific parameters:

- sample 1) 130 DOSY experiments with a recycle time of 6 s, a total diffusion-encoding gradient duration ($\delta$) of 2 ms and a diffusion time ($\Delta$) of 0.2 s, using 32 transients of 16384 complex data points in a total time of 52 h;
- sample 2) 46 DOSY experiments with a recycle time of 3.6 s, a total diffusion-encoding gradient duration ($\delta$) of 3 ms and a diffusion time ($\Delta$) of 0.1 s, using 16 transients of 16384 complex data points in a total time of 6 h;
- sample 3) 110 DOSY experiments with a recycle time of 4 s, a total diffusion-encoding gradient duration ($\delta$) of 3 ms and a diffusion time ($\Delta$) of 0.1 s, using 16 transients of 16384 complex data points, in a total time of 16 h; and
- sample 4) 350 DOSY experiments with a recycle time 4 s, a total diffusion-encoding gradient duration ($\delta$) of 3 ms and a diffusion time ($\Delta$) of 0.1 s, using 4 transients of 16384 complex data points in a total time of 15 h.

An illustrative excerpt from the data acquired for sample 2 is shown in Figure 1.

Reference spectra for reactants, intermediates and products were obtained as follows,
to allow comparison between the spectra obtained by PARAFAC fitting and the authentic spectra. The reference spectrum for glucose was acquired from sample 1 after the reaction had proceeded to termination, and that for maltotriose was taken as the first spectrum in the hydrolysis timecourse. Because the hydrolysis of maltose is relatively rapid under the experimental conditions used, the reference spectrum for maltose was obtained by back extrapolation of spectra acquired under the same conditions as for the hydrolysis of sample 1, using maltose (Fisher Scientific) as starting material. The reference spectra for sucrose, and for the mixture of glucose and fructose, were acquired using a 0.6 M sucrose solution, and an equimolar 0.6 M solution of glucose (Sigma-Aldrich) and fructose (Alfa Aesar), respectively, in sulphuric acid and D₂O.

All spectra were Fourier transformed, phase corrected, baseline corrected, and reference deconvoluted using the pivalic acid (sample 1) or tert-butanol (samples 2-4) signal, all using the manufacturer's VnmrJ software, before exporting to MATLAB (www.mathworks.com) for further analysis. Reference deconvolution was used to minimise the effects of changes in instrumental lineshape, signal phase, and signal frequency over the course of a reaction, and greatly improves the quality of the final results. PARAFAC analysis was performed with the MATLAB N-way Toolbox. The DOSY Toolbox (open source free software for DOSY processing), also contains an interface with the N-way Toolbox. Small variations in receiver sensitivity over the course of the experiment were corrected for by normalising the amplitude of every individual DOSY dataset to show the same total reference signal integral for the first gradient level for each DOSY experiment. Where the water signal lay within the spectral region containing signals of interest, it was excluded from analysis by setting the data points to zero for 0.25 ppm either side of the water signal.
(Note that this appears at higher chemical shifts than usual because of the effects of high acid concentration and of temperature). The relevant spectral region (3.0-5.7 ppm for sample 1, 3.2-5.7 ppm for sample 2, and 3-5.8 ppm for samples 3 and 4) was then selected and fitted to the PARAFAC model.

PARAFAC analysis produces output modes with arbitrary scaling. Each PARAFAC spectral mode, $S_i(f)$, was therefore normalized to have an integral proportional to the number of protons involved, and each diffusion mode $A_i(g)$ was normalized so that the extrapolated amplitude at zero gradient for each component was unity. The remaining mode, concentration $C_i(t)$, was then multiplied by the factors that $S_i(f)$ and $A_i(g)$ were divided by, to make it proportional to the true concentrations of the components. The modes representing the timecourses were fit using the non-linear least squares fitting in the Optimization Toolbox (MATLAB), to first order kinetics. Rate constants are reported with error margins corresponding to twice the standard error of the fit.

**Results and discussion**

One of the central limitations of the DOSY-PARAFAC approach is that degeneracy in one of the modes can cause the clean separation of components to fail. The acid hydrolysis of aqueous maltotriose, which proceeds via maltose to glucose, was therefore investigated as a challenging test case. Here both the spectral modes of maltose and maltotriose are similar, because of the extensive commonality in chemical shifts, and the diffusion modes are similar, because of the relatively small difference in diffusion coefficient. It has been noted previously that imposing physically realistic constraints like non-negativity can be helpful in such cases\textsuperscript{28, 36}. An unconstrained three component PARAFAC fit did reproduce the spectra, diffusion decays and
timecourses fairly faithfully, but significant deviation from a physically realistic result was evident early in the timecourse, where the ‘maltose’ component showed a small negative initial concentration. These deviations are probably attributable to small temperature disturbances (see figure caption) causing minor violation of trilinearity. However, when non-negativity constraints were applied to all three modes, no anomalies were seen in any of the modes (explained variance 99.9 %). The fitted component spectra were virtually identical to the reference spectra, and the concentration timecourses followed the form expected for a sequential first order reaction (Figure 2).

In this test case, both the number of components and the component spectra were already known, so definitive validation could be performed by comparing the spectral modes to the model spectra. However split-half analysis, jack-knifing and core consistency checks were all consistent with this prior knowledge; split-half analysis with three components, for example, gave essentially identical results to the full analysis in all three modes. Non-linear least squares fitting of the concentration timecourses to successive first order kinetics gave estimated rate constants of $k_1 = 7.03 \pm 0.15 \times 10^{-5} \text{s}^{-1}$ for the hydrolysis of maltotriose to maltose under the conditions used, and $k_2 = 1.58 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-5} \text{s}^{-1}$ for the hydrolysis of maltose to glucose. Experiments with lower signal-to-noise ratio data were significantly less successful, reflecting the importance of the non-negativity constraints in disentangling the component spectra. Because there are relatively few points in the maltotriose spectrum at which there are no maltose or glucose signals, the decomposition is very vulnerable to interference from noise at these points.

The second reaction studied was the simpler case of the acid hydrolysis of sucrose to glucose and fructose. Although at first sight this is a three-component problem, here
the concentration timecourses of glucose and fructose are identical, and the diffusional attenuations very nearly so. The result is that the two products behave in the two-component PARAFAC decomposition (explained variance 99.9%) as a single species with a composite spectrum, so the data may be analysed as a simple two-component problem. At first sight the fitted spectra obtained by PARAFAC decomposition of the experimental data for sample 2 are quite promising (Figure 3a), but close examination shows the presence of a small number of anomalies at the positions shown by vertical arrows. These anomalies represent cross-talk between the two component spectra, with signals appearing in the sucrose spectrum at the chemical shifts of glucose/fructose signals, and vice versa, and arise from deviations from strict trilinearity in the experimental data. Their “dispersion mode”-like appearance suggests frequency shifts as the origin of the anomalies. Detailed analysis confirms that this is the case; the individual component spectra change subtly as a function of the overall composition of the reaction mixture, with chemical shifts changing by a few parts per billion as the relative proportions of reactant and products change. Interestingly, it is not the case that the signals for which anomalies are seen are the only ones whose chemical shifts change with composition; rather, all the sugar signals shift relative to the tert-butanol reference signal, but the signals that yield anomalies are the few signals that behave differently from the majority.

The diagnosis that differential medium effects on chemical shifts were the cause of the anomalous signals prompted measurements on sample 3, where the initial concentration was reduced by an order of magnitude and hence the effects of composition on chemical shifts were expected to be much smaller. As predicted, the anomalies were greatly reduced and an excellent match was seen between the fitted spectra yielded by PARAFAC (Figure 3b) and the reference spectra (Figure 3c); the
two component fit explained 99.9% of the variance. The concentration timecourses obtained were fitted to first order kinetics, as shown in Figure 4, yielding a rate constant of $7.48 \pm 0.03 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$, and the diffusion decays were fitted to the Stejskal-Tanner equation corrected for non-uniform field gradients$^{20}$ (Figure 4) giving $D_{\text{sucrose}} = 1.28 \pm 0.01 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ and $D_{\text{glucose, fructose}} = 1.37 \pm 0.01 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$.

Much larger chemical shift changes can be seen, for example, in the spectra of reactions in which pH changes. In such systems it would be necessary either to exclude itinerant signals from analysis, or to measure spectra under fixed chemical conditions, for example by buffering and/or using diluted sampled aliquots. Differential chemical shift changes cannot corrected by reference deconvolution$^{32, 33}$ (although the latter plays a vital role in minimising the effects of instrumental irreproducibility, as has been shown previously for both uni- and multivariate processing of DOSY data$^{23, 37}$).

In order to study the usefulness of the DOSY-PARAFAC approach for low concentration/low signal-to-noise ratio samples, a third hydrolysis of sucrose was carried out at a very low concentration (1.1 mM; sample 4). Here, the signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 2:1 in the least attenuated (lowest gradient) spectrum (Figure 5a) was below the detection level (normally taken as 5:1). The classical approach of following the intensity changes of individual peaks would here be totally impractical. Remarkably, the PARAFAC decomposition (Figure 5c) produces excellent component spectra, once again showing a very good match with the reference spectra of Figure 3c for sucrose and glucose/fructose (explained variance 16%, reflecting the extremely low signal-to-noise ratio). The reason why PARAFAC is so successful here is that the entire dataset is fitted, so the signals from all the 350 experiments contribute to the fitted spectra, and all the signals in each spectrum contribute to the
fitted timecourses. The latter are also perfectly serviceable (Figure 5b), fitting to first order kinetics yielding a rate constant of $1.15 \pm 0.05 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$.

**Conclusion**

The combination of NMR diffusion measurements and trilinear data analysis (in the form of PARAFAC), can be very powerful for the study of reaction kinetics. The method can be used for data with extremely low signal-to-noise ratio, significantly below the level at which conventional methods would fail. Problems with spectral inconsistencies during the reaction that are of instrumental origin can in many cases be alleviated by using reference deconvolution, while changes in spectra due to concentration dependent shifts can be minimised by making measurements at relatively low concentration. While the relatively slow reactions studied here allowed DOSY datasets with many transients and gradient levels to be acquired, where appropriate the method can be used with as little as one transient and two gradient levels per time point, allowing reactions to be studied on timescales as low as 1 min. In systems with near degeneracy in one or several modes (e.g. very similar NMR spectra or diffusion coefficients), accurate kinetic and spectral data can be obtained by imposing physically appropriate constraints such as non-negativity. In contrast to standard NMR methods, the combination of NMR diffusion measurements and trilinear data analysis can be used in situations with severe spectral overlap and at very low concentrations.
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**FIGURE CAPTIONS**

**Figure 1.** A subset of the raw data acquired for sample 2. The diffusion-weighted experimental spectra for the 3\textsuperscript{rd}, 17\textsuperscript{th}, 34\textsuperscript{th}, and 50\textsuperscript{th} time points are shown.

**Figure 2.** (a) Component spectra obtained from a non-negativity constrained three-component PARAFAC fit of the data acquired for sample 1 (top), and reference spectra (bottom); (b) concentration timecourses (circles) obtained from the PARAFAC fit, together with fits to sequential first order kinetics (solid lines). Estimated rate constants were $k_1 = 7.03 \pm 0.15 \times 10^{-5}$ s\textsuperscript{-1} and $k_2 = 1.58 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-5}$ s\textsuperscript{-1} for the maltotriose and maltose hydrolyses respectively. The small deviations from the lines of best fit correlate in time with temperature disturbances of the order of 0.1 °C between 0 and 10 h and between 20 and 25 h.

**Figure 3.** (a) Component spectra obtained from a PARAFAC fit of the data acquired for sample 2 (540 mM initial sucrose concentration); (b) component spectra obtained by fitting the data acquired for sample 3 (50 mM initial sucrose concentration); (c) reference spectra of sucrose and of an equimolar mixture of glucose and fructose.

**Figure 4.** The diffusional decay and time evolution components obtained from PARAFAC fitting of the data originating from sample 3 (circles), together with (solid lines) non-linear least squares fits to the non-uniform gradient compensated Stejskal-Tanner equation (Eq. 1) and to first order kinetics respectively (“a” corresponds to fructose + glucose while “b” corresponds to sucrose). The fitted diffusion coefficients were $1.28 \pm 0.01 \times 10^{-10}$ m\textsuperscript{2} s\textsuperscript{-1} for sucrose and $D = 1.37 \pm 0.01 \times 10^{-10}$ m\textsuperscript{2} s\textsuperscript{-1} for the
product component (glucose and fructose), while the first order rate constant was 7.48 ± 0.03×10^{-5} s^{-1}.

**Figure 5.** (a) A subset of the experimental data (spectra as a function of pulsed field gradient and reaction time) obtained for sample 4 (1.1 mM initial sucrose concentration) showing data for the start, midpoint, and end of the period monitored, together (b) with the time evolution of the components corresponding to sucrose and to glucose/fructose, and (c) the fitted spectra. The fitted diffusion coefficients were 1.15 ± 0.05×10^{-10} m^2 s^{-1} for sucrose and 1.38 ± 0.03×10^{-10} m^2 s^{-1} for glucose/fructose, while the first order rate constant was 1.29 ± 0.02×10^{-4} s^{-1}. 
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Abstract

A simple, cheap and flexible flowcell based on a standard 5 mm NMR tube, designed for the monitoring of reactions but of wide applicability, is described. No modification of the NMR instrument is needed, allowing the system to be employed with any conventional NMR probe and magnet. The system is robust, economical in use of reagents, and can be used for studying both homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions.
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Introduction

The application of NMR spectroscopy to kinetic and mechanistic studies of chemical reactions is not limited to static methods, in which a solution is placed in an NMR tube and inserted into a magnet for measurements, but also includes stopped [1] or continuous flow methods [2]. Flow NMR techniques have been used since 1951 [3] in a variety of areas, such as studies of protein folding [4, 5], food science [6], and HPLC-NMR [7]; recent examples of the use of flow NMR for reaction monitoring include references [8-10].

Most applications of flow NMR use dedicated flow probes. These allow the balance between sample volume, sensitivity and resolution to be optimised, but are expensive and are relatively inflexible, typically being optimised for a single nucleus or group of nuclei; they also generally have a limited temperature range and are very vulnerable to blockage. This paper describes a simple, cheap and flexible flowcell based on a standard 5 mm NMR tube. Several designs for rapid mixing cells based on 5 mm NMR tubes have recently been published [9, 11]; in contrast, the cell described here is designed for continuous or stopped-flow use (but not for reactions on sub-minute timescales). No modification of the NMR instrument is needed, allowing the system to be employed with any conventional 5 mm or greater NMR probe and magnet. The system is robust, economical in use of reagents, and can be used for studying both homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions. The only materials in contact with the reaction mixture are glass, PTFE and PEEK, accommodating a wide range of solvents and reactants. The reaction vessel is placed outside of the magnet; therefore the composition of the sample can be varied during the experiment, if any reagents need to be added. It is also relatively straightforward to perform reactions at high or low temperature, or under an inert atmosphere. The spectral quality obtainable is comparable to that available from conventional high resolution probes.

Experimental

Flowcell

Fig. 1 here
The flowcell (Figs. 1 and 2) consists of a standard 5 mm NMR tube (6) fitted with a PEEK headpiece (1), through which a length of PEEK HPLC tubing (8) runs concentrically to the base of the tube. The PEEK tubing is held concentric by grooved PTFE spacers at the bottom of the tube and above the active volume, and by four PTFE grooved sleeves (18) that also serve to reduce the dead volume of the cell. The NMR tube is held in the headpiece by an M8 threaded bush (4) that compresses an O-ring (5). The inlet HPLC tubing runs continuously through the headpiece, and the outlet tube (9) is mated to the headpiece, both held by O-rings (3) compressed by M3 threaded bushes (2). The flowcell is held in the appropriate turbine (17), at the appropriate depth, for the probe used. As a precaution against probe damage from reactant leaks, a liquid sensor (7; Sensortechnics, type OLP01B0F3) sits below the headpiece. If the turbine design permits (as with Varian turbines), the active element of the sensor sits directly on the turbine, and a glass tube (16) is glued to the turbine with epoxy resin to contain any leaks; if not (as with Bruker turbines), the sensor sits on a PEEK disc through which the NMR tube passes and which is held within the glass tube, in both cases sealed with O-rings. The liquid sensor is connected to an electronic interlock (21) that switches off the pump in the event of a leak being detected. (To date the only occasion on which the safety system was activated was when a loose union above the headpiece leaked as a result of a reactant precipitating in the system).

A number of features of the design are noteworthy. First, the use of a concentric inlet pipe minimises disturbance of the magnetic field homogeneity by maintaining cylindrical symmetry, while the use of narrow bore tubing ensures that the frequency-shifted signal from within the tubing is very small. Any deviation from concentricity will lead to significant degradation in lineshape and difficulty in shimming. Second, the cell geometry is intended for relatively low flow rates (< 2 mL min^{-1}), since prepolarization takes place largely in the portion of the NMR tube between the base and the active volume. If higher flow rates are required, for which the residence time in the prepolarization volume is less than the spin-lattice relaxation time, an extra reservoir could be used above the flowcell headpiece, or the direction of flow could be reversed. Third, the system is designed for low pressure, fail-safe operation; if the pressure rises too much (significantly above 1 MN m^{-2}), the O-ring holding the NMR tube to the headpiece should yield well before the pressure limit of the NMR tube.
itself, leaking into the space above the turbine and triggering the liquid detector. The system may be used with HPLC pumps, but in this case a low pressure limit should be used. Fourth, the PEEK HPLC tubing used may easily be replaced with different inside diameters, to accommodate solvents of different viscosities within the pressure constraints of the system.

**Flow system**

Fig. 2 here

The flowcell is designed to be used with an external reaction vessel, outside of the magnet, with reactant mixture circulated by a low pressure pump. The system used here, illustrated in Fig. 2, comprises a reaction vessel (10), HPLC PEEK and PTFE piping, unions, peristaltic pump (14), flowcell headpiece (1), and NMR tube (6). The first inlet pipe (11; PTFE tubing, length 30 cm, ID 1.6 mm, OD 3.2 mm) leads from the reaction vessel (10) to the peristaltic pump (14; Cole-Parmer, type KH-77912-07), connected by a union (12). The pump uses 4 mm OD, 2 mm ID PTFE peristaltic tubing (13; Cole-Parmer, type WW 77390-50). The output of the pump is connected by a union (15) to the flowcell inlet tube (8) (PEEK, length 3 m, ID 0.5 mm, OD 1.6 mm) that leads directly to the bottom of the NMR tube (6). The outlet pipe (9; PEEK tubing, length 3 m, ID 0.5 mm, OD 1.6 mm leads from the headpiece (1) back to the reaction vessel. The total volume of reaction mixture required to fill the pipes, pump and flowcell is approximately 3.5 mL; this could be reduced somewhat by the use of lower bore and shorter peristaltic tubing.

The flowcell was placed in the turbine (17) and lowered by its input and output tubing into the standard 5 mm diameter indirect detection probe of a 300 MHz Varian INOVA spectrometer. All experiments were conducted at room temperature (20 ± 2 °C).

**Results**

**Spectra**
Spectra obtained with the flow cell typically showed good resolution and acceptable lineshape, with a full width at half height of around 1 Hz both under static conditions and at low (ca. 1 mL min\(^{-1}\)) flow rate. Figure 3 shows the spectrum obtained for a lineshape test solution of chloroform in acetone-d\(_6\) containing a small amount of ethanol stabiliser. The full width at half height of the TMS signal was 0.75 Hz, only slightly greater than that routinely obtained with conventional non-spinning samples.

**A sample homogeneous reaction**

In the reaction of 2-methoxyphenyl acetate with phenylethylamine in aqueous solution, transesterification (Scheme 1a) and hydrolysis (Scheme 1b) proceed in parallel. The hydrolysis is catalysed by the amine, which is gradually consumed, complicating kinetic analysis.

Scheme 1 here

The two 2\(^{nd}\) order parallel reactions in scheme 1 can be summarised as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{A} + \text{B} & \xrightarrow{k_1} \text{C} + \text{D} \\
\text{A} + \text{B} & \xrightarrow{k_2} \text{C} + \text{AH}^+ + \text{E}
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

where A denotes phenylethylamine, AH\(^+\) the phenylethalammonium ion, B 2-methoxyphenyl acetate, C 2-methoxyphenol, D phenylethylacetamide, and E acetate ion. The rates of change of species A to E are then
To follow this reaction, the flow system was initially filled by pumping a solution of phenylethylamine and TSP (3.5 mL of 0.03 M phenethylamine in D$_2$O, and 300 µL of 0.24 M TSP in D$_2$O) into the system. After filling, flow was stopped to allow locking and shimming of the magnetic field and setup of presaturation of the residual HDO signal. A mixture of 2 mL of 0.03 M 2-methoxyphenyl acetate (Sigma) in D$_2$O, 2 mL of 0.03 M phenylethylamine (Alfa Aesar) in D$_2$O, and 300 µL of 0.24 M TSP (sodium 3-(trimethylsilyl)-propionate-2,2,3,3,-d$_4$; Goss Scientific) as reference was then prepared, and immediately placed in the reaction vessel. The input pipe to the peristaltic pump was placed in the reaction vessel, pumping initiated at 1 mL/min, and acquisition of a timecourse of $^1$H spectra initiated. For the first 3.5 min of the timecourse the output from the flowcell was diverted to waste, to discard the initial contents of the system; the output was then returned to the reaction vessel to recycle the reacting mixture. The total duration of the experiment was 5 h, with a recycle delay of 7 s, 4 transients per acquisition, a saturation delay of 4 s, and a 90° pulse of duration 9 µs, for each $^1$H spectrum. The spectral timecourse array for the reaction is illustrated in Figure 4.

\[
\frac{d[A]}{dt} = -k_1([A] - [E])[B] \\
\frac{d[B]}{dt} = -k_1([A] - [E])[B] - k_2([A] - [E])[B] \\
\frac{d[C]}{dt} = k_1([A] - [E])[B] + k_2([A] - [E])[B] \\
\frac{d[D]}{dt} = k_1([A] - [E])[B] \\
\frac{d[E]}{dt} = k_2([A] - [E])[B]
\]

(2).

Fig. 4 here

All the data obtained were Fourier transformed, reference deconvoluted using a 2.4 Hz Lorentzian target lineshape, normalised to correct systematic drifts in receiver gain, and baseline corrected in Vnmr 6.1C. Data were then exported to Mathematica version 6.0\textsuperscript{[12]} as a text file for statistical analysis and fitting. The peaks marked in Fig. 4 were
fitted to Lorentzian functions, with width, amplitude, frequency, phase, and zero and first order baseline corrections as variable parameters. In the case of the triplet signals a, b, e and f the relative intensities of the inner and outer triplet components were constrained to equal that of the central component, and the triplet splittings were held constant; in both cases this is a good approximation for the degree of strong coupling present. For the first spectrum in the series, the initial parameter values for the singlet Lorentzian functions were estimated by inspection. From then on, each successive spectrum was fitted using starting parameters extrapolated from the preceding fits. This minimises the number of iterations required, reduces problems with signals that drift in frequency, and allows signal assignments to be retained even when the chemical shift ordering changes during a reaction. For the four triplet signals, fitting was performed in reverse order, starting with the last spectrum, because of the overlap between triplets b and f at the start of the reaction. In the very early spectra, where f is completely buried under b, the intensities of the f signals were constrained to equal those of e, allowing b and f to be separated in the fitting.

The integrals obtained were converted to reactant concentrations using the known initial total concentration. Signals a and b reflect total amine concentration, as a result of rapid exchange between free amine (A) and ammonium (AH+) species, so the free amine concentration was obtained by subtraction of the acetate concentration known from signal i. The concentration time courses were fitted to numerical solutions of equations (2), with the results shown in Fig. 5. The slight oscillations in reactant concentration seen in Figs. 5a and 5b are caused by imperfect mixing in the pipework, pump and flowcell at the start of the experiment; not all of the initial contents of the system were flushed out by the reactant mixture, with the result that small damped oscillations in reactant concentration occur with a period equal to the transit time for the system. This problem can be reduced (at the expense of an increase in the total volume of reactants required) by increasing the time for which the flowcell output is discarded, or (at the risk of trapping bubbles) by starting the reaction with the flow system empty.

Fig. 5 here

A sample heterogeneous reaction
Heterogeneous reactions are difficult to study in static conditions in an NMR tube. As the magnetic susceptibilities of solids and liquids are normally different, the homogeneity of the magnetic field is severely perturbed, and it is difficult to maintain the solid component in suspension. One of the advantages of the flow system described is the ability to study heterogeneous reactions while avoiding having solid particles in the detection region of the probe. As a test heterogeneous reaction, the reductive amination of an aldehyde was studied. As shown in scheme 3, the reaction chosen was between benzylamine (Alfa Aesar) and p-tolualdehyde (Sigma) in (protio-)THF/acetic acid with cyanoborohydride on a polymer support (Sigma, product no. 17337). The reaction cell containing the solid phase and reactant mixture was continuously stirred to keep the polymer-supported cyanoborohydride in suspension, while a stainless steel frit on the inlet of the pipe leading to the pump was used to retain the solid in the reaction vessel and keep it from blocking the pipework or being pumped into the probe. An excess of primary amine was used in an attempt to side products such as dialkylated amine \(^{[13]}\), but these could not be completely avoided.

The reaction mixture consisted of 2.43 mL of 0.26 M benzylamine in tetrahydrofuran (THF), 2.43 mL of 0.13 M p-tolualdehyde in THF, 0.34 mL glacial acetic acid, 1.82 mL THF, 434 mg polymer-supported cyanoborohydride and 250 µL TMS (scheme 3).

Scheme 2 here

Spectra were run unlocked, with the THF resonance at 3.6 ppm presaturated; broadband \(^{13}\)C decoupling was used during acquisition to avoid \(^{13}\)C satellites of THF signals overlapping with signals of interest. The total duration of the experiment was 6 h 19 min, with a recycle delay of 8 s, 16 transients per spectrum, a saturation delay of 3 s, saturation power 5 dB, and a 30° flip angle (3 µs pulse width). Immediately after mixing, the reaction solution (7 mL) was pumped into the dry, empty flow system at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. Data acquisition was started when the first drop emerged from the output pipe; representative spectra from the timecourse are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 here

Initial data processing, export and fitting to Lorentzian lineshapes were carried out as described for the homogeneous reactions above. The integrals of the methyl peaks d, g
and i were converted to concentrations and their timecourses fitted to the analytical solutions for first order parallel kinetics (Scheme 3)

Scheme 3 here

with the results shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 here

Conclusions

The flowcell described offers a simple and economical route to the acquisition of spectra under stopped or continuous flow. While primarily designed for reaction monitoring, it is adaptable to a wide range of uses; one example would be to allow hydrogen gas to be bubbled through a sample in para-hydrogen induced polarization (PHIP) experiments. The resolution, lineshape and sensitivity obtainable are only slightly poorer than for a standard 5 mm NMR tube, and the system is compatible with a wide range of probes and nuclei. It is compatible with standard NMR instrumentation, and requires only small (mL) volumes of solution.
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Figure Captions

1. (Left) scale drawing, and (right) photographs of the flowcell headpiece assembly. (1) headpiece; (2) inlet and outlet pipe bushes; (3), (5) O-rings; (4) NMR tube retaining bush. The left part of the composite photograph shows the inlet and outlet pipes and their respective bushes and O-rings, together with the liquid sensor cable, the latter and the inlet pipe running continuously through the headpiece. The top right shows the top view, and the bottom right the bottom view, of the headpiece.

2. Structure of the flow system used. (1) flowcell headpiece; (2) inlet and outlet pipe bushes; (3), (5) O-rings; (4) NMR tube retaining bush; (6) NMR tube; (7) optical liquid sensor; (8) inlet pipe; (9) outlet pipe; (10) reaction vessel; (11) reaction vessel outlet pipe; (12), (15) unions; (13) PTFE peristaltic tubing; (14) peristaltic pump; (16) glass tube, glued to turbine (17); (18) long grooved PTFE spacers; (19) short grooved PTFE spacers; (20) cross-section of spacers; (21) safety cutoff.

3. $^1$H spectrum obtained with the flow cell under static conditions for a solution containing protiochloroform, ethanol and TMS in deuterioacetone.

4. Timecourse array for the solution of phenylethylamine and 2-methoxyphenyl acetate in D$_2$O, with every 35$^{th}$ spectrum from the first (bottom) to the last (top) shown, from 0 to 4 h reaction time. The lower case letters from ‘a’ to ‘i’ correspond to the methyl and methylene signals highlighted in Scheme 1. During the course of the reaction the chemical shifts of signals ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘h’ change due to the change in pH as hydrolysis proceeds.

5. Experimental (dots) and calculated (solid lines) kinetic plots for reactants and products in the reactions of scheme 1. (a) Kinetic plot for phenethylamine (reactant) and N-phenylethylacetamide (product), signals ‘b’ and ‘f’ in figure 4. (b) Kinetic plot of 2-methoxyphenyl acetate (reactant) and 2-methoxy phenol (product), signals ‘d’ and ‘h’ in figure 4. (c) Kinetic plot of acetate, signal ‘i’ in figure 4. Optimised values of $k_1$ and $k_2$ were $4.0 \times 10^{-3}$ L mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and $5.9 \times 10^{-3}$ L mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ respectively. The
effects of incomplete mixing are seen in the oscillations in the reactant curves (a) and (b) for about the first 10 min of the reaction; these data were omitted from the fitting.

6. Timecourse array for a solution of benzylamine and p-tolualdehyde in THF; every 10th spectrum is shown the first (bottom) to the last (top). The lower-case letters from ‘a’ to ‘i’ correspond to proton signals highlighted in scheme 2. The starred signals are *1: carboxylic proton of acetic acid, in exchange with residual water; *2 overlapped aromatic signals of reactants and products; *3 THF signal, partially saturated; *4 impurity; *5 methyl of acetic acid; *6 THF signal, not saturated. The signals from the reactant aldehyde are not observed as the initial imine formation is very fast. One of the methylene signals of the putative byproduct is not assigned, and is assumed to be overlapped by another signal. Multiple signals of minor species are seen. The effect of small temperature changes during initial equilibration can be seen in the moving COOH signal *1.

7. Kinetic plot for the signals ‘d’, ‘i’, ‘g’ in Fig. 6. The dots represent the experimental data, which were fitted to first order parallel kinetics (solid lines), yielding a $k_1$ of $1.86 \pm 0.08 \times 10^{-4}$ L mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and $k_2$ of $6.08 \pm 0.011 \times 10^{-4}$ L mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. 
Scheme captions

Scheme 1. Reactions of 2-methoxyphenyl acetate with phenylethylamine in D$_2$O. Lower case letters denote assignments for methylene and methyl protons in the spectra of Figure 4.

Scheme 2. Reductive amination of benzylamine with p-tolualdehyde, involving para-dimethyl benzyl benzylimine as an intermediate. The imine is reduced to para-dimethyl benzyl benzylamine as the main product; the byproduct (signals h, i) was tentatively identified as 2-(para-dimethyl benzyl) benzylamine but this was not confirmed. The protons for which signals are assigned in the spectra below are marked with lower-case letters.

Scheme 3. Parallel first order kinetics for the conversion of imine (A) to product (B) and byproduct (C).
Scheme 1. Reactions of 2-methoxyphenyl acetate with phenylethylamine in D2O. Lower case letters denote assignments for methylene and methyl protons in the spectra of Figure 4.

Scheme 2. Reductive amination of benzylamine with p-tolualdehyde, involving para-dimethyl benzyl benzylimine as an intermediate. The imine is reduced to para-dimethyl benzyl benzylamine as the main product; the byproduct (signals h, i) was tentatively identified as 2-(para-dimethyl benzyl) benzylamine but this was not confirmed. The protons for which signals are assigned in the spectra below are marked with lower-case letters.
Scheme 3. Parallel first order kinetics for the conversion of imine (A) to product (B) and byproduct (C).

Figure 1. (Left) scale drawing, and (right) photographs of the flowcell headpiece assembly. (1) headpiece; (2) inlet and outlet pipe bushes; (3), (5) O-rings; (4) NMR tube retaining bush. The left part of the composite photograph shows the inlet and outlet pipes and their respective bushes and O-rings, together with the liquid sensor cable, the latter and the inlet pipe running continuously through the headpiece. The top right shows the top view, and the bottom right the bottom view, of the headpiece.
Figure 2. Structure of the flow system used. (1) flowcell headpiece; (2) inlet and outlet pipe bushes; (3), (5) O-rings; (4) NMR tube retaining bush; (6) NMR tube; (7) optical liquid sensor; (8) inlet pipe; (9) outlet pipe; (10) reaction vessel; (11) reaction vessel outlet pipe; (12), (15) unions; (13) PTFE peristaltic tubing; (14) peristaltic pump; (16) glass tube, glued to turbine (17); (18) long grooved PTFE spacers; (19) short grooved PTFE spacers; (20) cross-section of spacers; (21) safety cutoff.
Figure 3. $^1$H spectrum obtained with the flow cell under static conditions for a solution containing protiochloroform, ethanol and TMS in deuterioacetone.
Figure 4. Timecourse array for the solution of phenylethylamine and 2-methoxyphenyl acetate in D$_2$O, with every 35$^{th}$ spectrum from the first (bottom) to the last (top) shown, from 0 to 4 h reaction time. The lower case letters from ‘a’ to ‘i’ correspond to the methyl and methylene signals highlighted in Scheme 1. During the course of the reaction the chemical shifts of signals ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘h’ change due to the change in pH as hydrolysis proceeds.

Figure 5. Experimental (dots) and calculated (solid lines) kinetic plots for reactants and products in the reactions of scheme 1. (a) Kinetic plot for phenethylamine (reactant) and N-phenylethylacetamide (product), signals ‘b’ and ‘f’ in figure 4. (b) Kinetic plot of 2-methoxyphenyl acetate (reactant) and 2-methoxyphenol (product), signals ‘d’ and ‘h’ in figure 4. (c) Kinetic plot of acetate, signal ‘i’ in figure 4. Optimised values of $k_1$ and $k_2$ were $4.0 \times 10^{-3}$ L mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and $5.9 \times 10^{-3}$ L mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ respectively. The effects of incomplete mixing are seen in the oscillations in the reactant curves (a) and (b) for about the first 10 min of the reaction; these data were omitted from the fitting.
Figure 6. Timecourse array for a solution of benzylamine and p-tolualdehyde in THF; every 10th spectrum is shown the first (bottom) to the last (top). The lowercase letters from ‘a’ to ‘i’ correspond to proton signals highlighted in scheme 2. The starred signals are *1: carboxylic proton of acetic acid, in exchange with residual water; *2 overlapped aromatic signals of reactants and products; *3 THF signal, partially saturated; *4 impurity; *5 methyl of acetic acid; *6 THF signal, not saturated. The signals from the reactant aldehyde are not observed as the initial imine formation is very fast. One of the methylene signals of the putative byproduct is not assigned, and is assumed to be overlapped by another signal. Multiple signals of minor species are seen. The effect of small temperature changes during initial equilibration can be seen in the moving COOH signal *1.
Figure 7. Kinetic plot for the signals ‘d’, ‘i’, ‘g’ in Fig. 6. The dots represent the experimental data, which were fitted to first order parallel kinetics (solid lines), yielding a $k_1$ of $1.86 \pm 0.08 \times 10^{-4}$ L mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and $k_2$ of $6.08 \pm 0.011 \times 10^{-4}$ L mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. 